


Chair & Lead Independent Director
Joint Letter to our Shareholders
To our Fellow Shareholders:

In 2021, it was once again our pleasure and privilege to continue to lead our Board of Directors, to guide our Company, and

to serve our shareholders. We are pleased to invite you to attend our Annual Meeting of Shareholders, which will be held

virtually on Tuesday, April 12, 2022.

At each Annual Meeting, we have the opportunity to reflect on how our Board has served you, our shareholders, over the

past year. Despite the challenges of the operating environment, we’ve maintained a steadfast and resolute commitment to

delivering value to all of our stakeholders. Several years ago, we committed to deliver strong and sustainable results through

the cycle, and our 2021 results delivered on that commitment. We believe our risk discipline and governance have provided

a foundation on which we can build continued success. Our strong and stable position is bolstered by a focus on peer-

leading environmental, social and governance, or ESG, practices; a pledge to community-focused initiatives; and a

commitment to robust governance policies and practices. Combined, these approaches bring value to our shareholders and

fulfill our purpose and vision. We have a legacy of helping others and being a source of value and trust for our customers,

communities, employees and shareholders—and we will never stop doing what’s right for those we serve.

In 2021, Fifth Third delivered record financial results, including record net income driven by record revenue combined with

continued expense discipline. In addition, we produced a historical high adjusted return on tangible common equity

(“ROTCE”) excluding unrealized gains. From the initial February 2020 pandemic sell-off through year-end 2021, our stock

price reflected these record results, outperforming our peers, and the KBW Nasdaq Bank Index (“BKX”) and the S&P 500.

Our strong financial results are coupled with ESG excellence. We continue to receive high ratings relative to peers from

independent, third-party ESG ratings agencies. In 2021, we joined the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials

(“PCAF”) and the Ceres Company Network, signaling our commitment to achieving robust sustainability goals as the

economy continues to move toward a lower carbon future. As part of our $8 billion, five-year sustainable finance goal, we

extended an additional $1.9 billion in lending and financing to renewable energy projects in 2021. We also issued an inaugural

Green Bond, aligning our financing with our investment and lending priorities to provide our customers with liquidity in their

transition to a sustainable future. Fifth Third has also developed a Climate Risk Program, and we will soon publish our

second Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (“TCFD”) report. We’ve committed to being an ESG leader in

our industry, and we are more confident than ever that the execution of our ESG strategies will continue to produce

sustainable value to our shareholders.

We also have remained focused on the communities we serve. We successfully concluded our five-year Community

Commitment at the end of 2020, delivering $41.6 billion in lending and investments, a total 30% higher than our targeted

commitment. Following the success of our Community Commitment, we’ve committed $2.8 billion over three years to our

Accelerating Racial Equity, Equality, and Inclusion initiative. In 2021, as part of that initiative, we embarked upon our

Empowering Black Futures neighborhood program. Through this innovative program, we will invest up to $180 million in

nine local neighborhoods across our markets with a focus on creating more affordable housing, helping small businesses

grow, addressing gaps in financial access and employment, and making infrastructure improvements.

Underpinning our success in each of these areas are strong underlying governance practices that focus on the needs and

expectations of our business, our industry and our shareholders. Last year, our shareholders approved management’s

proposals to remove supermajority shareholder approval requirements for mergers and amendments to our Articles of

Incorporation, thereby further empowering our shareholders. In addition, our Board approved changes to our Corporate

Governance Guidelines, reducing the number of public company boards on which our directors may serve in order to better

align with shareholder expectations. In response to direct feedback during engagement sessions with many of our largest

shareholders, our Board approved the inclusion of an ESG modifier as part of our annual incentive compensation program

beginning in 2022. Our Board has also remained committed to ensuring its membership represents the diversity of our key

constituencies and has deepened its resolve to recruiting diverse directors.

On behalf of all the members of our Board of Directors, thank you for your continued support and investment in Fifth Third.

We invite you to read our Annual Report for more details on our financial highlights and performance in 2021, and we

encourage you to review this Proxy Statement carefully and vote your shares according to the instructions provided. We

look forward to continuing to deliver on our commitments as a leading institution that is a “Fifth Third Better.”

Faithfully,

Greg D. Carmichael
Chair and

Chief Executive Officer

Marsha C. Williams
Lead Independent Director



Notice of 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders
To: Holders of Outstanding Common Stock and 6.00% Non-Cumulative

Perpetual Class B Preferred Stock, Series A

Date and Time Location Vote

Tuesday, April 12, 2022,
11:30 a.m.,
Eastern daylight

saving time

Virtual
www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/FITB2022

Shareholders of record at

close of business on

Friday, February 18, 2022
are entitled to vote

Items of Business:

1 Election of all members of the Board of Directors to serve until the Annual Meeting of Shareholders in 2023.

2 Ratification of the appointment of Deloitte & Touche LLP to serve as the independent external audit firm for

the Company for the year 2022.

3 An advisory approval of the Company’s compensation of its named executive officers.

4 Approval of an amendment to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Regulations to establish the exclusive

jurisdiction of federal courts for actions brought under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

5 Transaction of such other business that may properly come before the Annual Meeting or any adjournment

thereof.

Even if you plan to attend the virtual meeting, please vote at your earliest convenience by signing and
returning the proxy card you receive or by voting over the internet or by telephone.

If you plan to attend the virtual Annual Meeting:

Please note that any member of the public will be able to attend and listen to the Annual Meeting, though

voting and the submission of questions will be limited only to holders of common stock and of 6.00%

Non-Cumulative Perpetual Class B Preferred Stock, Series A (and depository shares representing Series A,

Class B Preferred Stock) (collectively, “Series A, Class B Preferred Stock”) of the Company and the holders of

shareholder proxies. Shareholders and others may access the Annual Meeting website beginning at

approximately 11:15 a.m., Eastern daylight saving time on April 12, 2022. To vote and/or submit questions at the

meeting, shareholders must use their 16-digit control number. For more information on attending the virtual

Annual Meeting, please see page 2.

If you have any questions or need assistance voting your shares, please call D.F. King & Co., Inc.,
which is assisting us, toll-free at 1-800-870-0653.

By Order of the Board of Directors,

Joseph C. Alter, Corporate Secretary
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Proxy Statement Highlights
This highlights section does not contain all the information that you should consider before voting. Please

read this entire proxy statement carefully. For more information on our 2021 performance, please review

our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021, a copy of which is available at

ir.53.com.

Voting matters and Board recommendations:

Proposal Board Recommendation

Election of 15 directors to serve until the Annual Meeting of Shareholders in 2023. ✓ “FOR” all nominees

Ratification of the appointment of Deloitte & Touche to serve as the independent

external audit firm for Fifth Third Bancorp for the year 2022.
✓ “FOR”

Advisory approval of Fifth Third Bancorp’s compensation of its named executive

officers.
✓ “FOR”

Approval of an amendment to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Regulations to

establish the exclusive jurisdiction of federal courts for actions brought under the

Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

✓ “FOR”

Casting your vote:
• Our Board of Directors is soliciting proxies and voting instructions for the Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be

held virtually on Tuesday, April 12, 2022 at 11:30 a.m. eastern daylight saving time. The proxy materials were first

made available to shareholders on or about March 1, 2022.

• Your vote is important! Please cast your vote as soon as possible, but, if you vote by Internet or phone, you must

vote no later than 11:59 p.m. eastern daylight saving time on April 11, 2022 for Common Stock held directly and by

11:59 p.m. eastern daylight saving time on April 7, 2022 for Common Stock held in a Plan and for Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock.

Internet:

www.proxyvote.com

Telephone:

1.800.690.6903

Mail:

Sign, date, and mail the

enclosed Proxy card.

www.proxyvote.com

For more information on how to cast your vote, please see pages 93-94.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Attending the Annual Meeting:
Due to the ongoing global health pandemic

caused by COVID-19, the 2022 Annual Meeting of

Shareholders (“Annual Meeting”) of Fifth Third

Bancorp (the “Company,” the “Bancorp,” or “Fifth

Third”) will be held in a virtual format only, via the

internet. We believe holding our Annual Meeting

in a virtual-only format ensures and protects the

health and safety of our employees, shareholders,

and directors and is consistent with federal, state,

and local public health guidance. In addition, we

believe that holding our Annual Meeting virtually

facilitates greater shareholder attendance and

participation by allowing all shareholders to

participate equally, through any internet-

connected device from any location, free of cost.

In practice, we have experienced increased

engagement and shareholder participation at our

virtual Annual Meeting than occurred at meetings

prior to our adopting a virtual format. Moreover, a

virtual meeting has a reduced carbon footprint

and less environmental impact compared to an

in-person meeting. As described below, we

observe best practices for virtual shareholder

meetings, including by providing a support line for

technical and other assistance and addressing as

many shareholder questions as time allows.

The Annual Meeting will start at 11:30 a.m. eastern

daylight saving time on April 12, 2022. Shareholders

and guests may join the virtual meeting beginning

at 11:15 a.m. eastern daylight saving time. Any

member of the public is invited to attend as a

guest and listen to the Annual Meeting by logging

onto www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/
FITB2022 and logging in as a guest. Shareholders

of record of Fifth Third Common Stock or of Series

A, Class B Preferred Stock, beneficial holders of

Fifth Third Common Stock or of Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock, or authorized representatives of a

beneficial holder of Fifth Third Common Stock or

of Series A, Class B Preferred Stock, or their legal

proxy holders, as of the close of business on

February 18, 2022, the record date, are entitled to

vote and/or submit questions at the virtual Annual

Meeting. Shareholders may participate by visiting

www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/FITB2022
and choosing the shareholder log-in and entering

their 16-digit control number that is printed in the

box marked by the arrow on the Notice of Internet

Availability of Proxy Materials or your Proxy Card.

We encourage shareholders and guests wishing to

attend the Annual Meeting to visit

www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/FITB2022
in advance of the meeting to verify their internet

connection, familiarize themselves with the online

access process, and update their devices and/or

browsers, as appropriate. The virtual Annual

Meeting platform is fully supported across

browsers and devices equipped with the most

updated version of applicable software and

plugins. Additionally, shareholders should allow

sufficient time after logging in to ensure that they

can hear streaming audio prior to the start of the

meeting.

Anyone wishing to attend the meeting and

encountering difficulty with the Annual Meeting

virtual platform during the sign-in process or at

any time during the meeting may utilize technical

support provided by the Company through

Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. Technical

support information is provided on the sign-in

page.

Shareholders will have substantially the same

opportunities to participate in our virtual Annual

Meeting as they would have at an in-person

meeting. Shareholders will be able to attend, vote

(in the case of holders of Common Stock), examine

the shareholder list, and submit questions before

and during a portion of the meeting via the online

platform. Shareholders may submit questions by

signing into the virtual meeting platform at

www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/FITB2022,

and by typing a question into the “Ask a Question”

field, and clicking submit. Shareholders may submit

questions beginning on April 5, 2022 by logging

onto proxyvote.com with their 16-digit control

number. Questions that are germane to the purpose

of the Annual Meeting will be answered during the

meeting, subject to time constraints. Questions

regarding personal matters or matters not relevant

to the Annual Meeting will not be answered. If we

receive substantially similar questions, we will group

them together.

Shareholders of Common Stock may vote during

the Annual Meeting. Shareholders may also vote

before the date of the Annual Meeting using the

one of the methods provided on the proxy card.

Holders of depositary shares representing

Preferred Stock may only submit voting

instructions prior to the Annual Meeting using one

of the methods provided on the proxy card. We

recommend that shareholders vote by mail,

internet, or telephone prior to the Annual Meeting,

even if they plan to attend the Annual Meeting

virtually.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

About Our Company

Fifth Third is a diversified

financial services company

headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio

and is the indirect holding

company of Fifth Third Bank,

National Association. The

Bancorp operates four main

businesses: Commercial Banking,

Branch Banking, Consumer

Lending, and Wealth & Asset

Management.

Core Values
1. Work as One Bank
Proactively collaborate to achieve shared goals.

2. Take Accountability
Own what you do and speak up if something

feels wrong, looks wrong, or is wrong.

3. Be Respectful and Inclusive
Respect diversity. Fully integrate ideas from

varying perspectives.

4. Act with Integrity
Be honest. Be fair. Do the right thing.

Fifth Third Bank Footprint Map

Regional footprint

Out of footprint corporate and middle market banking office
(London and Toronto offices not shown)

Major FITB markets1 with a top 5 deposit share
Key Southeast MSAs of focus 

1Defined as MSAs with $5BN+ in capped deposits (branch deposits capped at $250 million per June 2021 FDIC data)
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Corporate Performance Highlights

Strong financial performance,
reflecting solid operating results
• Record full-year net income of $2.8B, or $3.73

per common share

• Generated record revenue of nearly $8 billion

in 2021, which increased 4% compared to 2020

• Record average core deposits of $162 billion

• Generated consumer household growth in

excess of 3% year-over-year

Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) Leadership
• Issued an inaugural Green Bond, aligning

our financing with our sustainable

financing priorities

• Achieved four of the five bold operational

sustainability goals announced in 2017 and

achieved carbon neutrality in our

operations for the second year

• Developed a Climate Risk Program led by

Fifth Third’s first climate risk officer, who is

focused on integrating climate-related

risks in our enterprise risk framework

• Only bank within peer group to have

maintained CDP leadership band score for

three consecutive years

• Fifth Third’s actions and disclosures are

ranked #1 or #2 by several key independent

third-party ESG data providers

• Contributing to our communities and

celebrating their achievements

• Exceeded our $32 billion 5-year

Community Commitment goal by 30%

• Launched our Empowering Black

Futures Neighborhood Program with up

to $180 million investment in nine

neighborhoods across our footprint

• Continued to work closely with

customers to support them through PPP

and other outreach efforts

• Made second special Covid-19 staffing

bonus to front-line employees in 2021

Robust capital & liquidity
• Maintained strong capital levels with

Common Equity Tier 1 of 9.53%

• Heavily core-funded, with loan-to-core

deposit ratio near historic lows

Peer-leading shareholder returns
• In 2021, Fifth Third stock price appreciated

58%, which was No. 1 among peers and

outperformed the KBW Bank index by 23

percentage points

• For the first time since the financial crisis,

Fifth Third is top quartile among peers in

key investor valuation metric,

price-to-tangible book value, excluding

unrealized gains

Balance sheet management
• $15 billion cash flow hedge portfolio to

provide protection against low interest rate

environment

• Well-positioned to benefit when interest

rates rise due to highly asset-sensitive

balance sheet and significant excess

liquidity position

• Successfully managed interest-bearing

core deposits 24 bps lower during the year

Disciplined risk
management
• Credit results demonstrate our disciplined

client selection, conservative underwriting,

and continued benefit from fiscal and

monetary government stimulus programs

• Many of our key credit metrics, including

nonperforming assets and nonperforming

loans, are top quartile among peers

• Historically low full-year net-charge offs of

just 16 basis points
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Item 1: Election of Directors
The Board of Directors proposes the election of 15 Directors to serve until the 2023 Annual

Meeting of Shareholders. Our Directors provide robust and effective governance and oversight.

The nominees for Director, collectively, represent diverse perspectives and provide a broad range

of skills, expertise, and experience to guide the Company.

Our Board of Directors recommends a vote “For” each nominee. For more information on our

nominees, please see page 19.

Board of Directors Highlights
2022 Director Nominee Overview

Name Age Gender Ethnicity Director
Since

Other Public Company
Boards*

Nicholas K. Akins 61 M White 2013 American Electric Power

B. Evan Bayh, III 66 M White 2011 Marathon Petroleum Company

Berry Global Group, Inc.

RLJ Lodging Trust

Jorge L. Benitez 62 M Hispanic 2015 World Fuel Services

Katherine B. Blackburn 56 F White 2014 None

Emerson L. Brumback 70 M White 2009 M&T Bank (2007)

Greg D. Carmichael 60 M White 2015 Encompass Health Corporation

Linda W. Clement-

Holmes

59 F African

American

2020 Cincinnati Financial Corporation

C. Bryan Daniels 63 M White 2019 MB Financial, Inc. (2019)

Mitchell S. Feiger 63 M White 2020 MB Financial, Inc. (2019)

Thomas H. Harvey 61 M White 2019 MB Financial, Inc. (2019)

Gary R. Heminger 68 M White 2006 PPG Industries, Inc.

Marathon Petroleum Company (2020)

MPLX GP LLC (2020)

Jewell D. Hoover 73 F African

American

2009 None

Eileen A. Mallesch 66 F White 2016 Arch Capital Group, Ltd.

Brighthouse Financial

State Auto Financial Corp. (2021)

Libbey, Inc. (2020)

Bob Evans Farms, Inc. (2018)

Michael B. McCallister 69 M White 2011 AT&T, Inc.

Zoetis, Inc.

Marsha C. Williams 70 F White 2008 Modine Manufacturing Company

Davis Funds

Crown Holdings, Inc.

McDermott International, Inc. (2020)

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, N.V.

(2018)

* The year in which a public company directorship previously ended is indicated by the parenthetical year following the company name.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Diverse Skills and Attributes Among Board Members

Accounting/ Financial Reporting Executive Management

11/15 15/15

Compensation and Benefits Financial Services Industry

12/15 10/15

Corporate Governance Human Capital Management

15/15 12/15

Cybersecurity Legal and Regulatory

8/15 10/15

Digital Innovation and FinTech Risk Management

8/15 14/15

Environmental, Social, and Governance Strategic Planning

11/15 15/15

� represents each director who possesses the skill or attribute
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Board Diversity Matrix (as of February 18, 2022)

Female Male

Total Number of Directors 15

Part I: Gender Identity

Directors 5 10

Part II: Demographic Background

African American or Black 2 —

Hispanic or Latinx — 1

White 3 9

Directors’ Gender Directors’ Ethnicity Directors’ Average Tenure Directors’ Independence

Female
33%

Diverse
20%

Average
7.3 yrs

Independent
87%

Fifth Third 2022 Proxy Statement 7



PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Board Governance Overview
Fifth Third’s Board of Directors is committed to strong and effective governance and
oversight. Annually, the Board reviews and enhances, as necessary, its practices for Board
independence, Board accountability, and Board effectiveness. Below are some highlights of
our Board governance program.

Board Independence
• Strong Lead Independent Director: Ms. Williams, our Lead Independent Director, provides strong leadership of the

independent directors through responsibilities expressly defined in Fifth Third’s Corporate Governance Guidelines.

The Lead Independent Director is annually elected by all independent directors.

• Substantial Majority of Independent Directors: The Board of Directors is comprised of a substantial majority of

independent directors. All directors are considered independent under applicable standards except Mr. Carmichael,

our CEO, and Mr. Feiger, a former employee of Fifth Third and former CEO of MB Financial, Inc., which merged with

Fifth Third in 2019.

• Independent Director-Led Committees: All committees of the Board of Directors are comprised of independent directors.

• Executive Sessions: Independent directors regularly meet in executive session throughout the year.

• Engagement with Regulators: Fifth Third’s regulators are invited to meet with independent directors outside the

presence of management.

Board Accountability
• Ethics Training and Certification: Directors receive annual ethics training and must review and acknowledge the

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics on an annual basis.

• Attendance: The Board of Directors and its Committees had a 98% aggregate attendance rate in 2021.

• Majority Voting Standards: Fifth Third utilizes majority voting requirements for uncontested director elections and all

directors must be elected annually with no staggered or multi-year terms. In addition, in 2021, Fifth Third eliminated

supermajority voting requirements for shareholder approval of amendments to the Articles of Incorporation and for

certain business mergers and combinations.

• Retirement Age: Our Code of Regulations provides that a director should not stand for re-election at the Annual

Meeting following his/her 72nd birthday; provided that the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee may

waive this requirement upon consideration of relevant factors listed in our Corporate Governance Guidelines.

• Annually Reviewed Director Pay Program: The Director Pay Program is reviewed and approved annually by the

Human Capital and Compensation Committee.

• Oversight of Strategy: The Board of Directors actively oversees the development of strategic objectives during its

September Board meeting and receives updates on the implementation of strategic plans throughout the year at

regularly scheduled Board meetings. The Board also reviews the risk assessment of the strategic plan.

• Proxy Access: The Board amended the Bancorp’s Code of Regulations in 2020 to allow proxy access.

• Stock Ownership Requirements: Directors are required to own Fifth Third stock equal in value to six times their

annual Board member salary (not including fees for Committee service) within five years of their Board appointment.

• Oversight of Executive Management Succession Planning: The Board engages in an annual executive management

succession planning review meeting, in addition to regular succession planning discussions at the Committee level.

Board Effectiveness
• Robust Self-Assessments, Including Lead Independent Director Interviews: The Board of Directors and the

Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee oversee the annual self-evaluation process, which includes both

written assessments of the Board and each Committee and interviews between the Lead Independent Director and

each independent director. Management implements action plans based on directors’ feedback and reports to the

Board on the implementation of those plans in order to ensure continuous improvement.

• Director Diversity, Skills, and Expertise: The Board annually reviews directors’ diversity, skills, and expertise to

ensure the Board represents a diverse skill set oriented to the historical and emerging needs of the business.

• Strong Director Education Program: Fifth Third has instituted a robust director education program, approved

annually by the Board, to enhance directors’ knowledge on topics relevant to oversight of a large financial institution.

Director education sessions typically occur at every regularly scheduled Board meeting and also several times a year

in Committee meetings. In 2021, the Board and its Committees had a total of 35 education sessions.

• Broad Director Onboarding Program: Our Board-approved, comprehensive Director Onboarding Program seeks to

quickly integrate new Directors in our business and culture and features one-on-one sessions with senior executives

and functional area representatives, facility tours, and training on company policies and industry trends.

• Board Succession Planning: The Board, and its relevant Committees, regularly discuss Director succession planning,

focusing on business needs, industry trends, diverse perspectives, and shareholder expectations.

• Over-boarding Restrictions: Directors are subject to over-boarding restrictions, updated in 2021, to improve Board

effectiveness, ensure that directors have sufficient time and attention to devote to their duties at Fifth Third, and

more closely align with shareholder expectations. Directors may serve on four total public company boards and

Directors who are active CEOs may serve on two total public company boards.

• Strong Corporate Governance Guidelines: The Corporate Governance Guidelines and Board Committee Charters are

reviewed annually to maintain strong and sound governance practices.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Item 2: Ratification of the Appointment of Deloitte & Touche to
serve as Independent Auditor
The Board of Directors proposes to ratify the appointment of Deloitte & Touche to serve as the

independent external audit firm for Fifth Third Bancorp until the Annual Meeting of Shareholders in

2023. The Audit Committee and the Board of Directors believe Deloitte & Touche’s continued

service as Fifth Third’s independent external audit firm is in the best interests of the Company and

our shareholders. The Audit Committee will further evaluate the appointment of Deloitte & Touche

as independent external audit firm if the appointment is not ratified by a majority of shareholders.

Our Audit Committee and our Board of Directors recommends a vote “For” the ratification of the

appointment of Deloitte & Touche as the Company’s independent external audit firm for 2022. For

more information on this item, please see page 84. This item appears as Item 2 on your proxy card.

Item 3: Advisory Approval of the Company’s Compensation of its
Named Executive Officers
The Board of Directors seeks advisory approval of the compensation for Fifth Third’s Named

Executive Officers. The Human Capital and Compensation Committee and our Board of Directors

have established a compensation philosophy and a compensation program that rewards

employees for delivering the right products to the right customers. Our compensation program

considers our shareholders’ long-term interests and align with Fifth Third’s values, while also

staying within our risk tolerance.

Our Human Capital and Compensation Committee and our Board of Directors recommends a vote

“For” the advisory approval of the compensation of our Named Executive Officers. For more

information on this item, please see page 85. This item appears as Item 3 on your proxy card.

Executive Compensation Highlights

Our Named Executive Officers have approximately 50% or more of their target total compensation

delivered in the form of long-term, equity-based compensation.

2021 Total Compensation Pay Mix(1)

Chief Executive Officer Average of Other NEOs

Base
Salary
12%

Annual
Cash

Incentive
24% 

Long-Term
Incentives

64%

Long-Term
Incentives

54%

Base
Salary
20%

Annual Cash
Incentive

26% 

(1) The percentages reflect the Named Executive Officer’s base salary as of December 31, 2021, target annual cash incentive award

for 2021, and target long-term, equity-based incentive award for 2021.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Our compensation program incorporates best practices in governance and executive compensation,

including the following:

Compensation matter Fifth Third’s practice

Frequency of pay equity practices review Annual

Frequency of say-on-pay advisory vote Annual

Robust code of business conduct and ethics ✓

Pay for performance ✓

ESG modifier included in annual incentive goals ✓

Employment agreements for executive officers ✗

Excessive perks ✗

10



PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Item 4: Approval of an Amendment to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code
of Regulations to Establish the Exclusive Jurisdiction of Federal
Courts for Actions Brought under the Securities Act of 1933
The Board of Directors proposes that shareholders adopt an amendment to the Company’s Code

of Regulations. The proposed amendment would add a new Article XI which provides that, unless

the Company consents to the selection of an alternative forum in writing, the federal district courts

of the United States will be the exclusive forum for the resolution of any claims arising under the

Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”). The Company believes that the adoption

of a federal forum selection provision requiring that all claims arising under the Securities Act be

brought in federal court will allow the Company to avoid state court forum shopping, eliminate

parallel litigation in state and federal jurisdictions for claims arising out of the same or a similar set

of facts, and improve procedural efficiencies in litigating claims arising out of the Securities Act.

Based on these considerations and others, the Board of Directors believes it is in the best interests

of Company and our shareholders that the Code of Regulations be amended to add the proposed

federal forum selection provision.

Our Board of Directors recommends a vote “For” the approval of this amendment to our Code of

Regulations. For more information on this item, please see page 86. This item appears as Item 4 on

your proxy card.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

ESG Highlights

OUR APPROACH TO ESG

Our approach to ESG is focused on doing well by doing good.

We are focused on generating long-term sustainable value for our 

stakeholders, including shareholders, customers, employees, communities 

and regulators. This focus is aligned with our Vision and guided by our 

Core Values and Strategic Actions.

OUR PURPOSE
To improve the lives of customers and the well-being of communities.

OUR VISION
To be the One Bank people most value and trust. Our Vision is personal. 
It’s about showing our customers, communities and employees that 
we provide something different, something of value—because without
them, we could not exist. 

Our Core Values guide us as we work with customers, communities and each other:

WORK AS ONE BANK
Proactively collaborate to

achieve shared goals.

TAKE ACCOUNTABILITY
Own what you do. Speak up if

something feels wrong, looks

wrong, or is wrong.

BE RESPECTFUL & INCLUSIVE
Respect diversity.

Fully integrate ideas from

varying perspectives.

ACT WITH INTEGRITY
Be honest. Be fair.

Do the right thing.

d.

Led by our Core Values, our Strategic Actions help us make decisions among competing

demands, test the soundness of our actions and set boundaries within which we must operate.

BUILD A STRONGER 
COMMUNITY

. 

Empower the underserved.  

Be actively engaged.

PROVIDE BETTER SOLUTIONS
Drive product and service 

innovation. Provide a world-

class customer experience, 

every single time.

STRIVE FOR OPERATIONAL 
EXCELLENCE

Do quality work. . 

Perform through the cycle.

CONTINUOUSLY MANAGE 
RISK

Challenge ideas.  

Test soundness.  

Promptly escalate issues. 
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

 

 

 

 

GENERATING
SUSTAINABLE VALUE

GOVERNANCE

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL

Our commitment to ESG excellence is integrated across our Company and aligned to our strategic 
priorities. Our ESG strategy and reporting is led by our Investor Relations team, with support from 

across the Company and with oversight from the Board of Directors. In 2020, we established an ESG 

Committee to monitor emerging risks and trends through stakeholder engagement, shareholder 

resolutions and recommendations from independent organizations such as the Global Reporting 

Initiative ("GRI"), the Sustainability Accounting Board ("SASB"), TCFD, World Economic Forum and the 

United Nations.

In 2020, we became the first U.S. commercial bank to join the SASB Alliance and GRI Community. 
We also became a TCFD Supporter. We use these frameworks to allow for transparency in our ESG 

data reporting. In May 2021, we became a member of the Ceres Network, joining a group of companies 

who commit to achieving robust sustainability goals, improving resiliency in their operations and 

supply chains, and advancing market-based and equitable solutions to the world’s biggest 

sustainability challenges.

ESG priorities and actions

Addressing
climate change

Promoting 
inclusion and 

diversity

Demonstrating
our commitment

to employees

Strengthening our
communities

Keeping the
customer at the

center

$180MM Empowering
Black Futures
Neighborhood Program
in nine majority-Black
communities

$41.6BN delivered
against 2016 $32BN
community commitment4

2.6MM people educated
through our L.I.F.E (Lives
Improved through
Financial Empowerment)
programs

~95K hours of
community service

$18 minimum wage per
hour since 2019

Up to $2,250 in special
payments to front-line
employees

Up to 7% 401(k)
employer contribution
with 84% participation

MyDay customer
recommendation engine

~765K hours of training
 (39 hours average/FTE)

99% of banking centers
remained open and 3MM+
customer calls since start
of the pandemic

Momentum Banking,
with Extra Time®, Early
Pay and MyAdvanceTM

Low reliance on punitive
consumer fees

50,000+ fee-free ATMs

Expert AP/AR innovative
TM offerings

$2.8BN Accelerating
Racial Equality, Equity
and Inclusion initiative

40% board diversity3

59% women; 27%
persons of color in
workforce

>99% pay equity for
women and minorities

$75.4MM diverse
supplier spend in
2020

~$7.3BN in lending and
financing to renewable
energy projects towards
our $8BN goal by 20251

$500MM inaugural
Green Bond issued in
October 2021

Continued carbon
neutrality in our
operations since 20202

Agreed to acquire
Dividend Finance,
focused on consumer
renewable energy
solutions

Data is for fiscal year 2021, unless otherwise noted;
1 1/1/2012-12/31/2021;
2 For Scope 1, Scope 2 and business travel under Scope 3 emissions. Projected full year 2021 CO2e emissions are based on 2021

year-to-date data as well as historical company data from 2014-2020. Final CO2e emissions will be made available in 2022

following independent verification;
3 In terms of ethnicity or gender;
4 2016-2020;
5 Since 2004.
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PROXY STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

*Award announced in December 2019.

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

Fifth Third earned the following honors from Jan. 1, 2020 through December 31, 2021,

unless otherwise noted.

A+ in Financial Health, 

DepositAccounts.com Forbes’ World’s Best Banks

Newsweek 2020 

Most Responsible Companies*

CDP 2021 and 2020 Climate

Leadership Score of A-

EPA Green Leadership Award

Green Power Partnership

National Top 100 

Green Achievement Award, 

Green Energy Ohio

3BL Media Responsible CEO of

the Year

National Certification for

Express Banking Product as safe

and affordable

Customer Experience Leader from

Greenwich Associates in 2020 for

middle market banking

Best Private Bank – Digitally

Empowering RMs, Global Private

Banking Innovation Awards, 2021

American Heart Association Gold Level 

Workplace Health Achievement 

Disability Equality Index 
Diversity Best Practices 

Inclusion Index

Energage Top Workplaces, 

multiple regions 

Minority Business News’ All Star 

Supplier Diversity Team

Women’s Business Enterprise 

National Council Top Corporation 

Human Rights Campaign Foundation 

Corporate Equality Index

#1 in Covid Response from 2021

Financial Health and Advice from

a leading study

Winning “W” Company 

2020 Women on Boards 
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Election of Directors (Item 1 on Proxy Card)

In accordance with our Code of Regulations, directors are each elected annually to a one-year term

expiring at the next Annual Meeting of Shareholders. The terms of our current directors expire at the

Annual Meeting on April 12, 2022. Each of our current directors has been nominated to be elected to

serve until the Annual Meeting of Shareholders in 2023.

Process for Director Nominations
Director candidates are nominated by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee. Pursuant

to its Charter, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee annually reviews the current

composition of the Board, in light of director skills, expertise, diversity, background, and experience, the

current and emerging needs of our business, and feedback from directors in the Board’s robust self-

evaluation process. In addition, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee reviews the

background and skills of director candidates based on the needs of the Company and the Board.

Candidates are reviewed by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee and the Board of

Directors prior to nomination or appointment to the Board.

Our Corporate Governance Guidelines provide that shareholders may propose nominees to the

Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee by submitting the names and qualifications of such

persons to the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee no later than December 31 of each

year. Submissions are to be addressed to the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee at our

executive offices and will be forwarded to the Committee. The Nominating and Corporate Governance

Committee will then evaluate the possible nominee using the criteria provided in our Corporate

Governance Guidelines, in the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee Charter, and other

relevant corporate governance disclosures and will consider such person in comparison to all other

candidates. The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee is not obligated to nominate any

such individual for election. No such shareholder nominations have been received by Fifth Third for this

Annual Meeting. Shareholders may also nominate candidates directly for election by following the

procedures in our Code of Regulations. These are summarized in the “2023 Shareholder Proposals”

section of this proxy statement.

Pursuant to applicable law and our Code of Regulations, any vacancies that occur after the directors are

elected may be filled by the Board of Directors for the remainder of the full term of the vacant

directorship or the Board may elect not to fill the vacancy and to reduce the size of the Board. There is

no family relationship between and among any of our executive officers or directors. There are no

arrangements or understandings between any of our executive officers or directors and any other person

pursuant to which any directors are elected director or officers are appointed.
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ELECTION OF DIRECTORS

Criteria for Director Nominations
Our Corporate Governance Guidelines set forth the following non-exclusive criteria for directors:

• independence (in order to compose a Board of Directors that has a majority of its members who are

independent);

• highest personal and professional ethics and integrity;

• willingness to devote sufficient time to fulfilling duties as a director;

• impact on the diversity of the Board’s overall experience in business, government, education, technology,

and other areas relevant to our business;

• impact on the diversity of the Board’s composition in terms of age, skills, ethnicity, and other factors

relevant to our business; and

• the number of other public company boards on which the candidate may serve (e.g., a director may not

serve on more than three public company boards in addition to Fifth Third).

The Board of Directors and Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee value diversity

among our directors. The Board believes that diversity on our Board should be a priority and

therefore actively seeks diverse candidates with regard to gender, race, ethnicity, age, background,

and other attributes. We strive to include candidates who reflect the diverse markets which we serve

in our pools from which nominee are chosen. Any third-party search firms engaged to assist in the

searches for Director candidates are required to include candidates with diverse characteristics.

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee reviewed the qualifications of each nominee for

election as director and found that each possesses strong personal and professional ethics and integrity

and each was committed to representing the interests of Fifth Third and our shareholders. In addition, as

a group, the skills, expertise, experience, and diversity of our Board are well-suited to address the current

and emerging needs of our business and to achieve our strategic goals. Our Board of Directors believes

that each of our directors, including each of our director nominees, has demonstrated the ability to

devote sufficient time and attention to board duties and to otherwise fulfill the responsibilities required of

directors. Therefore, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee has nominated for election

as directors the following fifteen (15) persons: Nicholas K. Akins, B. Evan Bayh, III, Jorge L. Benitez,

Katherine B. Blackburn, Emerson L. Brumback, Greg D. Carmichael, Linda W. Clement-Holmes,

C. Bryan Daniels, Mitchell S. Feiger, Thomas H. Harvey, Gary R. Heminger, Jewell D. Hoover, Eileen A.

Mallesch, Michael B. McCallister, and Marsha C. Williams. All nominees are current directors of Fifth Third

Bancorp. Our Board of Directors has determined that all nominees are considered independent under

applicable Nasdaq standards, with the exception of Messrs. Carmichael and Feiger.
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ELECTION OF DIRECTORS

Director Nominee Overview

Name Age Gender Ethnicity Director
Since

Other Public Company
Boards*

Nicholas K. Akins 61 M White 2013 American Electric Power

B. Evan Bayh, III 66 M White 2011 Marathon Petroleum Company

Berry Global Group, Inc.

RLJ Lodging Trust

Jorge L. Benitez 62 M Hispanic 2015 World Fuel Services

Katherine B. Blackburn 56 F White 2014 None

Emerson L. Brumback 70 M White 2009 M&T Bank (2007)

Greg D. Carmichael 60 M White 2015 Encompass Health Corporation

Linda W. Clement-

Holmes

59 F African

American

2020 Cincinnati Financial Corporation

C. Bryan Daniels 63 M White 2019 MB Financial, Inc. (2019)

Mitchell S. Feiger 63 M White 2020 MB Financial, Inc. (2019)

Thomas H. Harvey 61 M White 2019 MB Financial, Inc. (2019)

Gary R. Heminger 68 M White 2006 PPG Industries, Inc.

Marathon Petroleum Company (2020)

MPLX GP LLC (2020)

Jewell D. Hoover 73 F African

American

2009 None

Eileen A. Mallesch 66 F White 2016 Arch Capital Group, Ltd.

Brighthouse Financial

State Auto Financial Corp. (2021)

Libbey, Inc. (2020)

Bob Evans Farms, Inc. (2018)

Michael B. McCallister 69 M White 2011 AT&T, Inc.

Zoetis, Inc.

Marsha C. Williams 70 F White 2008 Modine Manufacturing Company

Davis Funds

Crown Holdings, Inc.

McDermott International, Inc. (2020)

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, N.V.

(2018)

* The year in which a public company directorship previously ended is indicated by the parenthetical year following the company

name.
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Director Retirement Age Provision
Fifth Third’s Corporate Governance Guidelines provide that a director should retire from the Board at the

next annual meeting of shareholders that follows his or her 72nd birthday. Upon recommendation from

the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, the Board may waive this retirement age

provision a maximum of three times per director after consideration of the following, among other

factors: whether Fifth Third is undergoing significant transition periods in executive leadership, whether

there has been an unexpected loss of directors, or whether such a director possesses a specific expertise

relevant to the current or emerging business needs of Fifth Third, has unique and valuable industry-

specific knowledge, or possesses some other attributes deemed essential by the Board or Nominating

and Corporate Governance Committee.

Pursuant to our Corporate Governance Guidelines, Ms. Hoover offered to retire prior to the 2022 Annual

Meeting. The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee evaluated Ms. Hoover’s offer of

retirement, her contributions to the Board, and the current areas of skills and expertise of the Board.

The Committee noted that Ms. Hoover annually receives high shareholder approval (including over 98% in

2021) and has significant experience as a former bank regulator for the Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency (“OCC”) and continues to provide Fifth Third guidance in its recent conversion to an

OCC-chartered bank from an Ohio state-chartered bank. The Committee also considered Ms. Hoover’s

diverse perspectives and her leadership roles on the Board, including as the former Chair of the Risk and

Compliance Committee, as well as her ongoing unique and valuable contributions as a member of both

the Risk and Compliance and Audit Committees. Based on these considerations, the Committee

unanimously agreed to grant an exception to Fifth Third’s Corporate Governance Guidelines for

Ms. Hoover, as a 2022 nominee. As such, the Committee nominated Ms. Hoover for an additional one-year

term. For more specific information on Ms. Hoover’s qualifications as a director, please see page 24.
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ELECTION OF DIRECTORS

Nominees for Election as Directors

Nicholas K. Akins
Chair, President, and Chief Executive Officer of American Electric Power Company

Career Highlights:
• Chair, President, and Chief Executive Officer of American Electric Power Company

• 38-year career of increasing leadership responsibility with American Electric Power

Company (initially with the former Central and South West Corporation that merged

with AEP in 2000), including roles as Chief Executive Officer (November 2011),

President (January 2011), and Executive Vice President (2006)

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Business expertise as chief executive officer of multi-state utility

• Oversight of operational, financial, and compliance-related management in heavily

regulated industry

• Significant experience leading corporate and employee culture initiatives

• Oversight of cyber-related activities in business systems and critical infrastructure

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

Cybersecurity, ESG, Executive Management, Human Capital Management, Legal and

Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning

B. Evan Bayh, III
Senior Advisor, Apollo Global Management

Career Highlights:
• Non-executive Senior Advisor, Apollo Global Management

• Served as United States Senator for the State of Indiana

• Served as Governor of the State of Indiana

• Partner, McGuire Woods

• Partner, Cozen O’Connor

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Oversight of a broad array of financial, economic, and policy issues impacting a wide

variety of businesses as Governor and Senator

• Service as a member of the Senate Banking Committee and the Chair of the

International Trade and Finance Subcommittee

• Extensive knowledge of cybersecurity issues as a result of membership on the

Senate Intelligence Committee and the Central Intelligence Agency External

Advisory Board

Skills and Attributes:
Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance, Cybersecurity, Digital Innovation

and FinTech, ESG, Executive Management, Financial Services Industry, Human Capital

Management, Legal and Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning
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Jorge L. Benitez
Retired Chief Executive Officer of North America, Accenture

Career Highlights:
• Retired Chief Executive Officer of North America, Accenture

• Former Chief Operating Officer, Accenture Products Operating Group

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Extensive experience developing and executing business strategies across a range

of industries

• Significant experience implementing large-scale systems integration services

• Oversight of operating units within a large multinational publicly-traded company

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

Cybersecurity, Digital Innovation and Fintech, ESG, Executive Management, Human

Capital Management, Risk Management, Strategic Planning

Katherine B. Blackburn
Executive Vice President of Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.

Career Highlights:
• Executive Vice President, Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Extensive experience managing Cincinnati Bengals professional football franchise,

including human resource management, cost and efficiency management,

marketing, and business negotiations

• Extensive experience with inclusion and diversity initiatives, including with the

National Football League’s Diversity Committee

• Knowledge and familiarity of Fifth Third Bank and the Cincinnati, Ohio regional

market

Skills and Attributes:
Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance, Cybersecurity, Digital Innovation

and Fintech, ESG, Executive Management, Human Capital Management, Legal and

Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning

Emerson L. Brumback
Retired President and Chief Operating Officer of M&T Bank

Career Highlights:
• Retired President and Chief Operating Officer of M&T Bank

• Vice Chair of the Board of Ascendium Education Group

• Former Chair, President, and Chief Executive Officer of Bank One Cincinnati

Key Qualifications and Experience
• 30 years of experience in the financial services industry with several banking

organizations

• Extensive executive experience overseeing retail banking, commercial banking,

banking operations, and banking systems

• Knowledge of risk management systems in complex financial organizations

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

Executive Management, Financial Services Industry, Human Capital Management,

Legal and Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning
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Greg D. Carmichael
Chair and Chief Executive Officer of Fifth Third Bancorp

Career Highlights:
• Chair and Chief Executive Officer of Fifth Third Bancorp; President (2012-2020);

Chief Operating Officer (2006-2012); Chief Information Officer (2003-2006)

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Extensive executive experience and valuable insight and knowledge from roles of

Chief Executive Officer and Chief Operating Officer of Fifth Third Bancorp

• Technical expertise from his tenure as Fifth Third’s Chief Information Officer and

prior service in information technology roles with prior employers

• Substantial industry knowledge and leadership, including participation and

leadership in industry organizations

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

Cybersecurity, Digital Innovation and FinTech, ESG, Executive Management, Financial

Services Industry, Human Capital Management, Legal and Regulatory, Risk

Management, Strategic Planning

Linda W. Clement-Holmes
Retired Chief Information Officer, The Procter & Gamble Company

Career Highlights:
• Retired Chief Information Officer, Global Information and Decision Solutions Officer,

Senior Vice President of Global Business Services, and Chief Diversity Officer of The

Procter and Gamble Company

Key Qualifications and Experience
• 35-year career at Procter and Gamble, culminating in service as Chief Information

Officer

• Extensive technology, cybersecurity, and digital innovation expertise, including

leadership of global Procter and Gamble technology team and responsibility for

digital and IT architecture and governance, including information security

• Experience in corporate strategy, including use of emerging business technologies

to support speed and innovation

• Knowledge of Cincinnati, Ohio regional market and leadership in inclusion and

diversity efforts

Skills and Attributes:
Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance, Cybersecurity, Digital Innovation

and FinTech, ESG, Executive Management, Human Capital Management, Risk

Management, Strategic Planning
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C. Bryan Daniels
Co-Founder and Principal of Prairie Capital, a Chicago-based private equity firm

Career Highlights:
• Co-Founder and Principal of Prairie Capital, a Chicago-based private equity firm

• Former Senior Vice President of Commercial Banking at American National Bank

and Trust Company

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Extensive and varied experiences as an executive, director, and investor in the

financial services industry

• Possesses a rich and multi-faceted understanding of many different industries,

companies, and business practices from his role at Prairie Capital

• Substantial experience in technology in several industries, including financial

services

Skills and Attributes:
Corporate Governance, Cybersecurity, Digital Innovation and FinTech, Executive

Management, Financial Services Industry, Risk Management, Strategic Planning

Mitchell S. Feiger
Retired Chair and Chief Executive Officer of Fifth Third Bank (Chicago)

Career Highlights:
• Former Chief Executive Officer and President of MB Financial, Inc.

• Former Chief Executive Officer and President of MB Financial Bank, National

Association

• Former Chief Executive Officer, President, and director of Coal City Corporation

(merged with Avondale Financial Corp and was renamed MB Financial, Inc.)

Key Qualifications and Experience
• 35 years of experience in the financial services industry, including 27 years as the

president or chief executive officer of a bank holding company or commercial bank;

President and Chief Executive Officer of MB Financial, Inc. immediately prior to its

merger with Fifth Third Bancorp

• Extensive knowledge of the financial services industry and banking business and

operations in Chicago region

• Significant experience in leadership of public companies

• Substantial bank regulatory experience

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting and Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance, Digital

Innovation and Fintech, Executive Management, Financial Services Industry, Human

Capital Management, Legal and Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning
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Thomas H. Harvey
Chief Executive Officer of Energy Innovation: Policy and Technology, LLC

Career Highlights:
• Chief Executive Officer of Energy Innovation: Policy and Technology, LLC

• Managing Partner and Principal Owner, Ajax, LLC

• Former Chair of the Board of MB Financial, Inc.

• Former Chief Executive Officer of ClimateWorks Foundation

• Former Environmental Program Director of the William and Flora Hewlett

Foundation

• Former President of Energy Foundation

Key Qualifications and Experience
• 25 years of service in the financial services industry

• Strong organizational and leadership skills and extensive investment experience

derived from his executive positions with multiple foundations and organizations

• Unique and diverse knowledge and experience with the emergence and growth of

technology in the banking industry

• Extensive knowledge and experience with renewable energy, ESG, and climate

matters

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Corporate Governance, ESG, Executive Management,

Financial Services Industry, Human Capital Management, Strategic Planning

Gary R. Heminger
Retired Chair and Chief Executive Officer of Marathon Petroleum Corporation

Career Highlights:
• Retired Chair and Chief Executive Officer of Marathon Petroleum Corporation

• Former Chief Executive Officer of MPLX GP LLC

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Over 40 years of experience with Marathon Petroleum Corporation in a variety of

groups and functions

• Extensive valuable business knowledge from overseeing all operations, performance,

reporting, and financial metrics for Marathon’s refining, marketing, transportation,

and Speedway businesses

• Substantial financial experience through oversight of all financial data, working

capital, and merger and acquisition activity at Marathon

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

ESG, Executive Management, Human Capital Management, Risk Management,

Strategic Planning
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Jewell D. Hoover
Retired Senior Official with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

Career Highlights:
• Retired Senior Official with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

• Co-Author of the “Ultimate Guide for Bank Directors”

• Former Principal with the bank consulting firm Hoover and Associates, LLC

• Former Director of First Charter Corporation, a predecessor to Fifth Third Bancorp

Key Qualifications and Experience
• 28 years of service with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, including

service as the Deputy Comptroller of the agency’s western district

• Extensive banking experience and knowledge as a bank consultant related to

corporate governance, regulatory matters, director training, and problem bank

resolution matter

• National Association of Corporate Directors Board Leadership fellow

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Corporate Governance, Executive Management,

Financial Services Industry, Legal and Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic

Planning

Eileen A. Mallesch
Certified Public Accountant and Retired Senior Vice President & Chief Financial
Officer of Nationwide Property and Casualty Segment, Nationwide Mutual Insurance
Company

Career Highlights:
• Certified Public Accountant

• Retired Senior Vice President & Chief Financial Officer of Nationwide Property and

Casualty Segment, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company

• Former Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Genworth Financial Life

Insurance/Service Company

Key Qualifications and Experience
• More than 25 years of broad financial and strategy experience in a variety of

industries, including insurance, telecommunications, consumer products, and

manufacturing

• Extensive financial management experience from tenure with Nationwide and

Genworth

• Vast knowledge of enterprise resource planning and large-scale technology

integrations, strategic planning, managing acquisitions and divestitures, and risk and

compliance management.

• National Association of Corporate Directors Governance Fellow

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

Cybersecurity, ESG, Executive Management, Financial Services Industry, Legal and

Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning
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Michael B. McCallister
Retired Chair of the Board of Directors of Humana, Inc.

Career Highlights:
• Retired Chair of the Board of Directors of Humana, Inc.

• 39 years of service with Humana, Inc., including as Chief Executive Officer from

2000 through 2012 and as a board member from 2000 through 2013, including as

Chair from 2010 through 2013

Key Qualifications and Experience
• 39 years of experience in health care sector, including expertise in operational,

financial, and strategic development

• Key roles in business advocacy groups, including the Business Roundtable, where he

served as chair of the organization’s Health and Retirement Task Force

• Substantial experience as a public-company director

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

ESG, Executive Management, Financial Services Industry, Human Capital Management,

Legal and Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic Planning

Marsha C. Williams
Retired Senior Vice President & Chief Financial Officer of Orbitz Worldwide, Inc.

Career Highlights:
• Retired Senior Vice President & Chief Financial Officer of Orbitz Worldwide, Inc.

• Former Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer of Equity Office Properties

Trust

Key Qualifications and Experience
• Extensive experience in financial matters, including 47 years in finance

• Knowledge and expertise of the financial services industry through 15 years of

service with banking organizations

• Expertise from serving as a director of publicly traded companies and mutual funds,

including leadership experience as a Chair and Lead Independent Director

Skills and Attributes:
Accounting/Financial Reporting, Compensation and Benefits, Corporate Governance,

Digital Innovation/FinTech, ESG, Executive Management, Financial Services Industry,

Human Capital Management, Legal and Regulatory, Risk Management, Strategic

Planning
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Shares of Company
Common Stock

Beneficially Owned
as of December 31,

2021(1)

Percent of
Class

Nicholas K. Akins 45,491 .0067%

B. Evan Bayh, III 28,021 .0041%

Jorge L. Benitez 27,427 .0040%

Katherine B. Blackburn 121,622 .0178%

Emerson L. Brumback 69,872 .0102%

Greg D. Carmichael 1,551,856 .2269%

Linda W. Clement-Holmes 7,669 .0011%

C. Bryan Daniels(2) 251,880 .0369%

Mitchell S. Feiger(3) 675,159 .0989%

Thomas H. Harvey(4) 148,732 .0218%

Gary R. Heminger 74,934 .0110%

Jewell D. Hoover 34,618 .0051%

Eileen A. Mallesch 29,029 .0043%

Michael B. McCallister(5) 56,671 .0083%

Marsha C. Williams 80,410 .0118%

All Directors and Executive Officers (28 persons) 4,622,180 .6746%

(1) As reported to Fifth Third Bancorp by the Directors as of the date stated. Includes shares held in the name of spouses, minor

children, certain relatives, trusts, estates, and certain affiliated companies as to which beneficial ownership may be disclaimed.

Unless otherwise noted, all shares of our Common Stock are subject to the sole voting power and investment power of the

directors and executive officers. As of December 31, 2021, none of the Company’s current executive officers or directors owned

any Series H Preferred Stock, Series I Preferred Stock, Series J Preferred Stock, Series K Preferred Stock, Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock, or any Depositary Shares representing interests in Series H Preferred Stock, Series I Preferred Stock, Series J

Preferred Stock, Series K Preferred Stock, or Series A, Class B Preferred Stock.

The amounts shown represent the total shares owned outright by such individuals together with stock appreciation rights

exercisable as of (or exercisable within 60 days of) December 31, 2021 but unexercised and shares of common stock underlying

outstanding restricted stock units. Specifically, Mr. Carmichael had 935, 838 stock appreciation rights exercisable as of (or

exercisable within 60 days of) December 31, 2021. The amounts listed for stock appreciation rights represent the number of

rights that may be exercised; the actual number of shares delivered will vary based on the stock’s appreciation over the grant

price at the time of exercise. The aggregate number of stock appreciation rights exercisable as of (or exercisable within 60 days

of) December 31, 2021 but unexercised held by the executive officers who are not also directors or nominees is 713,755.

Directors owned the following number of restricted stock units as of December 31, 2021: Nicholas K. Akins, 45,491; B. Evan Bayh

III, 40,140; Jorge L. Benitez, 30,876; Katherine B. Blackburn, 39,921; Emerson L. Brumback, 40,140; Greg D. Carmichael, 129,517;

Linda W. Clement-Holmes, 7,669; C. Bryan Daniels, 16,626; Mitchell S. Feiger, 7,754; Thomas H. Harvey, 16,110; Gary R. Heminger,

40,140; Jewell D. Hoover, 40,140; Eileen A. Mallesch, 29,029; Michael B. McCallister, 45,491; and Marsha C. Williams, 54,085.

Some directors have deferred receipt of the common stock underlying certain of their restricted stock units: B. Evan Bayh III,

31,477; Jorge L. Benitez, 3,448; C. Bryan Daniels, 3,448; Mitchell S. Feiger, 4,413; Thomas H. Harvey, 3,448; Gary R. Heminger,

15,988; Jewell D. Hoover, 5,522; Michael B. McCallister, 4,962; and Marsha C. Williams, 5,496. All directors and executive officers

as a group own 939,089 restricted stock units. 755,039 of these restricted stock units are subject to vesting within 60 days of

December 31, 2021.

(2) Includes 30,941 shares of Common Stock owned by a trust of Mr. Daniels or an immediate family member.

(3) Includes 585,108 shares of Common Stock owned by a trust of Mr. Feiger or an immediate family member.

(4) Includes 55,146 shares of Common Stock owned by a trust of Mr. Harvey or an immediate family member.

(5) Includes 5,000 shares of Common Stock owned by a trust of Mr. McCallister or an immediate family member.
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Key to Director Skills Matrix
We believe each of our directors makes unique, valuable, and substantial contributions to the Board, both

individually and as a collective group. The following matrix provides information regarding the members

of the Board, including certain types of knowledge, skills, and experience that the Board believes are

relevant to our business and achievement of our strategy. The type and degree of knowledge, skill, or

experience below may vary among our directors. The matrix does not include all knowledge, skills,

experience, or other attributes of our directors that may be relevant and valuable to their service on our

Board; a director may possess other knowledge, skills, and experience not indicated in the matrix. The

diversity of knowledge, skill, experience, and attributes of our directors, collectively, lends itself to a

highly collaborative and effective Board.
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Accounting/Financial Reporting Experience as an
accountant or auditor at large accounting firm, Chief
Financial Officer, or other relevant experience in
accounting and financial reporting.

Compensation and Benefits Experience in
management and development of human capital,
compensation, or benefits programs.

Corporate Governance Experience in governance
matters, principles, and administration.

Cybersecurity Experience in information security,
data privacy, and cybersecurity.

Digital Innovation and FinTech Experience in use of
technology to facilitate business operations and
customer service.

ESG Experience in Environmental, Social, and
Governance criteria and community affairs matters,
including as part of a business and managing
corporate social responsibility issues as business
imperatives.

Executive Management Business and strategic
management experience from service in a significant
leadership position, such as a chief executive officer,
chief financial officer, or other senior leadership role.

Financial Services Industry Experience in one or more
of the Company’s specific financial services areas,
including retail banking, wholesale banking, wealth
and investment management, or global payments.

Human Capital Management Experience in managing
and developing a large workforce, managing
compensation, directing strategies leveraging human
capital, managing inclusion and diversity efforts,
establishing culture, implementing succession
planning and talent management, and/or managing
other human capital initiatives.

Legal and Regulatory Experience acquired through a
law degree and as a practicing attorney in
understanding legal risks and obligations; experience
in governmental and regulatory affairs, including as
part of a business and/or through positions with
government organizations and regulatory bodies.

Risk Management Experience with reviewing or
managing risk in a large organization, including
specific types of risk (e.g., physical security, financial
risk, or risks facing large financial institutions).

Strategic Planning Experience defining and driving
strategic direction and growth and managing the
operations of a business or large organization.
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Vote Required
(of our outstanding Common Stock and Series A, Class B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single

class)

Our directors are elected by the holders of our outstanding Common Stock and Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class. The holders of the Common Stock have one vote per

share, and the holders of Preferred Stock have 24 votes per share. Under Ohio law, our Articles of

Incorporation, and our Code of Regulations, in an uncontested election of directors (i.e., an election where

the number of candidates nominated for election to the Board of Directors equals the number of

directors to be elected), each person receiving a greater number of votes “for” his or her election than

votes “against” his or her election will be elected as a director.

We have also adopted provisions of our Corporate Governance Guidelines stating that in an uncontested

election of directors, any nominee for director who receives a greater number of votes “against” his or

her election than votes “for” his or her election will promptly tender his or her resignation to the Chair of

the Board following certification of the shareholder vote. The Nominating and Corporate Governance

Committee will promptly consider the tendered resignation and will recommend to the Board whether to

accept or reject the tendered resignation no later than 60 days following the date of the shareholders’

meeting at which the election occurred. In considering whether to accept or reject the tendered

resignation, the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee will consider factors deemed relevant

by the Committee members including, without limitation, the director’s length of service, the director’s

particular qualifications and contributions to Fifth Third, the reasons underlying the majority “against”

vote (if known) and whether these reasons can be cured, and compliance with stock exchange listing

standards and the Corporate Governance Guidelines. The Board will act on the Nominating and

Corporate Governance Committee’s recommendation no later than 90 days following the date of the

shareholders’ meeting at which the election occurred. In considering the Nominating and Corporate

Governance Committee’s recommendation, the Board will evaluate the factors considered by the

Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee and such additional information and factors the

Board believes to be relevant.

If any nominee(s) shall be unable to serve, which is not now contemplated, the proxies will be voted for

such substitute nominee(s) as the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the Board of

Directors recommends.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS RECOMMENDS A VOTE “FOR” EACH
OF THE CANDIDATES FOR DIRECTOR NAMED ABOVE.
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Board of Directors, Its Committees, Meetings,
and Functions
Our Board of Directors met ten times during 2021. Our Board of Directors also holds executive sessions of

those members of the Board of Directors who meet the then-current standards of independence. In 2021,

these sessions were led by our Lead Independent Director, Ms. Williams.

No current member of our Board of Directors attended less than 75% of the aggregate number of

meetings of the Board of Directors and all committees on which such director served during 2021.

Neither the Board nor the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee has implemented a formal

policy regarding director attendance at the Annual Meeting; however, the Board typically holds a Board

meeting directly following the Annual Meeting. In 2021, all directors attended the Annual Meeting.

During 2021, there were six standing committees of the Board of Directors, which assisted the Board in

carrying out its responsibilities: Audit, Finance, Human Capital and Compensation, Nominating and

Corporate Governance, Risk and Compliance, and Technology. Each Committee operates under a charter

approved by the Board of Directors and reviewed annually by the respective Committee and the Board

of Directors. The Board’s committees meet on a regular basis according to the requirements of their

charters. Each committee reports its activities, discussions, recommendations, and approvals to the

Board at each regularly scheduled Board meeting. Committee leadership and membership is reviewed

annually by the Board of Directors, upon recommendation of the Nominating and Corporate Governance

Committee. Each Committee is comprised of only independent directors.

Committee Composition

Directors:
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Audit Chair *

Finance Chair

Human Capital and

Compensation
Chair

Nominating and

Corporate Governance
Chair

Risk and Compliance Chair *

Technology Chair *

= member

* = Served as an ex-officio, non-voting member
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ITS COMMITTEES, MEETINGS, AND FUNCTIONS

Audit Committee
Our Audit Committee serves in a dual capacity as the Audit

Committee of Fifth Third Bancorp and Fifth Third Bank, National

Association and is comprised entirely of independent directors.

12
Audit Committee
meetings in 2021

The Audit Committee’s functions include:

• Engagement of Fifth Third’s independent external audit firm and review of its independence

• Review and approval of the independent external audit firm’s annual plan and review of audit results

• Approval of all auditing and non-auditing services performed by our independent external audit firm

• Approval of annual internal audit plan and review of the results of the procedures for internal auditing

• Review and oversight of appointment and performance of senior internal audit executive

• Review of Fifth Third’s financial results and periodic SEC and other regulatory filings

• Review of the design and effectiveness of internal controls

• Oversight of the administration of Fifth Third’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

• Review of reporting regarding calls to Fifth Third’s EthicsLine

• Fulfillment of the statutory requirements of a bank audit committee, as prescribed under applicable law

Audit Committee members in 2021 were (from left to right) Eileen A. Mallesch (Chair), Jewell D. Hoover,

Thomas H. Harvey, Katherine B. Blackburn, and Michael B. McCallister.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ITS COMMITTEES, MEETINGS, AND FUNCTIONS

All members of the Audit Committee met the independence standards of Rule 5605(a)(2) and the audit

committee qualifications of Rule 5605(c)(2) of the Nasdaq listing standards. The Board of Directors has

determined that Mses. Mallesch and Hoover are audit committee financial experts and are independent as

described in the preceding sentence. As Lead Independent Director, Ms. Williams serves as an ex-officio,

non-voting member of the Audit Committee. The Board of Directors has adopted a written charter for

the Audit Committee, which may be found in the Corporate Governance section of our website at

www.53.com. The formal report of the Audit Committee with respect to the year 2021 is on page 82

herein.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ITS COMMITTEES, MEETINGS, AND FUNCTIONS

Finance Committee
The Finance Committee serves in a dual capacity as the Finance

Committee of Fifth Third Bancorp and Fifth Third Bank, National

Association and is comprised entirely of independent directors.

The Finance Committee’s functions include:

• Exercise of the powers of the Board of Directors of Fifth Third Bancorp and

Fifth Third Bank during the intervals between meetings

4
Finance Committee

meetings in 2021

• Exercise of management of the business, properties, and affairs of both Fifth Third Bancorp and Fifth Third Bank to

the extent permissible

Finance Committee members for 2021 were (from left to right) Eileen A. Mallesch, Nicholas K. Akins,

Marsha C. Williams, Gary R. Heminger (Chair), Michael B. McCallister, Emerson L. Brumback, and Jorge L.

Benitez.

The Board of Directors has adopted a Finance Committee charter which may be found in the Corporate

Governance section of our website at www.53.com.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ITS COMMITTEES, MEETINGS, AND FUNCTIONS

Human Capital and Compensation Committee
Our Human Capital and Compensation Committee serves in a dual

capacity as the Human Capital and Compensation Committee of

Fifth Third Bancorp and Fifth Third Bank, National Association and

is comprised entirely of independent directors.

7
Human Capital and

Compensation
Committee meetings

in 2021

The Human Capital and Compensation Committee’s functions include:

• Oversight of benefit, bonus, incentive compensation, severance, equity-based and other compensation plans,

policies, and programs

• Review and approval of executive compensation and equity plan allocation

• Oversight of the development and administration of incentive compensation plans, policies, and programs

• Oversight of Talent Management and Succession Planning Programs, including succession planning for the CEO

and other executive officers

• Review and recommendation of director compensation

• Oversight of establishment and administration of effective incentive compensation strategy which provides

balanced risk-taking incentives in alignment with risk appetite

Human Capital and Compensation Committee members for 2021 were (from left to right) Eileen A.

Mallesch, Gary R. Heminger, Michael B. McCallister (Chair), Emerson L. Brumback, and Marsha C. Williams.

The Board of Directors has adopted a Human Capital and Compensation Committee charter which may

be found in the Corporate Governance section of our website at www.53.com. The formal report of the

Human Capital and Compensation Committee with respect to 2021 compensation is on page 69 herein.
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Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee
Our Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee serves in a
dual capacity as the Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee of Fifth Third Bancorp and Fifth Third Bank, National
Association and is comprised entirely of independent directors.

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee’s functions
include:

4
Nominating and

Corporate Governance
Committee meetings

in 2021

• Recommendation of corporate governance policies and guidelines to enhance effectiveness, including those

related to Board size and composition; Board function; meeting frequency and structure; the frequency, structure,

and guidelines for calling executive sessions; meeting procedures; and the formation of new committees

• Review of Fifth Third’s governance structure, including committee structure

• Identification and assessment of independence, backgrounds, and skills required for members of the Board

• Identification and nomination of director candidates and committee chairs and member candidates

• Review of and oversight of compliance with Corporate Governance Guidelines

• Review of potential conflicts of interest involving directors

• Creation and oversight of director education and onboarding programs

• Oversight of corporate social responsibility

• Creation and review of the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

• Oversight of the Company’s commitment to ESG issues and the Company’s ESG business strategy

• Annual review of Board and committee performance

Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee members for 2021 were (from left to right) Thomas H. Harvey,

Jorge L. Benitez, Nicholas K. Akins (Chair), Katherine B. Blackburn, B. Evan Bayh, III, and Marsha C. Williams.

The Board of Directors has adopted a Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee charter which
may be found in the Corporate Governance section of our website at www.53.com.
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Risk and Compliance Committee
Our Risk and Compliance Committee serves in a dual capacity as
the Risk and Compliance Committee of Fifth Third Bancorp and
Fifth Third Bank, National Association and is comprised entirely of
independent directors.

The Risk and Compliance Committee’s functions include:

11
Risk and Compliance
Committee meetings

in 2021

• Oversight of compliance with all regulatory obligations arising under applicable federal and state banking laws,
rules, and regulations

• Oversight of risk management policies of Fifth Third’s global operations

• Development and oversight of Fifth Third’s global risk management framework, inclusive of risk appetite

• Creation of processes and policies for identifying, assessing, managing, monitoring, and reporting risks of all types,
including the categories of credit risk, interest rate risk, price risk, liquidity risk, operational risk (including
cybersecurity risk), legal and regulatory compliance risk, reputation risk, and strategic risk

• Development and oversight of risk governance structure

• Oversight of environmental and social risk activities, including climate change, and monitoring of their impact
across all risk types

• Oversight of the exercise of trust and other fiduciary powers and of the fiduciary structure of Fifth Third

• Oversight of the Retail Non-deposit Investment Product Program

• Oversight of efforts to comply with or remediate regulatory findings or supervisory issues

Risk and Compliance Committee members in 2021 were (from left to right) C. Bryan Daniels, Eileen A.
Mallesch, Gary R. Heminger, Jewell D. Hoover, Emerson L. Brumback (Chair), and Linda W. Clement-Holmes.

As Lead Independent Director, Ms. Williams serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Risk and
Compliance Committee. The Board of Directors has adopted a Risk and Compliance Committee charter
which may be found in the Corporate Governance section of our website at www.53.com.
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Technology Committee
Our Technology Committee serves in a dual capacity as the

Technology Committee of Fifth Third Bancorp and Fifth Third Bank,

National Association and is comprised entirely of independent

directors. The Technology Committee was created by the Board of

Directors in 2021.

4
Technology

Committee meetings
in 2021

The Technology Committee’s functions include:

• Oversight of technology and innovation strategy and operations

• Oversight of strategy for information security, cybersecurity, and third-party technology risk management

• Oversight of technology policies, standards, and controls

• Oversight of enterprise data management program and strategy

Technology Committee members in 2021 were (from left to right) C. Bryan Daniels, B. Evan Bayh, III,

Linda W. Clement-Holmes, Thomas H. Harvey, Jorge L. Benitez (Chair), and Nicholas K. Akins.

As Lead Independent Director, Ms. Williams serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member of the

Technology Committee. The Board of Directors has adopted a Technology Committee charter which may

be found in the Corporate Governance section of our website at www.53.com.
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Corporate Governance

Board Governance

The Board of Directors has adopted the Fifth Third Bancorp Corporate Governance Guidelines and

the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, which applies to our directors and all

of our employees, including our Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, and Controller. The

Corporate Governance Guidelines delineate the responsibilities of our directors, Board, and Board

Committees as well as standards for Board composition, service, and meetings, and are reviewed

annually to ensure standards remain consistent with evolving business needs and best practices.

Our principal Corporate Governance documents may be found at www.53.com.

• Corporate Governance Guidelines

• Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

• Articles of Incorporation

• Code of Regulations

• Information Disclosure Policy

• Government Affairs Policy

• Stock Ownership and Retention Guidelines

• Charter for each standing committee

Board Performance Evaluations

The Board of Directors and the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee annually review

directors’ skills and expertise to ensure the Board represents a diverse skill set oriented to the historical

and emerging needs of our business. The comprehensive evaluation process also seeks to enhance the

Board’s effectiveness through the identification of opportunities for improvement. Our evaluation tools

include both written questionnaires and individual interviews with the Lead Independent Director. The

evaluations focus on function, organization, practices, and performance of the Board and each

committee. The directors’ anonymous responses and comments, along with feedback from the Lead

Independent Director interviews, are analyzed by the committee chairs, who identify specific

opportunities for improvement. Management develops and implements action plans to address

opportunities for improvement and provides updates to the Nominating and Corporate Governance

Committee.

The following is a timeline of the evaluation process:

Purpose, Scope, and Focus

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee reviews and approves the self-assessment

questionnaires for the Board of Directors and each committee, as well as suggested areas of discussion for the

Lead Independent Director’s interviews with individual directors.

Evaluation and Discussion

Each director completes a written assessment of the Board of Directors and each committee on which he/she

serves.

The Lead Independent Director conducts individual interviews with each independent director.
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Review and Analysis

Anonymous results from the Board and committee assessments and from the Lead Independent Director’s

interviews are aggregated and analyzed. The results are provided to the Nominating and Corporate

Governance Committee and each committee chair and are later discussed by the full Board.

Development and Implementation of Action Plans

The Board and each Committee identify and prioritize opportunities for improvement based on the aggregated

evaluation and interview responses and provide these opportunities to management.

Management develops and implements action plans to address the opportunities identified by the Board and

each of its committees.

Management provides updates on the action plans and implementation thereof to the Nominating and Corporate

Governance Committee as appropriate through the year and at the conclusion of each year before the next

review cycle begins. The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee provides feedback as appropriate.

The following year’s evaluation process solicits feedback on the implementation of action items from the

previous year.

Board Training and Education
The Director Onboarding Program and Director Education Program are reviewed and approved each

year by our Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee and Board of Directors. Our directors

participate in a broad onboarding program upon their appointment to the Board and receive

continued education throughout the year pursuant to Fifth Third’s Director Education Program. Our

onboarding program aims to integrate new directors into the overall function of the Board of

Directors, so that new directors may meaningfully contribute to the Board, while increasing and

enhancing the background, experience, and perspective of new directors. The Onboarding Program

covers organization structure, corporate culture, lines of business, functional areas, operations,

strategic planning, risk, director responsibilities, committee roles, regulatory landscape, and other

senior management responsibilities.

The goal of the Director Education Program is to enhance director effectiveness by providing

education on issues that are relevant to oversight and management of Fifth Third in order to create

long-term value and reflect shareholder and regulatory expectations that directors continually

enhance their knowledge and skills. Our Director Education Program provides training on a wide

array of relevant topics, such as complex products and services, lines of business, legal and

regulatory developments, human capital and executive compensation trends, finance practices, audit

methodologies, areas of historical, current, and anticipated risk, cybersecurity trends, and strategy.

Education sessions are offered consistently at both the Board and Committee levels and include both

internal and external presenters. During 2021, the Board participated in at least one, and typically

multiple, director education sessions at every regularly scheduled Board meeting, providing a

consistent, ongoing forum for broadening and deepening directors’ knowledge of salient topics. Our

directors also participate in forums and education sessions hosted by regulatory agencies and public

company director organizations.

Board Leadership
The Board believes that our shareholders are best served by a Board that has the flexibility to establish a

leadership structure that fits our needs at any particular point in time. Accordingly, under our Code of

Regulations and Corporate Governance Guidelines, the Board of Directors has the authority to combine

or separate the positions of Chair and Chief Executive Officer as well as determine whether, if the

positions are separated, the Chair is an affiliated director or an independent director.
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The Board’s Chair is currently Fifth Third’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Carmichael, and Ms. Williams

currently serves as the Lead Independent Director. The Board believes that this leadership structure is

appropriate at this time given Mr. Carmichael’s experience as CEO and his ability to provide strategic and

operational leadership. The Board determined that leadership by our CEO, coupled with oversight from

our strong Lead Independent Director, experienced Committee Chairs, and our other well-qualified

directors, almost all of whom are independent, will allow Fifth Third to grow and meet the challenges

facing the industry and the expectations of our shareholders.

The Lead Independent Director is nominated by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee

and annually elected by all independent directors. When nominating and electing a Lead Independent

Director, our Board considers candidates’ independence in accordance with Nasdaq listing standards and

other applicable laws and regulations; knowledge of the Board, Company, and financial services industry;

leadership experience in public companies; familiarity with corporate governance best practices and

procedures; ability to achieve consensus and alignment among independent directors and among

independent directors and the Chair; and, ability to work effectively and constructively with and advise

the Chair. The Committee may also consider other factors, relevant to the Board’s oversight, Fifth Third’s

business and industry, and/or Company strategy when considering candidates for Lead Independent

Director. The Board believes Ms. Williams, in her role as Lead Independent Director, provides the Board

with strong independent leadership among both independent directors and with the Chair, possesses

significant knowledge of the Board, Company, and financial services industry, possesses expertise in

corporate governance practices and procedures, and exhibits appropriate independent oversight of

management.
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Under our Code of Regulations and Corporate Governance Guidelines, our Lead Independent Director will

exercise the following duties:

Leadership

Lead executive sessions of independent directors and preside at any Board sessions in the absence of the Chair

Provide leadership in times of crisis

Communication

Facilitate discussion among independent directors and between independent directors and the CEO

Facilitate communication with major shareholders and regulators

Agendas

Approve Board agendas and schedules to ensure topics and discussion times are appropriate

Special Meetings

As appropriate, call special meetings of independent directors or suggest special meetings of the entire Board

to the Chair

Executive Sessions

Lead executive sessions of independent directors, including the development agendas for such sessions, and

serve as a conduit to the Chair on issues and outcomes discussed in such sessions

Consultants

Recommend the retention of consultants

Board Composition

Recommend director candidates for nomination and consult with the Chair on committee membership and

leadership

Corporate Governance Guidelines

Assist the Board and management with implementation of, and compliance with, Corporate Governance

Guidelines and consult with the Chair on revisions to Corporate Governance Guidelines

CEO and Board Performance Evaluations

Consult with the Human Capital and Compensation Committee on the CEO performance evaluation and meet

with CEO to discuss the evaluation

Act as a liaison between the Chair and independent directors on Board performance evaluations

Culture

Act as a liaison between the Chair and independent directors on issues relating to Board culture
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Risk Management Oversight. An important role of the Board of Directors is to provide oversight to

ensure an enterprise risk management program is implemented and operating effectively, including an

appropriate enterprise risk management framework and related governance structure. The Bancorp

establishes a risk appetite in alignment with its strategic, financial and capital plans. The Bancorp’s risk

appetite is defined using quantitative metrics and qualitative measures to ensure prudent risk taking and

drive balanced decision making. The Bancorp’s goal is to ensure that aggregate residual risks do not

exceed the Bancorp’s risk appetite, and that risks taken are supportive of the Bancorp’s portfolio

diversification and profitability objectives. The Board and executive management approve the risk

appetite, which is considered in the development of business strategies and forms the basis for enterprise

risk management. Through their oversight role, directors also ensure that the risk management processes

defined in the framework are functioning as intended. The Board also considers the optimal

organizational structure at both the Board and management levels. This may include delegating

responsibility through Board committees, management committees, the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief

Risk Officer, and the Chief Credit Officer.

The Board’s risk oversight responsibility is primarily carried out through its standing committees, as follows:

Board of Directors

Risk and Compliance

Committee

Primary responsibility for the risk
management policies of Fifth Third’s global
operation and oversight of its global risk
management framework, including:
• Oversight of management’s compliance with

all regulatory obligations under federal and
state banking laws, rules, and regulations

• Oversight of the company’s risk profile
relative to the established risk appetite,
including the impact of top and watch/
emerging risks (such as climate-related
risks.)

• Oversight of key risk management policies
that establish risk management objectives
and appropriate accountability by all lines of
defense.

• Oversight of fiduciary activities and policies
of Fifth Third and its subsidiaries

• Oversight of risk related to retail non-deposit
investment products

• Oversight of supervisory issues and
enforcement actions and remediation efforts

Audit Committee

• Oversight of major financial risk exposures
• Review and approval of annual risk

assessment methodology
• Review significant risk trends identified by

internal audit
• Review adequacy of risk management

processes through annual risk assessment

• Review and oversight of compensation plan

• Oversight of risk related to succession
planning and talent management

risk assessments

Human Capital and

Compensation Committee

• Oversight of risks related to corporate
governance practice and procedure

Nominating and Corporate

Governance Committee

• Provides reporting to the Risk and
Compliance Committee on technology,
information security, cyber security, and
data-privacy-related risks

Technology Committee

• Oversight of management’s development
and implementation of the Risk
Management Framework, inclusive of risk
appetite for each of eight risk types

The Risk and Compliance Committee currently consists of six outside directors and has responsibility for

the oversight of risk management, including credit, interest rate, liquidity, price, operational, legal and

regulatory compliance, reputational, and strategic risks. The Risk and Compliance Committee also has

responsibility to ensure that risks are properly controlled and quantified and are within our risk appetite.

The Chief Risk Officer and Chief Credit Officer have a direct reporting relationship to the Chief Executive

Officer and the Risk and Compliance Committee.
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Each of the Chief Risk Officer and the Chief Credit Officer have regular executive sessions with the Risk

and Compliance Committee without other members of management present. In addition, the Director of

Credit Risk Review provides reporting and has direct access to the Risk and Compliance Committee.

The Bancorp’s risk governance structure ensures proper oversight of risk across the firm and provides a

path for escalation of risks and issues to management and board-level committees to drive effective risk

decisioning. The Risk and Compliance Committee oversees a robust management-level risk committee

structure which allows the Board and management to assess the company’s risk exposure and to ensure

it is aligned with the Bancorp’s appetite for risk.

During times when there may be elevated levels of risk, the Board monitors the impact on the risk profile

by regularly reviewing and reporting on management’s response and actions taken to mitigate risks,

including financial and non-financial risks, business continuity, and human capital risks.

The Enterprise Risk Management Committee is the executive-level management committee chaired by

the Chief Risk Officer. Membership includes the Chief Executive Officer and senior level management,

including risk experts and management from each line of business. The Enterprise Risk Management

Committee is responsible for reviewing and approving the Enterprise Risk Management Framework and

policies, overseeing the management of all risk categories to ensure that risks remain within our risk

appetite, and fostering a culture that supports risk management objectives. In order to fulfill these

responsibilities, the Enterprise Risk Management Committee reviews information on risk levels and trends,

capital adequacy, and top and emerging risks during each quarterly meeting. The Enterprise Risk

Management Committee has several subordinate management committees and councils which oversee

specific areas of risk, including oversight of front line unit risk-taking activities, to determine if risk

management practices are aligned with the Enterprise Risk Management Framework, including

monitoring risk appetite, review of key risk indicators, concentration risk limits, and other risk metrics and

reporting.
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Communication with the Board. Shareholders

may communicate directly with the Board of

Directors in writing by sending a letter to the

Board at: Fifth Third Bancorp Board of Directors,

c/o Fifth Third Legal Department, Office of the

Corporate Secretary, 38 Fountain Square Plaza,

MD 10909F, Cincinnati, Ohio 45263. All

communications directed to the Board of

Directors will be received and processed by the

Fifth Third Legal Department and will be

transmitted to the Nominating and Corporate

Governance Committee.

The Audit Committee has also established Fifth

Third’s EthicsLine, a toll-free hotline and web

portal through which confidential complaints may

be made anonymously regarding: illegal or

fraudulent activity; questionable accounting,

internal controls, or auditing matters; conflicts of

interest, dishonest or unethical conduct, including

incentive gaming; disclosures in the Company’s

SEC reports, bank regulatory filings, and other

public disclosures that are not full, fair, accurate,

timely, and understandable; violations of our Code

of Business Conduct and Ethics; and/or any other

violations of laws, rules, or regulations. The

contact information for the EthicsLine is available

in the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics,

which is available at our website. Complaints

submitted through this process are presented to

the Audit Committee on a regular, periodic basis.
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Shareholder Engagement.

We are committed to engaging with and listening to our shareholders, and we have continued our

engagement throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to our regular and continuing meetings with

shareholders and investors, whether individually or at conferences, in the fall of 2021, we reached out to

our 30 largest shareholders and engaged with many of them on issues including ESG, corporate

governance, and executive compensation matters.

Who we engage:

‰ Institutional shareholders

‰ Retail shareholders

‰ Fixed-income investors

‰ Proxy advisory firms

‰ Industry thought leaders

What we provide:

‰ Annual report

‰ Proxy statement

‰ SEC filings

‰ Press releases

‰ Company website

‰ Environmental, Social &

Governance Report

How we engage:

‰ Quarterly earnings calls

‰ Investor conferences

‰ Annual shareholder meetings

‰ Investor road shows

‰ On-site visits

‰ Virtual meetings and calls

How we communicate:

‰ Our senior executives, including our CEO, President,

and Chief Financial Officer, regularly engaged with

shareholders.

‰ Our CEO presents at our Annual Shareholder

Meeting.

‰ Senior management offered off-season individual

engagements to shareholders representing 50% of

our outstanding institutionally-held shares.

‰ In the off-season, senior management met with

shareholders representing 32% of our outstanding

institutionally-held shares.

What we discussed:

‰ Community Investment and Services offered to our

communities

‰ ESG

‰ Human Capital Management

‰ Executive Management and Compensation

‰ Green Bonds

‰ Carbon Emissions and Neutrality

‰ Corporate Governance

‰ Strategic Priorities

‰ Technology

‰ New and enhanced products

Shareholder Communication with Investor Relations Department. Shareholders who wish to speak to a

Fifth Third representative regarding their investment in Fifth Third may communicate directly with our

Investor Relations Department by calling 866-670-0468. In addition, shareholders may communicate in

writing directly with the Investor Relations Department by sending a letter to 38 Fountain Square Plaza,

MD 1090FV, Cincinnati, Ohio 45263 or by emailing ir@53.com. Shareholders can also view information

and request documents from the Investor Relations page of Fifth Third’s website at ir.53.com.
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Each non-employee director is awarded an annual cash retainer and an award of restricted stock units

(“RSUs”) for their service on the Board. The Human Capital and Compensation Committee reviewed

director compensation for 2021 in consultation with its independent compensation consultant in light of

best practices, peer institution benchmarking (using the same Compensation Peer Group as used for the

executive pay analysis), and other relevant factors. There were no changes to director compensation in

2021 from the prior year. Employee directors receive no additional compensation for their Board service.

In addition to the 2021 compensation structure described below, non-employee directors were

reimbursed for reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred for travel and attendance related to

meetings of the Board of Directors or its committees.

Element of Compensation Position 2021 Amount
($)(1)(2)

Annual Retainer (cash)
Board Member 90,000

Lead Director Additional Retainer 65,000

Annual Retainer (equity)

Board Member 130,000

Lead Director Additional Retainer 25,000

Annual Committee

Retainers

Audit Committee

Chair 45,000

Member 10,000

Risk & Compliance Committee

Chair 45,000

Member 10,000

Human Capital & Compensation Committee Chair 25,000

Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee Chair 20,000

Finance Committee Chair 55,000

Technology Committee Chair 20,000

(1) Payments of cash retainers are made in arrears on a quarterly basis each January, April, July, and October.

(2) All equity awards granted to the Board of Directors are granted in RSUs that vest on the date the director’s service on the

Board ends. Directors may defer these awards by submitting their deferral instructions prior to the beginning of the year of

grant. RSU awards are granted on the date of the annual shareholders meeting or upon joining the Board.

The Company’s 2021 Incentive Compensation Plan provides that the Human Capital and Compensation

Committee has full authority to provide equity-based or other incentive awards to non-employee

directors, and the equity-based awards shown in the table below were granted under that plan.

Pursuant to the Fifth Third Bancorp Unfunded Deferred Compensation Plan for Non-Employee Directors,

such directors may annually elect to defer from one-half to all of their cash compensation. The deferred

funds receive earnings based on the mutual fund(s) elected by each director. The directors do not

receive any above-market or preferential earnings. Under the plan, directors may not defer their future

cash compensation into Company stock.
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The following table summarizes the compensation earned by or awarded to each non-employee director

who served on the Board of Directors during 2021. The amounts listed in the “Stock Awards” column

represent RSU awards that vest at the completion of a director’s service on the Board. The award relates

to the fiscal year in which it was granted. Directors did not receive any option awards, non-equity

incentive compensation, or above market or preferential earnings from nonqualified deferred

compensation in 2021. The 2021 Incentive Compensation Plan establishes a shareholder-approved annual

limitation of $700,000 on the amount of cash compensation and the value of shares (determined on the

date of the grant) paid to any non-employee director in a calendar year.

2021 Director Compensation

Name

Fees
Earned or

Paid in
Cash
($)

Stock
Awards

($)(1)

Option
Awards

($)

Non-Equity
Incentive Plan
Compensation

($)

Nonqualified
Deferred

Compensation
Earnings

($)

All Other
Compensation

($)
Total
($)

Nicholas K. Akins 110,000 130,000 — — — — 240,000

B. Evan Bayh, III 90,000 130,000 — — — — 220,000

Jorge L. Benitez 110,000 130,000 — — — — 240,000

Katherine B. Blackburn 100,000 130,000 — — — — 230,000

Emerson L. Brumback 135,000 130,000 — — — — 265,000

Linda W. Clement-Holmes(2) 94,670 166,329 — — — — 260,999

C. Bryan Daniels 100,000 130,000 — — — — 230,000

Mitchell Feiger(2) 90,000 166,329 — — — — 256,329

Thomas H. Harvey 100,000 130,000 — — — — 230,500

Gary R. Heminger 155,000 130,000 — — — — 285,000

Jewell D. Hoover 110,000 130,000 — — — — 240,000

Eileen A. Mallesch 145,000 130,000 — — — — 275,000

Michael B. McCallister 125,000 130,000 — — — — 255,000

Marsha C. Williams 155,000 155,000 — — — — 310,000

(1) The values shown for stock awards in the Director Compensation Table reflect the grant date fair value of $38.22, which was the

closing price of Fifth Third stock on the grant date April 13, 2021. All values are calculated in accordance with FASB ASC

Topic 718.

(2) Upon joining the Board Mr. Feiger and Ms. Clement-Holmes received a prorated grant in 2020 for service through December 31,

2020. The 2021 award for these directors was increased to account for service from January 1, 2021 through April 12, 2021.
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In 2021, the Company’s stock ownership guidelines required each director to own Fifth Third Stock equal

in value to six times his/her annual cash retainer, not including fees paid for committee service. Directors

have five years from their election date to meet this requirement. For all directors appointed after June 1,

2020 dividends on shares subject to equity awards will automatically be reinvested. As of December,

2021, all directors had sufficient holdings to meet or exceed the stock ownership requirement, or had not

yet served on our Board for five years and were on pace to meet the guidelines. The outstanding equity

awards for each director as of December 31, 2021 are provided below.

Outstanding Equity Awards at December 31, 2021

Director Options Awards # Stock Awards (#)

Nicholas K. Akins 45,491

B. Evan Bayh, III 40,410

Jorge L. Benitez 30,876

Katherine B. Blackburn 39,921

Emerson L. Brumback 40,140

Linda W. Clement-Holmes 7,669

C. Bryan Daniels 16,626

Mitchell Feiger 61,193(1) 7,754

Thomas H. Harvey 16,610

Gary R. Heminger 40,140

Jewell D. Hoover 40,140

Eileen A. Mallesch 29,029

Michael B. McCallister 45,491

Marsha C. Williams 54,085

(1) All options awards were granted while Mr. Fieger was an employee and do not

reflect compensation as a member of the Board of Directors.

The Human Capital and Compensation Committee reviewed director compensation for 2022 in

consultation with its independent compensation consultant in light of best practices, peer institution

benchmarking, and other relevant factors. The Board approved a $10,000 increase to overall director

compensation, split equally between cash and equity, effective January 1, 2022. Additionally, $5,000

increases to the cash retainer for the Chairs of the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee

and Technology Committee were also approved, effective January 1, 2022.
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Compensation Discussion and Analysis
The Company’s Compensation Discussion and Analysis provides information concerning the

compensation for its Named Executive Officers. This information is set forth in the following sections:

Compensation Methodology and Structure
• Compensation Philosophy

• Features of our Executive Compensation Program

• Compensation Risk Management

• The Committee’s Role

• Role of Executive Officers in Compensation Decisions

• Role of the Independent Compensation Consultant

• Benchmarking Methodology

• Tally Sheet

• Say-on-Pay

• Compensation Structure

• Pay Mix and Pay for Performance

2021 Executive Compensation Plan Design and Award Decisions
• Base Salary

• 2021 Variable Compensation Plan Design

• Variable Compensation Plan Performance Goals

• Performance Against Variable Compensation Plan Goals

• Determination of Variable Compensation Plan Awards

• 2021 Long-term, Equity-based Incentive Compensation Plan Design

• Payout of 2019 Performance Share Awards

• Other Long-term, Equity-based Plan Provisions

• Determination of Long-term, Equity-based Incentive Awards

• Qualitative Performance Assessments

• The Committee’s Considerations

2022 Executive Compensation Plan Design Changes
• 2022 Variable Compensation Plan Changes

• 2022 Long-term, Equity-based Incentive Plan Changes

Executive Benefits and Perquisites
• Summary of Eligibility for Benefits and Perquisites

• Use of the Corporate Aircraft

• Retirement Benefits

• Health and Welfare Benefits

• Severance and Change in Control Benefits

• Executive Severance Benefits Plan

Executive Ownership and Capital Accumulation
• Stock Ownership Guidelines

• Beneficial Ownership

• Prohibition on Hedging and Pledging

• Clawbacks and Recoupments

Tax and Accounting Impacts of Compensation Programs
• Deductibility of Executive Compensation

• Accounting and Financial Reporting
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In the various sections of this Compensation Discussion and Analysis, we will describe our compensation

philosophy, methodology, and structure and how pay decisions were made in 2021. We will focus on the

compensation of individuals who served in the following roles during fiscal year 2021, who are referred to

as our Named Executive Officers (“NEOs”):

Greg D. Carmichael Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

James C. Leonard Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Timothy N. Spence President

Lars C. Anderson Vice Chairman, Strategic Growth Initiatives

Kevin P. Lavender Executive Vice President and Head of Commercial Bank

Summary of Executive Compensation Program
Fifth Third endeavors to attract and retain the best talent and motivate them to fulfill Fifth Third’s vision

to be the One Bank that people most value and trust. We plan to accomplish this by establishing

compensation programs that reward our people for delivering the right products to the right customers,

in ways that consider our shareholders’ long-term interests, and align with Fifth Third’s values, while also

staying within our risk tolerance. Our compensation philosophy guides us in this endeavor.

Our compensation is delivered through three primary elements:

Base Salary +
Annual Cash Incentive
(Variable Compensation Plan) +

Long-Term Incentives
(Equity-based Compensation)

The Company typically pays base salary and annual incentive compensation awards through our Variable

Compensation Plan, in cash. All long-term, equity-based incentive compensation awards are settled in

shares of the Company’s Common Stock. These three elements combined define our “Total Direct

Compensation,” which is referred to in the discussion that follows.

When making pay decisions, the Human Capital and Compensation Committee (the “Committee”)

considers the aggregate and mix of an executive officer’s Total Direct Compensation and reviews

Company performance results, individual performance, and risk assessment information to ensure that

pay decisions align with performance and ultimately shareholders’ interests.

Highlights of 2021 Company Performance
In 2021, the Company performed extremely well in a unique environment, highlighting our performance

through the cycle. For detailed highlights of 2021 Company performance, please see page 4.
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Compensation Methodology and Structure
Compensation Philosophy. Our compensation methodology centers on our compensation philosophy,

which is comprised of the following key tenets:

1

2

3 4

5

6

Conduct recurring
processes that
balance risk with
strategic and fiscal
soundness.

Provide competitive compensation
opportunities that attract and retain

talent who will drive our business
strategy.

Develop and apply
compensation programs for
our employees fairly and
equitably.

Consider applicable regulatory
expectations, as well as our
corporate value and behavioral
expectations, when making
compensation awards.

Provide strong
oversight of executive
compensation.

Effectively manage
risk within incentive

programs designed to
pay for performance.

Align compensation
with long-term

shareholder value
creation.

7

Our commitment to this philosophy. The company is committed to making compensation decisions that

are fiscally responsible, while remaining competitive to attract and retain talent.

Our expected total compensation opportunities generally reflect the median pay levels of our

Compensation Peer Group, with variations based on specific talent needs, experience, and other internal

factors. We believe that actual total compensation should vary with the performance of the organization

so that outstanding performance results in above-market compensation. Long-term incentives are a key

focus of our executive compensation program. This focus facilitates collaboration among business units,

ownership in the Company, and a focus on shareholder goals.

Fifth Third is committed to a pay philosophy that ensures all employees are paid fairly and equitably in

compliance with the law.
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Features of our Executive Compensation Program. Our executive compensation program incorporates

the following features:

Pay for performance.

Risk-balancing features.

Double-trigger change-in-control provisions.

No excise tax gross-ups to executive officers.

Stock ownership guidelines and stock retention policies.

Prohibition on speculative trading and hedging strategies by executive officers.

Prohibition on use of securities as collateral for a loan.

Utilization of an independent compensation consultant hired and overseen by the Committee.

Grant of long-term incentives on pre-determined dates.

Committee reviews of both financial and non-financial performance.

Clawback features in all executive officer pay.

Compensation Risk Management. We believe it is critical to bring a multi-faceted strategy toward

mitigating risk in our compensation programs and incentive plans. Our executive compensation program

includes several features that address potential compensation risk:

Downward discretion based on risk, performance, and regulatory factors.

Caps on the maximum payment under our Variable Compensation Plan and our Performance Share Plan.

Mix of short-term and long-term compensation.

Forfeiture provisions related to material risk events.

Stock ownership and retention guidelines.

Ability to clawback compensation received as a result of misconduct.

To execute the risk mitigation strategies, we conduct yearly review processes, which are documented

and incorporate input from business segments including Finance, Legal, Human Capital, Risk

Management, and the Company’s business leaders. These processes include:

Processes Purpose

Market Reviews Human Capital uses peer benchmark data to ensure that pay programs are

competitive.

Incentive Plan Reviews Senior business leaders ensure that incentive plans support the business strategy.

Risk Reviews Senior risk and credit leaders serving on the Compensation Risk Oversight Committee

(a management committee that reports to the Human Capital and Compensation

Committee) determine whether incentive plans support the Company’s risk culture of

not promoting unnecessary risk and are consistent with the incentive compensation

risk framework.

Financial Reviews Senior finance executives confirm that the incentive plans are fiscally sound and

contribute to shareholder value.

Board Reviews Independent directors, serving on the Human Capital and Compensation Committee

and Risk and Compliance Committee, assess the strategic, risk, and fiscal soundness

of the compensation plans and ensure that they are aligned with the Company’s

compensation philosophy.
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We believe it is critical that our people clearly understand how they are rewarded to ensure that pay

facilitates the appropriate strategic and risk awareness behaviors. Because of this, we provide ongoing

compensation communication and education to our employees.

In December 2021, the Committee met jointly with the Risk and Compliance Committee to review our

2022 executive and other incentive programs. Based in part on the provisions and actions above, the

Committee concluded that neither the design nor metrics of such programs encourage taking

unnecessary or inappropriate risk and that our compensation policies and practices are not reasonably

likely to have a material adverse effect on the Company.

The Committee’s Role. The Committee is comprised of independent directors and is responsible for

establishing, implementing, and monitoring the administration of compensation and benefits programs in

accordance with the Company’s compensation philosophy and strategy, along with approving executive

compensation and equity plan awards. Among other things, the Committee focuses on the attraction and

retention of key executives. When making decisions, the Committee considers the Company’s

compensation philosophy, the achievement of business goals set by the Company, relevant peer data,

recommendations made by the chief executive officer, and the advice of F.W. Cook, an independent,

external executive compensation consulting firm with financial services industry expertise hired by the

Committee. The Committee seeks to establish “Total Rewards” for the Company’s executive officers that

are fair, reasonable, risk-balanced, and competitive. The Total Rewards program includes Total Direct

Compensation, benefits, and certain perquisites. Generally, the types of compensation and benefits paid

to Named Executive Officers are similar to those provided to other executive officers of the Company.

The Committee typically follows the annual cycle described below:

Approves final Variable Compensation Plan
funding and Long-Term incentive plan
awards
Certifies performance share payout

Approves CEO goals and Variable
Compensation Plan goals for the current plan
year

Reviews Report on Risk and Compliance
Oversight of all applicable HR Policies

Completes incentive plan risk assessment,
jointly with Risk and Compliance Committee
Reviews preliminary Variable Compensation
Plan funding

Reviews CEO and executive compensation
competitive analysis
Participates with full board in executive talent
management and succession planning update

Approves Variable Compensation and Long-
Term incentive plan design for next plan year

Reviews tally sheets and executive share
ownership

Reviews and approves Compensation
Discussion and Analysis for inclusion in the
Proxy Statement

Approves CEO and executive compensation
awards

Reviews peer group

with full board

compensation

compensation

Reviews emerging trends in executive

Reviews legislative and regulatory updates
Reviews compensation philosophy
Reviews market analysis of director

Receives benefits strategy update
Participates in Inclusion and Diversity update

Reviews Executive Change in Control
Severance Plan and Executive Severance Plan

Conducts committee charter review

Conducts independence and fee review of
compensation consultant

February

June

September

December

Role of Executive Officers in Compensation Decisions. The chief executive officer annually reviews the

performance of each of the other Named Executive Officers, which includes a risk performance

assessment completed by the Company’s chief risk officer. Based on this review, the chief executive

officer makes compensation recommendations to the Committee, including recommendations for salary

adjustments, Variable Compensation Plan awards, and long-term, equity-based incentive awards. In

addition, the chief executive officer and certain other members of management annually assess
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performance for other executive officers and make compensation recommendations to the Committee.

Also, the appropriate committees provide review and approval of the compensation for key risk-related

roles such as the chief risk officer, chief credit officer, and chief audit executive. Although the Committee

considers these recommendations along with data provided by its consultant, F.W. Cook, it retains full

discretion to set all compensation for the Company’s executive officers. The Committee works directly

with its consultant to determine compensation for the chief executive officer. The chief executive officer

has no input into his own compensation determinations.

Additionally, the chief risk officer reviews and evaluates with the Committee all executive officer and

employee incentive compensation plans, described in more detail in the Compensation Risk Management

section above. The purpose of the review is to confirm that the Company’s incentive compensation plans

do not incent or pose unnecessary or excessive risks to the Company.

Role of the Independent Compensation Consultant. The Committee uses the services of its external

executive compensation consultant to provide guidance and advice to the Committee on all matters

covered by its charter. This consultant was directly selected and approved by the Committee to provide

a broad set of services pertaining to the compensation of the Company’s executives and Board of

Directors. In 2021, the Committee’s compensation consultant performed the key actions listed below:

Advising the Committee on competitive practices, market trends, and peer group composition.

Providing recommendations to the Committee on the compensation of the chief executive officer.

Providing recommendations to the Committee and members of management regarding the compensation of the

other executive officers.

Reviewing competitive pay practices in the Compensation Peer Group for their boards of directors and

recommending to the Committee changes required to pay the Company’s Board of Directors in a competitive

fashion.

Providing an annual review of performance and pay levels for the Company and its Compensation Peer Group.

Undertaking special projects at the request of the Committee, including director education sessions on specific

topics related to executive compensation.

The Company does not engage the Committee’s compensation consultant for additional services outside

of the services to the Board, as described above. The Committee conducted an assessment of potential

conflicts of interest and independence issues for F.W. Cook and did not identify any conflicts of interest

or independence issues relating to F.W. Cook’s services.

Benchmarking Methodology. In making compensation decisions, the Committee compares Company

performance and each element of each executive officer’s Total Direct Compensation with the

Compensation Peer Group. The Committee refers to this Compensation Peer Group for both

compensation and performance-related benchmarks. Financial performance data is prepared either by

the Committee’s independent compensation consultant or by the Company, using data from public

filings. Compensation data is generally prepared by the Committee’s compensation consultant, using

third-party survey data as provided by management and publicly available data from proxy statements.

The Committee’s compensation consultant reviews all financial and compensation data that is prepared

by the Company and provided to the Committee.
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The Compensation Peer Group consists of companies with which the Committee believes the Company

competes for talent and for shareholder investment, and which are generally similar in asset size and

business mix. The following 10 companies were identified by the Committee as the 2021 Compensation

Peer Group:

Citizen’s Financial Group M&T Bank Corporation

Comerica Incorporated The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.

First Horizon National Corporation Regions Financial Corporation

Huntington Bancshares Incorporated Truist Financial Corporation

KeyCorp Zions Bancorporation

The Committee annually reviews the Compensation Peer Group and considers changes to the

Compensation Peer Group deemed necessary to ensure that the business structure and size of the

organizations continue to be appropriate. Based on the Committee’s evaluation of the Compensation

Peer Group, no changes were made for 2022.

Tally Sheet. The Company annually prepares a tally sheet of all compensation and potential payouts for

the Committee’s use to review our compensation programs. The Committee reviews all components of

compensation for the Company’s chief executive officer, chief financial officer, and the other NEOs,

including:

Base salary.

Annual cash incentive targets.

Long-term, equity-based incentive targets.

Accumulated, realized, and unrealized equity award gains.

The dollar value to the executive and cost to the Company of all perquisites and other personal benefits.

The earnings and accumulated payout obligations under the Company’s nonqualified deferred compensation plan.

Several potential termination scenarios, including change-in-control, where applicable.

The Committee reviewed the above compensation components and the associated dollar amounts for

2020 compensation in June 2021.

Say-on-Pay. The Committee annually reviews the results of the non-binding advisory say-on-pay

proposal and considers them when approving plan design changes as well as pay decisions.

87%
Approval

At the Company’s 2021 Annual Meeting, shareholders approved a non-binding advisory say-on-pay proposal with 87 percent

of the votes cast voting in favor of that proposal

The say-on-pay vote resulted in 87% approval from shareholders in 2021, which is modestly lower than

prior years’ votes. The Company leveraged its ongoing Stakeholder Engagement activities to solicit direct

shareholder feedback and suggestions on its compensation program or practices.

Two relevant topics that were raised by shareholders during these discussions were (i) disclosure of the

adjustments to performance results for purposes of the 2020 Variable Compensation Plan, and (ii) the

inclusion of ESG in our executive compensation program. Management discussed these two items with

the Committee and the Company has implemented changes to address both of them. Those changes are

disclosed in this Proxy Statement.

The Committee believes that the most recent vote, and consistently high level of approval of

compensation in the annual shareholder vote, demonstrates a strong alignment with shareholders’
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interests. Additionally, these results indicate broad support among shareholders for our

pay-for-performance approach. Future votes cast, as well as our ongoing Stakeholder Engagement

discussions, will be closely monitored to ensure continued support for our compensation program and

decisions among our shareholders.

Compensation Structure. The compensation structure (including each element of pay described below

and the respective amounts for each element) for executive officers is reviewed annually by management

and the Committee. When determining the compensation structure, the following items are considered:

The most recent and prior years’ comparative proxy statement and survey data for similar positions among the

Compensation Peer Group.

The 25th percentile, median (50th percentile), and 75th percentile peer data for each element of compensation

(base salary, target variable compensation, and target long-term, equity-based incentive compensation, as well as

the resulting Total Direct Compensation).

The ability to provide median Total Direct Compensation for 50th percentile performance relative to the

Compensation Peer Group.

The ability to provide upper quartile Total Direct Compensation for upper quartile (i.e., 75th percentile or better

relative to the Compensation Peer Group) performance and lower quartile Total Direct Compensation for lower

quartile (i.e., 25th percentile or lower relative to the Compensation Peer Group) performance.

Pay Mix and Pay for Performance. Our Named Executive Officers have approximately 50% or more of

their target total compensation delivered in the form of long-term, equity-based compensation.

2021 Total Compensation Pay Mix(1)

Chief Executive Officer Average of Other NEOs

Base
Salary
12%

Annual
Cash

Incentive
24% 

Long-Term
Incentives

64%

Long-Term
Incentives

54%

Base
Salary
20%

Annual Cash
Incentive

26% 

(1) The percentages reflect the Named Executive Officer’s base salary as of December 31, 2021, target annual cash incentive award

for 2021, and target long-term, equity-based incentive award for 2021.

The Committee considers several factors and objectives relevant to each program when determining

compensation. The Committee also contemplates the impact of each award on the Total Direct

Compensation package. Total Direct Compensation opportunities are intended to target the median of

the relevant market data, and actual compensation (both amount and mix) for executives varies, based

on their performance, prior experience, and other pertinent factors. In addition, for purposes of attracting

and retaining key executives, the Committee may determine that an additional award, an above-median

sign-on package, an incentive guarantee for a new hire, or a Total Direct Compensation package that is

above market median, is appropriate.

As shown in the pay mix charts above, the annual cash incentive award and long-term, equity-based

incentives constitute the majority of executive officers’ Total Direct Compensation under our

pay-for-performance structure. The actual amounts realized by executive officers under these incentive

plans vary based on individual performance and the performance of the Company.
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Company performance under these incentive plans is evaluated from a variety of perspectives, including:

Absolute
Financial

Performance

Relative
Financial

Performance

Earnings Per
Share

Return
Measures Efficiency Ratio Risk Assessments

Variable Compensation Plan

Long Term Incentives

2021 Executive Compensation Plan Design and Award Decisions
As stated above, compensation is delivered through three primary elements: base salary, an annual cash

incentive through our Variable Compensation Plan, and long-term, equity-based incentives. We review

and assess our compensation practices and programs on an annual basis, taking into account the

Company’s strategic objectives, compensation philosophy, regulatory guidance, risk culture, and external

market practices. Each element of the senior executive compensation program, along with any changes

that were made to the program for 2021, are described in the following paragraphs.

Base Salary. The Committee reviews individual base salaries of the Company’s executive officers annually

or at the time of promotion or hire, as applicable. The objectives of the Company’s base salary program

are to provide salaries at a level that allows the Company to attract and retain qualified executives and to

recognize and reward individual performance. The following items are considered when determining base

salary levels:

A competitive market analysis provided by the Company’s external compensation consultant.

The executive officer’s experience, scope of responsibilities, performance, and potential.

Internal equity in relation to other executives with similar levels of experience, scope of responsibilities, performance,

and potential.

Other relevant information, which may include governmental or regulatory considerations.

Salary increases, if any, are based on the Company’s overall performance and the executive’s attainment

of individual objectives during the preceding year. After the annual review and evaluation at the

beginning of 2021, base salary adjustments were recommended and approved for executives who were

promoted or gained additional responsibilities in 2021. Unrelated to performance, no other adjustments

were made to other executives’ base salaries in 2021 given the ongoing uncertainty related to the

COVID-19 pandemic.

2021 Variable Compensation Plan Design. The Variable Compensation Plan’s objective is to reward

executives for strong corporate, business unit, and individual performance. The design of our 2021

Variable Compensation Plan (VCP) was structured as follows:

2021 Variable Compensation Plan Design

Performance

Hurdle
Funding Modifiers

(Must be met in
order for any

funding to occur)

(Can increase or decrease funding level;
increase limited to 10 funding points,

decrease is not capped)

Adjusted Earnings Per

Share (EPS) vs. Plan
50%

Non-Performing Assets (NPA) vs.

Peers

Adjusted Return on

Assets (ROA) vs. Plan
25%

Adjusted Efficiency

Ratio vs. Plan
25%

(Determines the funding level under
the plan)

+ or - based

on individual

performance

and risk

assessment

rating

Final

Payout

Bancorp Funding Metrics

Individual

Opportunity

Target = %

of Base

Salary

Capital Levels

vs. Required

Levels
Loan to Deposit Ratio Target

Customer Experience
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It is the view of the Committee that this mix of Bancorp funding metrics provides executives with

balanced incentives to increase the level of absolute earnings growth, to ensure that shareholder capital

is used efficiently to generate competitive returns, and to assess the cost efficiency of the Company’s

operations. The funding modifiers are useful as complementary metrics to add focus on best-in-class

business processes. The Committee retains discretion to adjust pool funding upward or downward based

on other factors, such as individual performance and risk assessment.

Variable Compensation Plan Performance Goals. The financial plan approved by the Board of Directors

includes specific target goals for the Company in each of the Bancorp funding metrics as detailed below.

When determining the available funding pool for all VCP participants, including NEOs, the Committee first

determines if the performance hurdle has been met, then considers actual performance against target

goals, in addition to three funding modifiers.

Bancorp Funding Metrics

$2.18

0.86%

64.0%

$2.44

0.96%

60.7%

$2.70

1.06%

57.4%

50%

25%

25%

Earnings Per Share

Threshold

(50% of target

payout)

Target

(100% of target

payout)

Maximum

(200% of target

payout)

Funding

Weight

Return on Assets

Efficiency Ratio

Actual awards are approved by the Committee from the pool. This pool of available compensation

awards is allocated to each participant based on qualitative assessments of individual performance

against a set of stated objectives and, additionally for executives, an individual risk assessment. Amounts

realizable from prior compensation awards do not influence decisions relative to future awards. To

determine the Variable Compensation Plan funding pool, performance against each target Bancorp

funding metric is reviewed to determine the performance level that was achieved, with results between

threshold and target, and target and maximum, being interpolated. The overall funding amount

represents the sum of the weighted average score for each of the Bancorp funding metrics. The

maximum payout for any executive is limited to 200% of the individual target.

The Committee may use final results of the funding modifiers to increase or decrease the pool funding

amount. The Committee may exercise discretion to increase the funding pool amount up to a maximum

of 10 funding points; however, downward discretion is not capped.

Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio must remain above 7% for any Variable Compensation Plan
funding to occur.

Performance measured relative to peer distribution, and targeting performance at least
at peer median.

The absolute level and change in the loan to deposit ratio is viewed as an indicator of liquidity
and core deposit franchise health. The evaluation of the modifier will consider a ratio of
75-76% as the target, as well as the environmental factors impacting the ratio’s performance.

Qualitative assessment of the Bank’s annual performance of customer experience which
may include external benchmarks and overall customer satisfaction results in the line of
business scorecards.

Capital Levels

Assessment
Criteria

Non-Performing Assets
(NPAs)

Loan to Deposit Ratio

Customer Experience

Performance Hurdle

Funding Modifiers
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Performance Against Variable Compensation Plan (VCP) Goals. Overall, the Company’s performance in

2021 was extremely strong, as highlighted on page 4. The strength is also apparent when comparing the

Company’s financial results to its VCP targets, which the Committee approved in February of 2021. It

should be noted that at the time the Committee approved the targets, the trajectory and speed of the

economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic-related shutdowns were still highly uncertain.

Additionally, the ultimate efficacy of vaccines being developed and used by the public was unknown.

Also, the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 was passed after the approval of these targets,

providing further stimulus to the economy. Consistent with last year, and our historical practice, the

Company chose to maintain the initially approved targets and provide reasonable adjustments in

consideration of the financial effects of certain events not contemplated in the targets, which are referred

to herein as the “2021 VCP Adjusted Actual.”

In determining 2021 VCP Adjusted Actual performance under the plan, the Committee reviewed certain

items assessed annually for potential exclusion from the VCP calculation (where items could have the

effect of increasing or decreasing funding). For the 2021 performance year, the annual adjustments,

including the adjustment described below relating to the allowance for credit losses, had a negative

($0.24) impact to earnings per share, negative (8) basis point impact to Return on Assets, and a

favorable (63) basis point impact to the efficiency ratio.

The items the Committee evaluated and adjusted are consistent with prior practice and include: Gains or

Losses related to the Visa Total Return Swap; securities gains and losses excluding the impact of

Non-Qualified Deferred Compensation valuation changes; the gain from the sale of HSA deposits; a

donation to the Fifth Third Foundation in support of the Accelerating Racial Equity, Equality and Inclusion

Initiative; and a special staffing bonus to front-line employees that provided customers with essential

banking services throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. The most significant adjustment was made to

neutralize the positive impact of a lower Allowance for Credit Losses than was anticipated at the time of

setting the targets. The adjustment is consistent with the Committee approval of 2020 VC in excluding

the negative impact of higher Allowance for Credit Losses that was incurred but not included in the

target due to the COVID-19 pandemic (i.e., increased provision expense). The result of that adjustment

increased the 2020 adjusted VC performance. The Committee believes consistent application of these

adjustments is important to maintain the integrity of the VC Plan.

The table below sets forth the impact of each of the aforementioned items used to calculate 2021 VCP

Adjusted Actual performance.

Adjustment:

Performance Impact:

EPS ROA Efficiency Ratio (FTE)

Visa Total Return Swap $ 0.09 0.03% (0.65%)

Securities (Gain) / Loss $ 0.02 0.01% (0.13%)

Gain on HSA Deposits Sale ($0.07) (0.02%) 0.46%

Donation to Fifth Third Foundation $ 0.02 0.01% (0.19%)

Special Bonus to Front-Line Employees $ 0.01 0.00% (0.12%)

Allowance for Credit Losses $ (0.31) (0.11%) —

In addition to the performance adjustments above, the VCP Adjusted Actual results include any increase

or decrease to variable compensation implied by the funding calculation, further impacting the VCP

Adjusted Actual as reported below. Unadjusted reported financial results, as well as adjusted results for

each of the Bancorp funding metrics, are shown in the table below:

Bancorp Funding Metrics 2021 Reported Metrics 2021 VCP Adjusted Actual
(Including impact of funding)

EPS $ 3.73 $ 3.40

ROA 1.34% 1.23%

Efficiency Ratio (FTE) 60.1% 60.6%
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The Company also met or exceeded target on the funding modifiers considered by the Committee in

assessing annual performance:

Performance Hurdle 2021
Actual

Capital Levels 9.5% Common Equity Tier 1

Funding Modifiers

Non-Performing Assets (“NPA”) Ranked 3rd best of 11

Loan to Deposit Ratio 70.5%

(Internal Target 75%-76%)

Customer Experience Modifier assessment criteria related to customer experience resulted

in results either at parity or exceeding peers. The Company was also

ranked the #1 bank among the top 25 banks for our COVID response

in a leading retail branch satisfaction survey.

Determination of Variable Compensation Plan Awards. Based on the 2021 performance results

described above, the calculated pool funding level of 176% of target was achieved as shown below:

Bancorp Funding Metrics Threshold Target Maximum
2021 VCP
Adjusted

Actual
Funding % Funding

Weight
Funding

Level

Earnings Per Share $2.18 $2.44 $2.70 $3.40 200% 50% 100%

Return on Assets 0.86% 0.96% 1.06% 1.23% 200% 25% 50%

Efficiency Ratio 64.0% 60.7% 57.4% 60.6% 104% 25% 26%

Total Funding 176%

Due to the overall favorable performance related to the funding modifiers, including top quartile Non-

Performing Asset (“NPA”) performance on a relative basis to our peer group and continued progress on

customer experience, an increase of 4% was recommended to the funding pool for a total funding level of

180%. Taking into consideration a recommendation from management, the Committee recommended a

final cash performance payout target of 130%. The Committee determined that funding the cash VCP

award at 130% of target was appropriate as a significant factor in the Company’s outperformance versus

its targets was impacted by the continued benefits from monetary and fiscal government support to the

economy and our customers, combined with a faster than anticipated economic recovery versus the

expectations at the time the targets were approved, which were set under the backdrop of extreme

uncertainty and volatility attributable to the pandemic. The most material effect of the improving

environment was the impact to credit losses, for us and the industry, which were significantly lower than

the expectations when the target was set in early 2021.

When making the final determination of individual awards using the approved funding pool, the

Committee had the benefit of information relating to market median compensation levels as well as

performance and risk assessment rating information. Considering each individual’s qualitative

performance assessment (described for each NEO in the qualitative performance assessments section

below) and risk performance assessment, the Committee thought it appropriate to make final individual

award decisions ranging from 130 percent to 150 percent of the NEO’s target in cash funding.

The determination of 2022 annual long-term equity incentive awards consider the factors outlined in the

Determination of Long-term, Equity-based Incentive Awards that follows. As stated, this includes

consideration of the strong 2021 performance as described in the performance highlights on page 4 and

reflected in the calculation above. 2022 LTI awards are expected to exceed certain Named Executive

Officers’ targets given those factors. Management believes this provides continued incentive on

prospective performance, further stock ownership opportunity, and maintains alignment with our pay for

performance philosophy.
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2021 Long-Term, Equity-based Incentive Compensation Plan Design. The long-term, equity-based

incentive plan is an important piece of the compensation mix for our Named Executive Officers. The

objectives of our plan, the types of equity-based awards employed under the plan, and areas included in

individual performance assessments used to determine award amounts for Named Executive Officers are:

Plan Objectives

Align management and shareholders’ interests

Motivate senior executives to optimize long-term shareholder value

Encourage stock ownership among our employees

Enhance the Company’s ability to retain key talent

Ensure the program design is consistent with our compensation philosophy and reflective of external market trends

Strengthen risk-adjusted pay decisions

Areas of Assessment

The Company’s revenue and expense results

Division revenue and expenses vs. budget

Internal and external customer service levels

Performance relative to the Company’s strategic initiatives

Results related to specific individual responsibilities

Results related to specific individual risk assessments

Equity Type Mix

Base Salary

Stock

Appreciation

Rights

Annual Cash

Incentive

Restricted

Stock Units

Long-Term

Incentives
Performance

Shares

NEO LTI Mix

NEO Compensation Mix

35%

15%

50%
55%

19%

26%

For the 2021 awards, Stock Appreciation Right Awards, or “SARs,” are calculated by taking 15% of the

total LTI award amount divided by the SARs Black-Scholes value on the date of grant. Restricted Stock

Unit Awards, or “RSUs,” are calculated by taking 35% of the total LTl award amount divided by the

Company’s closing stock price on the date of the grant. Performance Share awards are calculated by

taking 50% of the total LTI award amount divided by the Company’s closing stock price on the date of

the grant.

In the December 2021 compensation plan reviews, the Committee approved granting future Restricted

Stock Unit and Performance Share Awards based on the average closing stock price for each trading day

during the month of January. The Committee determined that this approach will likely reduce the

volatility compared to using a single day price target. For 2022, Performance Share Awards and

Restricted Stock Awards will be calculated by taking 50% and 35%, respectively, of the total LTI award
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amount divided by the Company’s average closing stock price for each trading day in the month of

January. SARs will remain priced on the Black-Scholes value as of the grant date.

The Committee believes that performance shares are an important piece of the equity-based incentive

compensation opportunity because they create a clear connection between results achieved and

compensation earned. In addition, the Committee believes that full-value awards in the form of

performance shares and restricted stock units complement each other and are important for driving

strong retention value and enhanced ownership-creation opportunities. The Committee also believes that

a portion of the opportunity should come from a growth-oriented incentive, specifically stock-settled

SARs which align executives’ interests with those of the Company’s shareholders. The Committee has

maintained the Long Term Incentive mix of 50% performance share awards, 35% restricted stock units,

and 15% stock appreciation rights and feel it aligns well with the Company’s long-term incentive plan

objectives, strategic objectives, compensation philosophy, regulatory guidance, risk culture, and

competitive practice.

Target award levels are established at the beginning of the year for each Named Executive Officer

considering market median compensation for each position. Award levels are not automatically made at

target. Actual award levels are based upon Company performance, and the Committee includes

qualitative assessments of individual performance of each Named Executive Officer in the areas shown in

the graphic display on the preceding page. Amounts realizable from prior compensation awards do not

influence decisions relative to future awards.

The grant date of the LTI awards is the date of the Committee’s approval of the awards, which typically

occurs at a first quarter meeting of the Committee. The grant dates for awards made in 2021 are detailed

in the “2021 Grants of Plan-Based Awards” table later in this proxy statement. The Company does not

adjust the timing of its annual grant based on SEC filings or press releases. Rather, the annual grant date

is established and communicated well in advance.

Performance share grants made in 2021 were structured as follows:

Primary Metric - 100% Weight

ROACE is determined based

upon reported financial results

for each of the three fiscal

years during the Performance

Periods adjusted for certain 

items. 

Payouts are capped at 150%

of target at the 80th

percentile and no payout is

achieved for performance

under the 25th percentile of 

the peer group.

Absolute Metrics

Grant
Made at
Target

Return on Average
Common Equity

(ROACE) vs. Peers
over a cumulative

three-year
performance period

Percentile 
Rank

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

150%

150%

150%

140%

120%

100%

80%

60%

0%

0%

0%

Payout
 Percentage Two absolute performance

hurdles must also be met
before a payout is achieved:

2. Efficiency ratio must be
better than a predetermined
threshold at the end of the

three-year performance
period to earn an award
payout greater than the

target.

1. Adjusted return on
tangible common equity
(ROTCE) must be greater

than a predetermined
threshold for each year for

awards to vest.

Final
Payout

Performance share grants are granted at “target,” calculated by taking 50% of the LTI award amount

divided by the share price used for purposes of the grant. Executives have the opportunity to earn

between zero and 150% of their target award based upon the Company’s three-year cumulative result on

Return on Average Common Equity (“ROACE”) versus our Compensation Peer Group. The payout table
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represented above was approved in 2019 in lieu of a pure stack ranking to limit the impact of potential

changes among the Compensation Peer group potentially arising from M&A activity, delisting, or

bankruptcy. Performance share grants are eligible for dividend equivalents which accrue in cash and are

paid when the award is earned and distributed.

RSUs have a three-year graded vesting schedule. These grants do not have voting rights during the

vesting period, but are eligible for dividend equivalent payments, which accrue in cash and are paid upon

vest and distribution of the underlying award.

SARs are granted at the closing price of the Company’s Common Stock on the date of grant and have a

10-year term. Grants made in 2021 have a three-year graded vesting schedule. The Company does not

grant discounted stock options or SARs, re-price previously granted stock options or SARs, or grant

reload stock options.

The Committee believes that the design of the long-term, equity-based incentive plan provides incentive

for the creation of shareholder value since the full benefit of the grant to each Named Executive Officer

can be realized only with an appreciation in the price of the Company’s Common Stock or by meeting

goals based on relative ROACE, depending on the type of award.

Payout of 2019 Performance Share Awards. The 2019 performance share grant measured the Company’s

performance on ROACE versus our compensation peer group over the three-year period beginning

January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2021. In its February 2022 meeting, the Committee reviewed final

ROACE results showing the Company ranked third among peers and the absolute metric thresholds for

ROTCE and efficiency ratio were met. Accordingly, the Committee approved a 150% payout. The grant

paid out in Company stock and the shares were distributed on February 17, 2022, after the approval date

of February 16, 2022.

Other Long-term, Equity-based Plan Provisions. The Variable Compensation Plan and long-term, equity-

based incentive compensation awards made in 2021 were issued under the Company’s 2019 Incentive

Compensation Plan (the “Plan”), which was approved and adopted by the Company’s shareholders in

2019. The awards granted in 2022 will be issued under the 2021 Incentive Compensation Plan, which was

approved and adopted by the Company’s shareholders in 2021.

Determination of Long-term, Equity-based Incentive Awards. The chief executive officer recommends

the award levels for each Named Executive Officer except for himself, and the Committee makes the final

award determination for all Named Executive Officers, including the chief executive officer. The award

considerations are not based on a formula. Rather, the Committee may choose to make the actual award

higher or lower than the target award based on the qualitative assessment of performance against stated

objectives as well as the individual’s risk assessment results. The Committee believes that, by including a

performance element as part of the up-front grant process, the Company is able to further reinforce the

pay-for-performance objective of the Company’s compensation structure.

When making the final determination to grant long-term, equity-based incentive compensation awards in

February 2021, the Committee considered information relating to market median compensation levels,

Company financial performance during 2020, the qualitative performance assessment, and individual risk

performance assessments. After reviewing this information for 2020, the Committee granted a 2021 long-

term equity incentive compensation award of 100% of target for all Named Executive Officers.
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Qualitative Performance Assessments. The individual qualitative performance assessment is a review of

each Named Executive Officer’s performance against a set of stated objectives. This assessment is

performed by the Board of Directors with respect to the chairman and chief executive officer’s

performance and by the chairman and chief executive officer with respect to the performance of the

other NEOs. Each NEO was evaluated on the following objectives:

2021 financial plan

Strategic initiatives

Risk management

Operational excellence

Customer experience

Talent optimization and employee engagement

Promotion of the Bank’s Core Values and Leader Capabilities

The Committee’s Considerations. The Committee considers both the aggregate amount and mix of an

executive officer’s Total Direct Compensation when making the decisions discussed above. The

Committee assesses Total Direct Compensation relative to competitive market data annually.

Recommendations for executive compensation are reviewed and approved as final during one of the

Committee’s first quarter meetings.

Based on its most recent review of the competitive data, the Committee has determined that the

compensation structure for executive officers is effective and appropriate. The structure reflects the

Company’s compensation philosophy in that its incentive payout ranges are aligned with the competitive

market data; it has appropriate leverage to ensure a strong linkage between compensation, risk

outcomes, and performance; and it drives rewards based on the most relevant performance measures for

the Company and shareholders.

The Committee also has reviewed the internal relationships between the compensation for the chief

executive officer and for other executive officers and has deemed them to be appropriate. The

Committee believes that the relative difference between the compensation of the chief executive officer

and the compensation of the Company’s other executive officers is consistent with such differences

found in the Company’s Compensation Peer Group.

Objectives considered for 2021 performance for each Named Executive Officer and Executive

Compensation Decision Highlights are discussed in the next section.

For Mr. Carmichael: As Chair and Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Carmichael had responsibility for

delivering both short and long-term financial results and leading key strategic initiatives. He was also

responsible for customer experience results, for leveraging human capital programs to ensure

effective succession planning and to promote an inclusive and diverse workforce. He drove

accountability for a culture of strong risk management and regulatory results, and provided strong

Board leadership, including Board composition, a culture of open dialogue and effective challenge.

The Variable Compensation Plan award was based on 2021 performance and his overall contribution

to Fifth Third’s performance. The long-term, equity-based award granted in February 2021 was based

on performance against 2020 objectives.

For Mr. Leonard: As Chief Financial Officer, Mr. Leonard had responsibility for managing the

Company’s financial performance against the 2021 plan, providing strategic advice for long-term

business planning, and providing strategic and analytic support for M&A activity. Additionally, he

drove accountability for a culture of strong risk management and effectively managed the

Company’s capital plan.
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The Variable Compensation Plan award was based on 2021 performance and his overall contribution

to Fifth Third’s performance. The long-term, equity-based award granted in February 2021 was based

on performance against 2020 objectives.

For Mr. Spence: As President, Mr. Spence was responsible for leading Fifth Third’s strategic planning

process and executing on strategic priorities. He was accountable for driving organic and inorganic

growth and providing an enhanced customer experience across multiple lines of business and the

regional footprint. Additionally, he drove accountability for a culture of strong risk management.

The Variable Compensation Plan award was based on 2021 performance and his overall contribution

to Fifth Third’s performance. The long-term, equity-based award granted in February 2021 was based

on performance against 2020 objectives.

For Mr. Anderson: As Vice Chairman, Strategic Growth Initiatives, Mr. Anderson was responsible for

identifying and executing on private equity opportunities, acquisitions and strategic partnerships that

complement the Commercial line of business’s strategic initiatives, and for continued client and talent

growth in targeted expansion markets. He was also responsible for managing strategic and

reputational risks.

The Variable Compensation Plan award was based on 2021 performance and his overall contribution

to Fifth Third’s performance. The long-term, equity-based award granted in February 2021 was based

on performance against 2020 objectives.

For Mr. Lavender: As the head of the Commercial bank at Fifth Third, Mr. Lavender was responsible

for developing a clear vision for the Commercial bank that includes business strategy, driving cultural

and talent priorities and delivering strong financial, operational and risk outcomes.

The Variable Compensation Plan award was based on 2021 performance and his overall contribution

to Fifth Third’s performance. The long-term, equity-based award granted in February 2021 was based

on performance against 2020 objectives.

2022 Executive Compensation Plan Design Changes
2022 Variable Compensation Plan Changes. The Company and the Committee review the Variable

Compensation Plan annually to determine if changes should be made to the plan for the next year. During

the review in 2021, the Committee approved the addition of an ESG modifier and the removal of the Loan

to Deposit Ratio modifier. The ESG modifier will be reviewed based on the Bank’s qualitative performance

against the Company’s ESG priorities, as reviewed by the Board. Our ESG priorities include: addressing

climate change; promoting inclusion and diversity; demonstrating our commitment to our employees; and

strengthening our communities. The removal of the Loan to Deposit ratio as a modifier is indicative of the

current liquidity environment and will be reviewed as appropriate with the annual review of the plan.

2022 Long-term, Equity-based Incentive Plan Changes. The Company and the Committee also review

the long-term, equity-based incentive plan annually to determine if any changes need to be made to the

plan (i.e., award mix, performance measures, modifiers, etc.) for the next year. During its 2021 review, the

Committee determined no material changes to plan design were necessary.

Executive Benefits and Perquisites
Summary of Eligibility for Benefits and Perquisites. The Company provides few benefits and perquisites

to executive officers that are not available to the general employee population. Special benefits include

health programs, a deferred compensation plan, financial planning reimbursement, nominal holiday gifts,

parking, and occasional personal use of the corporate aircraft. Additionally, spouses or guests of named

executive officers may be provided travel and/or entertainment benefits related to business events at

which their attendance is expected and appropriate, such as Company recognition events or trips,

recruiting meals, or social events held for marketing or other business purposes.

These benefits are often provided with little or no incremental cost to the Company. The Company does

not provide tax gross-ups for these limited perquisites.
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Use of the Corporate Aircraft. The Committee has approved limited personal use of the corporate

aircraft by Mr. Carmichael up to a maximum value of $100,000 per year. In 2021, the Board approved a

change to the Company’s corporate aircraft policy that allows certain executive officers to use the

corporate aircraft for personal use in certain special situations (e.g., death in family). Such use by any

NEO is accounted for in the summary compensation table.

Mr. Carmichael is subject to a lease (“time-sharing”) agreement with the Company that governs the terms

and conditions of his personal use of the corporate aircraft. Under the terms of the time-sharing

agreement, Mr. Carmichael will pay for the costs of any personal flights that exceed the allowance

described above.

Retirement Benefits. The Company’s retirement benefits are designed to assist employees in

accumulating wealth to provide income during their retirement years. The retirement benefits are

designed to attract and retain employees and to encourage employees to save money for their

retirement while maintaining a competitive cost structure for the Company. Based upon the Company’s

research using two national benefits surveys, its retirement benefits are positioned near the market

median for similar employers.

The Company’s primary retirement benefit plan is a defined contribution 401(k) plan with a Company

match. The same 401(k) plan is maintained for all eligible employees, including the Named Executive

Officers. The 401(k) plan provides a match to employee contributions of 150% on the first 2% and 100%

on the next 4 percent of eligible compensation an employee contributes to the plan and is invested in the

employee’s selection of the plan’s existing investment alternatives. This Company match is immediately

100% vested. All Named Executive Officers are eligible for this plan up to the IRS wage or contribution

limits. Under the plan, NEOs may not defer their future cash compensation into Company stock.

The Company offers employees at certain salary band levels, including its Named Executive Officers, a

nonqualified deferred compensation plan. This plan allows for the deferral of base salary and awards

received under the Variable Compensation Plan. The plan also provides for the Company to make a

contribution for loss of the qualified plan 401(k) match due to the deferral of pay into this plan or due to

wage or contribution limitations under the qualified 401(k) plan. The deferred funds receive earnings

based on the mutual funds elected by each executive. The executives do not earn any preferential or

above-market returns on these earnings. Under the plan, NEOs may not defer their cash compensation

into Company stock.

The Company maintains a defined benefit pension plan which was frozen to new participants as of

November 15, 1998. Employees who met the age and service requirement at that time are

“grandfathered” and continue to accrue benefits under that plan. No Named Executive Officers are

participants in this plan.

Health and Welfare Benefits. The Company offers broad-based medical, dental, vision, life, and disability

plans to all of its employees. The Company also provides to each Named Executive Officer a

comprehensive physical exam program and access to an executive fitness facility.

Severance and Change in Control Benefits. The Fifth Third Bancorp Executive Change in Control

Severance Plan (the “CIC Severance Plan”) provides severance benefits to certain officers upon a

qualifying termination after a change in control, subject to execution of a release and non-compete

agreement. The plan covers approximately 45 officers, including all Named Executive Officers.
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Under the CIC Severance Plan, certain executives will receive severance if, in connection with a change in

control, the executive’s employment is terminated without “cause” (as defined in the CIC Severance Plan)

or the executive resigns for “good reason” (as defined in the CIC Severance Plan). For this purpose, a

change in control would occur in any of the following instances:

Any person is or becomes the beneficial owner of 30% or more of the voting power of the Company’s outstanding

securities;

During any consecutive 12-month period, the directors in office in the beginning of such period (or directors who

were approved by two-thirds of such directors) cease to constitute a majority of the Board;

The sale or disposition of substantially all of the Company’s assets or the merger or consolidation of the Company

with any other corporation unless the voting securities of the Company outstanding prior to such action continue to

represent at least 60% of the voting power of the merged or consolidated entity; or

The Company’s shareholders approve a plan of complete liquidation of the Company.

The treatment of long-term, equity-based incentive compensation in the event of a change in control is

determined by the applicable incentive compensation plans. More specific details are discussed in the

“Potential Payments Upon Termination or Change in Control” section below.

Executive Severance Benefits Plan. On February 17, 2021, the Human Capital and Compensation

Committee adopted the Executive Severance Benefits Plan, in which participating executives are eligible

to receive certain severance benefits as described in the Severance Benefits Plan if such executive’s

employment terminates prior to a change in control of Fifth Third or more than 24 months following a

change in control, but only if the Bank determines, in its sole discretion, that the executive’s employment

was terminated involuntarily by the Bank without “cause” or by the executive for “good reason” (each as

defined in the Severance Benefits Plan). For purposes of the Severance Benefits Plan, a change in control

has the same meaning given to that term in the CIC Severance Plan, as amended.

Executive Ownership and Capital Accumulation
Stock Ownership Guidelines. The executive compensation program is designed, in part, to provide

opportunities for executive officers to build ownership in the Company and to align performance with

shareholder interests. Accordingly, the Company has established stock ownership guidelines for senior

employees in the Company’s salary band structure, including the named executive officers. The amount

of stock required to be retained varies based upon the assigned salary band and associated multiple of

base salary.

These employees are expected to use stock net of taxes obtained through awards under the long-term,

equity-based incentive compensation program to establish a significant level of direct ownership. Stock

ownership includes:

Stock owned individually and by

immediate family sharing the same

household.

Restricted stock units not yet

vested.

Stock held in the employee stock

purchase plan.

In 2021, the executive ownership guidelines were updated to provide additional flexibility to less tenured

executives, while also further deepening the overall ownership targets. Until ownership guidelines are

met, executive officers are required to retain 75% (reduced from 100%) of net, after tax shares received

from stock appreciation right exercises and restricted stock unit and performance share award vesting

until the minimum ownership guidelines are met. As an additional requirement, once these guidelines are

met, executives must retain 25% of net, after tax shares until two times their guidelines are met.
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Executives have five years to achieve the minimum executive stock ownership requirements. There is no

specific time frame required to meet the two times guideline. Specific ownership guidelines for the

Named Executive Officers are:

Stock Ownership Guidelines

Chief Executive Officer 6x Salary

Other Named Executive Officers 3x Salary

The Committee reviews progress toward achieving the ownership goal for the Company’s executive

officers on an annual basis. As of the most recent annual review performed in June 2021, all Named

Executive Officers had sufficient holdings to meet or exceed the stock ownership requirements or had

not yet been in the role for five years and are on pace to meet the guidelines.

Beneficial Ownership. The following table sets forth certain information regarding the Named Executive

Officers’ beneficial ownership of the Common Stock of the Company as of December 31, 2021:

Title of Class Name of Officer Number of Stock
Beneficially Owned(1) % of Class

Common Stock Greg D. Carmichael 1,551,856 0.2269%

Common Stock James C. Leonard 142,329 0.0208%

Common Stock Timothy N. Spence 282,940 0.0414%

Common Stock Lars C. Anderson 341,396 0.0500%

Common Stock Kevin P. Lavender 109,064 0.0160%

(1) The amounts shown represent the total stock owned outright by such individuals together with stock held in the name of

spouses, minor children, certain relatives, trusts, estates, and certain affiliated companies (as to which beneficial ownership may

be disclaimed) and SARs and RSAs or RSUs exercisable (or exercisable within 60 days) of December 31, 2021 but unexercised.

These individuals have the number of SARs indicated after their names that are exercisable as of December 31, 2021 or will

become exercisable within 60 days of December 31, 2021: Mr. Carmichael, 935,838; Mr. Leonard, 40,892; Mr. Anderson, 215,966;

Mr. Spence, 139,710; and Mr. Lavender, 36,729. The amounts listed for SARs represent the number of rights that may be exercised;

the actual number of stock delivered will vary based on the stock’s appreciation over the grant price at the time of exercise. For

beneficial ownership of individual directors and all directors and executive officers as a group see “Election of Directors” on

pages 15-28.

Prohibition on Hedging and Pledging. The Company prohibits all employees and directors from

engaging in speculative trading and hedging shares of Company securities. This includes prohibitions

against day trading or short-selling of Company securities and transactions in any derivative of Company

securities, including buying and writing options. Employees and directors are restricted from buying

Company securities on margin or using Company securities as collateral for a loan. Additionally, the

Company’s Insider Trading Policy prohibits trading for directors and certain employees during designated

blackout periods and requires approval by the Legal Department prior to any trade.

Clawbacks and Recoupments. The Company’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and its

Compensation Clawback and Disclosure Policy provide that the Company reserves the right to seek

restitution of any bonus, commission, or other compensation received as a result of an employee’s

intentional or knowing fraudulent or illegal conduct or misconduct, including the making of a material

misrepresentation contained in the Company’s financial statements.
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Tax and Accounting Impacts of Compensation Programs
Deductibility of Executive Compensation. Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code limits the tax

deductibility of compensation for certain executive officers that is more than $1 million. The Committee is

not limited to paying compensation that is fully deductible and retains the flexibility to consider tax and

accounting impacts as some factors among many in structuring compensation programs. For the year

ending December 31, 2021, the tax impact related to non-deductible compensation expense was

approximately $4.5 million.

Accounting and Financial Reporting. The Company accounts for long-term, equity-based incentive

compensation payments including SARs, RSUs, RSAs, stock options, and performance shares in

accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (U.S. GAAP).
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Human Capital and Compensation Committee
Report
The following Report of the Human Capital and Compensation Committee does not constitute soliciting

material and should not be deemed filed or incorporated by reference into any other Company filing

under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, except

to the extent the Company specifically incorporates this Report by reference therein.

The Human Capital and Compensation Committee has reviewed and discussed with management the

preceding Compensation Discussion and Analysis. Based on that discussion, the Committee

recommended to the Board of Directors that the Compensation Discussion and Analysis be included in

this proxy statement and incorporated into the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year

ended December 31, 2021.

Michael B. McCallister, Chair

Emerson L. Brumback

Gary R. Heminger

Eileen A. Mallesch

Marsha C. Williams
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CEO Pay Ratio
As required by Section 953(b) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, and

Item 402(u) of Regulation S-K, we are providing information about the relationship of the annual total

compensation of Greg D. Carmichael, our chief executive officer (“CEO”), and the median annual total

compensation of our employees. The Company believes that the ratio of pay included in this information

is a reasonable estimate calculated in a manner consistent with Item 402(u) of Regulation S-K.

As of December 31, 2021:

• The median annual total compensation of all employees of our company (other than the CEO) was $66,720; and

• The annual total compensation of our CEO, as reported in the Summary Compensation Table included on page 71,

was $10,531,649.

Based on this information, for 2021, the ratio of the annual total compensation for our CEO to the median

of the annual total compensation of our employees was 158 to 1.

In order to determine this ratio, we first identified one of our employees as the median employee. Since

only 12% of our employees receive equity compensation, we considered total cash compensation as a

consistently applied compensation measure. As allowed by the rules, we excluded our CEO and our 9

employees located outside the United States (7 in Canada and 2 in the United Kingdom) who are less

than 1% of our total 19,452 employee base. We then examined the total cash compensation (salary,

wages, and bonus) for the remaining employees who were employed on December 31, 2021, as reflected

in our payroll records and reported to the Internal Revenue Service on Form W-2 for 2021. In making this

examination we annualized the salary of approximately 3,145 full-time employees hired in 2021 who did

not work the entire year. We did not annualize the pay of any other type of employee (e.g., part-time,

co-ops) or make any other adjustments to the payroll data.

Once we identified the median employee, we then compared all elements of that employee’s 2021

compensation in accordance with the requirements of Item 402(c)(2)(x) of Regulation S-K; the same

methodology we used for our Named Executive Officers in the 2021 Summary Compensation Table on

page 71 of this proxy statement, to comparable total compensation of our CEO in order to determine the

ratio as shown below:

Chairman and CEO
($)

Median employee
($)

Base salary 1,100,070 64,383

Stock awards 4,887,500 0

Option awards 862,502 0

Non-equity incentive plan compensation 3,300,000 0

Change in pension value/NQDC earnings 0 0

All other compensation 381,577 2,337

TOTAL 10,531,649 66,720

CEO pay ratio 158 : 1

December 31, 2021 was the date selected to identify the median employee because it is the date

consistent with the rest of the discussion included in this proxy statement and because our employee

base does not materially change at any point during the year.
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Compensation of Named Executive Officers
Summary Compensation Table. The table below summarizes the compensation awarded, paid to, or

earned by the Company’s Named Executive Officers during 2019 through 2021. The amounts in the Stock

Awards and Option Awards columns indicate the fair value on the grant date associated with all grants

awarded in the corresponding year and do not correspond with the amounts that the Named Executive

Officers may eventually realize with respect to these awards. The benefit, if any, actually received from

these awards will depend upon the future value of our Common Stock.

2021 Summary Compensation Table

Name & Principal
Position Year Salary

($)
Bonus

($)
Stock

Awards
($)(1)

Option
Awards

($)(2)

Non-Equity
Incentive Plan
Compensation

($)(3)

All Other
Compensation

($)(5)

Total
($)

Greg D. Carmichael,

Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer

2021 1,100,070 0 4,887,500 862,502 3,300,000 381,577 10,531,649

2020 1,100,070 0 4,674,998 825,002 2,860,000 337,519(4) 9,797,589

2019 1,100,070 0 4,462,507 787,498 2,200,000 449,162 8,999,237

James C. Leonard,

Executive Vice President

and Chief Financial

Officer

2021 570,577 0 1,019,983 179,999 862,500 87,982 2,721,040

2020
452,565 0 452,083 56,251 598,000 57,945 1,616,844

Timothy N. Spence,

President, Fifth Third

Bancorp

2021 514,987 1,275,012 225,000 1,312,500 139,143 3,572,570

2020 514,987 0 1,020,002 180,000 910,472 91,819 2,717,280

2019 492,694 0 1,121,999 197,998 670,000 122,914 2,605,605

Lars C. Anderson,

Vice Chairman, Strategic

Growth Initiatives

2021 688,501 0 1,444,975 255,004 984,556 113,115 3,486,151

2020 688,501 0 1,444,979 255,000 833,086 120,751 3,342,317

2019 688,500 0 1,444,991 255,001 760,000 158,214 3,306,706

Kevin P. Lavender,

Executive Vice President

and Head of Commercial

Bank

2021 498,462 0 934,984 165,001 750,000 117,382 2,465,829
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(1) The values shown for performance share awards for 2021 in the Summary Compensation Table and the table below reflect the

grant date fair value of $33.53, which was the closing price on the February 17, 2021 grant date and the price used to calculate

the number of performance shares awarded. The values shown for performance share awards for 2020 in both tables reflect

the grant date fair value of $29.64, which was the closing price on the February 12, 2020 grant date and the price used to

calculate the number of performance shares awarded. The values shown for performance share awards for 2019 in both tables

reflect the grant date fair value of $26.72, which was the closing price on the February 6, 2019 grant date and also the price

used to calculate the number of performance shares awarded. Fair values assuming maximum performance as of the date of

grant are as follows:

Fair Value at Maximum Performance

Executive
2019
($)

2020
($)

2021
($)

Greg D. Carmichael 3,543,753 4,124,999 4,312,494

James C. Leonard — 281,254 899,979

Timothy N. Spence 891,018 900,004 1,124,999

Lars C. Anderson 1,147,491 1,274,979 1,274,978

Kevin P. Lavender — — 824,989

(2) Amounts reflect the aggregate grant date fair value of awards granted during the year valued in accordance with statement of

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States. Assumptions used in determining fair value are disclosed in Note

25, “Stock Based Compensation,” of the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021.

(3) Amounts reflect the Variable Compensation Plan award paid in cash to each NEO.

(4) For 2020, an amendment was made to Greg D. Carmichael to include the costs of home security pursuant to our executive

corporate security program ($31,111).

(5) The amounts reflected in the All Other Compensation column consist of the benefits provided to the Company’s Named

Executive Officers as described above under “Compensation Discussion and Analysis—Executive Benefits and Perquisites. The

following table reflects the costs of these benefits for 2021.

Executive

Perquisites
and Other
Personal
Benefits

($)

Registrant
Contributions

to Defined
Contribution

Plans
($)

Tax
Reimbursements

& Insurance
Premiums

($)
Severance

($)
Other
($)(F)

Total
($)

Greg D. Carmichael 103,476 (A) 277,205 396 — 500 381,577

James C. Leonard 3,900 (B) 81,800 182 — 2,100 87,982

Timothy N. Spence 30,240 (C) 107,197 206 — 1,500 139,143

Lars C. Anderson 5,831 (D) 106,511 273 — 500 113,115

Kevin P. Lavender 37,708 (E) 79,242 182 — 250 117,382

(A) The amount shown for Mr. Carmichael represents parking, an executive physical, and the personal use of corporate aircraft

($84,641).

(B) The amount shown for Mr. Leonard represents trust and estate planning fees and parking.

(C) The amount shown for Mr. Spence represents parking, the personal use of corporate aircraft ($3,892), and costs of home

security upgrades pursuant to our executive corporate security program ($23,948)

(D) The amount shown for Mr. Anderson represents parking and an executive physical.

(E) The amount shown for Mr. Lavender represents trust and estate planning fees, parking, and an executive physical ($27,758)

(F) The amount shown for Mr. Carmichael represents a company Health Savings Account contribution. The amount shown for

Mr. Leonard represents wellness rewards and a company Health Savings Account contribution. The amount shown for

Mr. Anderson represents a company Health Savings Account contribution. The amount shown for Mr. Spence represents

wellness rewards and a company Health Savings Account contribution. The amount shown for Mr. Lavender represents a

company Health Savings Account contribution
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Grants of Plan-Based Awards. The following table reflects the full grant date fair value of long-term,

equity-based incentive compensation awards made to our Named Executive Officers during 2021. Each of

the Named Executive Officers received grants of performance shares that will vest in full three years from

the grant date (contingent on meeting the performance threshold), SARs that will vest in three equal

annual installments from the grant date, and RSUs that will vest in three equal annual installments from

the grant date. Dividend equivalents are accrued in cash for RSUs and performance shares granted in

2021 and will be paid out when the underlying awards are earned and distributed. None of these awards

have been re-priced or modified.

Performance shares are reported in the “Estimated Future Payouts Under Equity Incentive Plan Award”

columns below; RSUs are reported in the “All Other Stock Awards: Number of Shares of Stock or Units”

column below; and SARs are reported in the “All Other Option Awards: Number of Securities Underlying

Options” column below.

2021 Grants of Plan-Based Awards

Name Grant
Date(1)

Date Grant
Approved by

Compensation
Committee

Estimated Future Payouts Under
Non-Equity Incentive Plan Awards(2)

Estimated Future Payouts Under
Equity Incentive Plan Awards(3)

All
Other
Stock

Awards:
Number

of
Shares

of
Stock

or Units
(#)

All Other
Option
Awards:

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Options
(#)

Exercise
or Base
Price of
Option
Awards
($ / Sh)

Grant
Date Fair
Value of

Stock and
Option

Awards(4)

($)Number
of

Units
Threshold

($)
Target

($)
Maximum

($)
Number
of Units

Threshold
(#)

Target
(#)

Maxi-
mum
(#)

Greg D. Carmichael — 2,200,000 4,400,000

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 85,744 51,446 85,744 128,616 2,874,996

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 110,013 33.53 862,502

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 60,021 2,012,504

James C. Leonard — 575,000 1,150,000

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 17,894 10,736 17,894 26,841 599,986

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 22,959 33.53 179,999

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 12,526 419,997

Timothy N. Spence — 875,000 1,750,000

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 22,368 13,421 22,368 33,552 749,999

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 28,699 33.53 225,000

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 15,658 525,013

Lars C. Anderson — 757,351 1,514,702

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 25,350 15,210 25,350 38,025 849,986

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 32,526 33.53 255,004

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 17,745 594,990

Kevin P. Lavender — 500,000 1,000,000

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 16,403 9,842 16,403 24,605 549,993

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 21,046 33.53 165,001

2/17/2021 2/17/2021 11,482 384,991

(1) Awards were made under the 2019 Incentive Compensation Plan as approved by shareholders on April 16, 2019.
(2) Includes a range of possible payouts for 2021 performance under the Variable Compensation Plan, based on percent of salary targets and subject to threshold, target

and maximum levels of corporate performance. Awards are subject to adjustments based on individual performance, risk assessment results, and business unit
performance. Actual awards received for 2021 are reported in the Summary Compensation Table under the “Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation” column.

(3) Includes performance shares that are settled in Company Common Stock, only after threshold or greater performance is achieved.
(4) “Grant Date Fair Value of Option Awards” granted on February 17, 2021, calculated as the total number of shares multiplied by $7.84 (Black-Sholes value) for the SARs.

“Grant Date Fair Value of Stock Awards” granted (including the RSUs and the performance shares) on February 17, 2021, is calculated as the total number of shares
multiplied by $33.53.
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Outstanding Equity Awards at Year-End. The following table outlines outstanding long-term, equity-

based incentive compensation awards for the Named Executive Officers as of December 31, 2021. Each

outstanding award is shown separately. The “Option Awards” columns reflect SARs. The “Stock Awards”

columns include RSUs and Performance Shares. Performance Shares are listed in the “Equity Incentive

Plan Award” columns. Performance shares settle entirely in shares of Company Common Stock only after

threshold performance or greater is achieved. The vesting schedule for each award is described in the

footnotes to this table.

Outstanding Equity Awards at December 31, 2021

Option Awards Stock Awards(9)

Name

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Options (#)
Exercisable

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Options (#)

Unexercisable

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Unearned
Options

(#)

Option
Exercise

Price
($)

Option
Expiration

Date

Number
of

Shares
or Units
of Stock

That
Have
Not

Vested
(#)

Market
Value of
Shares or
Units of
Stock

That Have
Not

Vested
($)

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:
Number

of
Unearned

Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights
That
Have
Not

Vested
(#)

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:
Market

or
Payout

Value of
Unearned

Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights

That Have
Not

Vested
($)

Greg D. Carmichael 141,447 16.15 4/16/2023

82,312 21.63 4/15/2024

56,933 18.78 2/11/2025

147,912 14.87 2/12/2026

93,421 26.52 2/3/2027

76,125 33.10 1/31/2028

71,138 35,569(1) 26.72 2/06/2029

40,322 80,646(2) 29.62 2/12/2030

110,113(3) 33.53 2/17/2031

26,198(1) 1,140,923

43,298(2) 1,885,628

60,021(3) 2,613,915

88,417(4) 3,850,560

92,780(5) 4,040,569

85,744(6) 3,734,151
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Outstanding Equity Awards at December 31, 2021

Option Awards Stock Awards(9)

Name

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Options (#)
Exercisable

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Options (#)

Unexercisable

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Unearned
Options

(#)

Option
Exercise

Price
($)

Option
Expiration

Date

Number
of

Shares
or Units
of Stock

That
Have
Not

Vested
(#)

Market
Value of
Shares or
Units of
Stock

That Have
Not

Vested
($)

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:
Number

of
Unearned

Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights
That
Have
Not

Vested
(#)

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:
Market

or
Payout

Value of
Unearned

Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights

That Have
Not

Vested
($)

James C. Leonard 4,350 14.87 2/12/2026

8,772 26.52 2/3/2027

4,965 33.17 1/29/2028

6,436 3,218(1) 26.72 2/06/2029

2,749 5,499(2) 29.64 2/12/2030

22,959(3) 33.53 2/17/2031

2,371(1) 103,257

2,952(2) 128,560

12,526(3) 545,507

7,310(7) 318,351

8,000(4) 348,400

6,326(5) 275,497

17,894(6) 779,284

Timothy N. Spence 41,763 14.87 2/12/2026

28,070 26.52 2/3/2027

15,887 33.17 1/29/2028

17,886 8,943(1) 26.72 2/6/2029

8,797 17,596(2) 29.64 2/12/2030

28,699(3) 33.53 2/17/2031

6,587(1) 286,864

9,447(2) 411,417

15,658(3) 681,906

22,231(4) 968,160

20,243(5) 881,583

22,368(6) 974,126
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Outstanding Equity Awards at December 31, 2021

Option Awards Stock Awards(9)

Name

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Options (#)
Exercisable

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Options (#)

Unexercisable

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:

Number of
Securities
Underlying

Unexercised
Unearned
Options

(#)

Option
Exercise

Price
($)

Option
Expiration

Date

Number
of

Shares
or Units
of Stock

That
Have
Not

Vested
(#)

Market
Value of
Shares or
Units of
Stock

That Have
Not

Vested
($)

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:
Number

of
Unearned

Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights
That
Have
Not

Vested
(#)

Equity
Incentive

Plan
Awards:
Market

or
Payout

Value of
Unearned

Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights

That Have
Not

Vested
($)

Lars C. Anderson 59,165 14.87 2/12/2026

29,825 26.52 2/3/2027

22,507 33.17 1/29/2028

23,035 11,518(1) 26.72 2/6/2029

12,463 24,927(2) 29.64 2/12/2030

32,526(3) 33.53 2/17/2031

8,483(1) 369,435

13,383(2) 582,830

17,745(3) 772,795

28,630(4) 1,246,837

28,677(5) 1,248,883

25,350(6) 1,103,993

Kevin P. Lavender 7,437 21.63 4/15/2024

8,246 26.52 2/3/2027

21,046(3) 33.53 2/17/2031

1,432(6) 62,364

6,549(1) 285,209

10,121(2) 440,770

11,482(3) 500,041

16,432(8) 715,614

8,997(7) 391,819

16,403(3) 714,351

(1) All unvested shares are scheduled to vest on February 6, 2022.

(2) One-half of the unvested shares will vest on each of February 12, 2022 and 2023.

(3) One-third of the unvested shares will vest on each of February 17, 2022, 2023 and 2024

(4) All unvested shares are scheduled to vest on February 6, 2022, subject to achievement of stated performance goals

(5) All unvested shares are scheduled to vest on February 12, 2023, subject to achievement of stated performance goals.

(6) All unvested shares are scheduled to vest on February 17, 2024, subject to achievement of stated performance goals.

(7) All unvested shares are scheduled to vest March 23, 2023.

(8) All unvested shares are scheduled to vest November 6, 2022.

(9) Values are based on the December 31, 2021, closing price of the Company’s common stock of $43.55 with performance shares

valued as if target performance was achieved.
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Option Exercises and Stock Vested. The following table outlines SARs exercised and restricted stock and

RSUs that vested during 2021.

2021 Option Exercises & Stock Vested

Option Awards(1) Stock Awards(2)

Executive
Number of

Shares Acquired
on Exercise (#)

Value Realized
on Exercise ($)

Number of Shares
Acquired on
Vesting (#)

Value Realized
on Vesting ($)

Greg D. Carmichael 236,407 3,576,838 149,180 4,476,194

James C. Leonard 14,096 447,666

Timothy N. Spence 32,414 975,493

Lars C. Anderson 45,071 1,354,707

Kevin P. Lavender 7,182 154,126 14,129 467,781

(1) The dollar figures in the table represent the value at exercise for SARs.
(2) The dollar figures in the table represent the value on the vest date for RSUs.

Nonqualified Deferred Compensation. As

discussed above, the Company maintains a

Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plan

(“NQDCP”) that allows participant and Company

contributions.

The plan allows participants to defer up to 70% of

their base salary and up to 100% of their Variable

Compensation award. In addition, the Company

makes contributions for loss of qualified 401(k)

plan matching contributions for two reasons:

(1) due to base salary or Variable Compensation

Plan award deferrals into the NQDCP plan and/or

(2) due to wage and/or contribution limitations

under the qualified 401(k) plan. The Company’s

contribution to the NQDCP is determined by

taking the participant’s eligible wages above the

qualified 401(k) plan compensation limits

($290,000 for 2021) and applying the Company’s

401(k) match (7%). If other qualified plan 401(k)

limitations applied, the participants would also

have contributions made to the plan for those

limitations.

Distributions are made in a lump sum or in up to

10 annual installments. The Named Executive

Officers may elect when the payments

commence. The earliest distribution is August of

the calendar year following the year of retirement.

If a change is made to an initial distribution

election which pushes out the start date of the

payments, the entire distribution of the account

must be made no later than the 15th calendar year

following the year of retirement. This plan is

intended to comply with the requirements of

Section 409(A) of the Internal Revenue Code.

The following table illustrates the nonqualified deferred compensation plan benefits. It includes each

Named Executive Officer’s and the Company’s contributions (each of which are reflected in the amounts

disclosed in the 2021 Summary Compensation Table) under the NQDCP as well as the earnings during

2021. It does not reflect matching 401(k) or discretionary contributions made under the qualified plan.

Executive

2021 Nonqualified Deferred Compensation

Plan
Executive

Contributions
in 2021

($)

Company
Contributions

in 2021
($)

Aggregate
Earnings
in 2021

($)

Aggregate
Withdrawals /
Distributions

($)

Aggregate
Balance at
12/31/2021

($)

Greg D. Carmichael NQDCP(1) — 256,905 2,451,209 — 11,783,668

James C. Leonard NQDCP(1) — 61,500 32,268 — 1,458,341

Timothy N. Spence NQDCP(1) 136,571 86,897 80,924 — 726,605

Lars C. Anderson NQDCP(1) 83,309 86,211 161,990 — 1,278,137

Kevin P. Lavender NQDCP(1) 94,692 58,942 296,446 — 2,186,860

(1) The investments under this plan would produce earnings equal to those of any other investor who invested similar amounts of

money in like investments for the same time period during the year.
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Potential Payments Upon Termination or Change
in Control. The treatment of long-term, equity-

based awards issued as of December 31, 2021,

under all termination scenarios, is dictated by the

2011, 2014, 2017, and 2019 Incentive Compensation

Plans, which were approved by shareholders on:

April 19, 2011; April 15, 2014; April 18, 2017; and

April 16, 2019, respectively.

The Company’s change in control policies were

determined by the Committee to provide

appropriate benefits based on a competitive

review of the Compensation Peer Group and

published guidance at the time of their adoption

from institutional shareholder groups.

These arrangements fit into the Company’s overall

compensation objectives as they are viewed to be

competitive, but not excessive, relative to our

Compensation Peer Group, and they allow us to

attract and retain qualified senior executives.

However, these arrangements impact neither the

compensation target levels that are based on

market median compensation nor the

compensation awards based on a variety of

performance factors as described in this proxy

statement.

The estimated payouts under a variety of

termination scenarios for the Named Executive

Officers are discussed below. Except in a change

in control scenario, the Named Executive Officer’s

termination would not result in enhanced

retirement benefits.

Voluntary. The Company does not currently have

contracts with its Named Executive Officers that

would require cash severance payments upon

voluntary termination. Under the terms of the

2011, 2014, 2017, and 2019 Incentive Compensation

Plans, if the Named Executive Officer meets

certain retirement eligibility criteria, any

exercisable SARs would remain outstanding and

under certain other criteria outstanding equity

awards may continue to vest. These values, as

applicable, are included in the following pages.

With Cause. The Company does not currently

have contracts with its Named Executive Officers

that would require cash severance payments

upon involuntary termination by the Company for

cause. Under the terms of the Company’s 2011,

2014, 2017, and 2019 Incentive Compensation

Plans, all equity-based awards would be

immediately forfeited

Death and Disability. Under the terms of the 2011,

2014, 2017, and 2019 Incentive Compensation

Plans, all unvested stock and option awards vest

Immediately upon termination of a participant’s

employment due to death or disability, and SARs

remain outstanding for the remaining term of the

grant. Performance shares granted prior to 2021

are earned on a prorated basis determined by the

Named Executive Officer’s full months of service

and are adjusted based on the achievement of the

performance goals for the full performance

period. Performance shares granted in 2021 and

future years will vest immediately based on the

target number of shares and will not be prorated

for months of service for the performance period.

The table on page 80 reflects an assumed payout

each Named Executive Officer would be eligible

to receive if the Company achieved 100% of its

performance goals for each outstanding

performance share award and paid out effective

December 31, 2021.

Involuntary Without Cause or For Good Reason.
On February 17, 2021, the Human Capital and

Compensation Committee adopted the Executive

Severance Benefits Plan, in which participating

executives are eligible to receive certain

severance benefits as described in the Severance

Benefits Plan if such executive’s employment

terminates prior to a change in control of the

Bank or more than 24 months following a change

in control, but only if the Bank determines, in its

sole discretion, that the executive’s employment

was terminated involuntarily by the Bank without

“cause” or by the executive for “good reason”

(each as defined in the Severance Benefits Plan).

For purposes of the Severance Benefits Plan, a

change in control has the meaning given to that

term in the Fifth Third Bancorp Executive Change

in Control Severance Plan, as amended.

The cash severance payment received upon a

triggering event under the Severance Benefits Plan

would be equal to 2 times the Named Executive

Officer’s base salary for Messrs. Carmichael, and

Spence and 1.5 times base salary Messrs. Leonard,

Anderson, and Lavender. The payment is payable

in quarterly installments over the 12-month period

following termination of employment.

In addition to the base annual salary, a Named

Executive Officer will receive a lump sum

payment of a portion of the executive’s annual

bonus for the year in which termination of
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employment occurs prorated based on the

number of days elapsed; and a lump sum

payment equal to twelve (12) times the monthly

COBRA premium costs for the Bank-sponsored

medical, dental and vision coverage in which the

executive participated.

The table below reflects an assumed full-year

Variable Compensation Plan award at the amount

each Named Executive Officer would be eligible

to receive if the Company achieves 100% of its

Variable Compensation Plan performance targets.

Change in Control. As described in the

“Severance and Change in Control Benefits”

section, the Company’s CIC Severance Plan

provides for the payment of benefits upon a

qualifying termination following a change in

control (a “triggering event”) for the Named

Executive Officers and other officers of the

Company. In exchange for the payments and

benefits under the plan, the eligible Named

Executive Officer would be required to sign an

agreement at the time of the triggering event not

to compete with, nor solicit employees or

customers from, the Company for a period of

three years following the executive’s termination

for Messrs. Carmichael, Leonard, and Spence and

for a period of two years for Messrs. Anderson,

and Lavender.

The cash severance payment would be equal to

2.99 times the Named Executive Officer’s base

salary plus his or her Variable Compensation

amount for Messrs. Carmichael, Leonard, and

Spence and 2 times base salary plus his Variable

Compensation amount for Messrs. Anderson and

Lavender. In addition, the Named Executive

Officer would earn a prorated Variable

Compensation Plan award for the fiscal year of

the termination. The table below reflects an

assumed full-year Variable Compensation Plan

award at the amount each Named Executive

Officer would be eligible to receive if the

Company achieves 100% of its Variable

Compensation Plan performance targets.

Since April 2008, we have not granted any

awards that provide for “single-trigger” vesting

upon a change in control to our executives.

Instead, as defined in our incentive compensation

plans, any outstanding long-term, equity-based

award (stock options, SARs, RSUs, and restricted

stock awards) would vest immediately only if

there is a change in control and a subsequent

qualifying termination of employment (“double-

trigger” vesting). Performance share awards

would be deemed earned and paid out based on

the greater of (1) the extent to which applicable

performance goals have been met through and

including the effective date of the change in

control or (2) the value on the date of the change

in control of the number of target shares, in each

case prorated based on the portion of the

performance period elapsed at the time of the

change in control. The value of performance share

awards would be calculated based on current

market value of the Company’s stock on the date

of the change in control times the earned number

of shares. The table on the following page reflects

an assumed payout each Named Executive

Officer would be eligible to receive if the

Company achieved 100% of its performance goals

for each outstanding performance share award

and paid out effective December 31, 2021. The

treatment of equity awards applies to all long-

term, equity-based award recipients eligible for

change in control benefits, not just for the

Company’s Named Executive Officers.

Upon a triggering event under the CIC Severance

Plan, Messrs. Carmichael, Leonard, and Spence

would receive three, and Messrs. Anderson and

Lavender would receive two, additional years of

age and service credit under the qualified and

nonqualified defined contribution plans; medical,

dental, and life insurance benefits; and the

additional value, if any, of the pension benefit at

age 60. These benefits are reflected in the Other

Benefits category below. The NEO’s termination

would not result in enhanced retirement benefits.

Eligibility for these benefits, as well as any other

benefits in a change in control scenario, is

determined in a manner consistent with all eligible

employees, not just the Company’s Named

Executive Officers.

Material differences in circumstances relate to

retirement eligibility, as described above. As of

December 31, 2021, Messrs. Carmichael, Anderson,

and Lavender meet all retirement eligibility criteria

under outstanding long-term, equity-based

compensation award agreements. All three have

met the criteria to retain all vested and unvested

awards except in a termination for cause scenario.
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The tables below contain the total payments each Named Executive Officer would receive under each

termination scenario if the Named Executive Officer separated on December 31, 2021. For all termination

scenarios, the figures for long-term, equity-based incentive compensation awards are as of December 31,

2021, at the closing stock price of $43.55 on that date.

Executive

Termination Scenarios

Voluntary
($)(1)

With
Cause

Death or
Disability

($)(2)

Involuntary
or for
Good

Reason
($)(3)

Greg D. Carmichael 35,565,359 — 34,218,503 39,990,854

James C. Leonard — — 3,239,961 2,662,835

Timothy N. Spence — — 6,857,119 3,642,134

Lars C. Anderson 9,190,698 — 8,774,404 10,998,138

Kevin P. Lavender 3,624,496 — 3,624,496 4,882,198

(1) Amounts in this column include the amount of long-term, equity-based compensation each NEO is entitled to retain for meeting

all retirement eligibility criteria under outstanding award agreements in a voluntary termination scenario.
(2) Amounts in this column include the total amount of long-term, equity-based compensation each NEO is entitled either to retain

or to have the vesting accelerated because of a death or disability scenario.
(3) Amounts in this column include the amount of base salary, variable compensation, a lump sum COBRA payment each NEO is

entitled to receive in a termination without “cause” or for “good reason” scenario, as well as the value of long term equity each

NEO is entitled to retain due to meeting retirement eligibility criteria, or as otherwise provided for in the award agreements.

Involuntary Termination Upon a Change in Control

Executive
Cash

Severance
($)

Unvested
Equity

($)

Potential Excise
Tax Gross-Up

($)

Other
Benefits

($)
Total
($)

Greg D. Carmichael 12,067,210 20,088,488 — 763,081 32,918,780

James C. Leonard 4,013,500 2,859,555 — 312,430 7,185,484

Timothy N. Spence 5,360,000 4,886,891 — 363,274 10,610,165

Lars C. Anderson 3,649,054 6,191,264 — 236,186 10,076,505

Kevin P. Lavender 2,500,000 3,321,048 — 155,404 5,976,452
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Certain Transactions
The Charter of the Company’s Human Capital and

Compensation Committee requires that the

Human Capital and Compensation Committee

approve all related person or affiliate transactions

between Fifth Third Bancorp and any of its

affiliates, directors, officers, and/or employees or

in which any of such persons directly or indirectly

is interested or benefited. Loans to directors,

executive officers, and their immediate family

members have been made in the ordinary course

of business, on substantially the same terms,

including interest rates and collateral, as those

prevailing at the time for comparable loans with

persons not related to Fifth Third, and do not

involve more than the normal risk of collectability

or present other unfavorable features. The Board

reviews all extensions of credit made to directors

and executive officers and related interests which

are subject to the Federal Reserve Board

Regulation O. For 2021, all of these extensions of

credit complied with the policies and procedures

governed by Federal Reserve Regulation O.

Certain of these related person transactions are

required to be disclosed by Fifth Third Bancorp in

this proxy statement:

One of our directors, Katherine B. Blackburn,

is the Executive Vice President of the

Cincinnati Bengals professional football team.

She and members of her immediate family

own substantially all of the equity interests in

the parent company of the Cincinnati Bengals.

Fifth Third Bancorp’s corporate headquarters

is located in Cincinnati and the region is a

significant market for the Company. During

2021, we paid the Cincinnati Bengals

approximately $2.1 million for sponsorship

arrangements, tickets, and advertising

expenses. In 2020, Fifth Third and the

Cincinnati Bengals signed a five-year

sponsorship contract that calls for total

payments by Fifth Third Bancorp during that

period of up to $2.05 million per year, subject

to a 3.5% escalator per year. By virtue of

Ms. Blackburn’s being an executive officer and

a principal owner of the Cincinnati Bengals,

she is deemed to be a related party having a

direct material interest in these arrangements.

The sponsorship contract was negotiated at

arms-length and on market terms and

Ms. Blackburn did not participate in the

negotiations or execution of the contract.

Fifth Third’s sponsorship of the Cincinnati

Bengals began prior to Ms. Blackburn’s

election as a director.

Noel Hamilton is employed by Fifth Third

Bank as a Senior Vice President. He is the

brother-in-law of Kristine R. Garrett, who is an

Executive Vice President of Fifth Third

Bancorp. In 2021, Mr. Hamilton received

compensation of approximately $419,478,

including base salary and incentive and equity

compensation, as well as benefits generally

available to similarly situated employees.

Nicholas Carmichael is employed by Fifth

Third Bank as an Investment Banking Analyst.

He is the son of Greg D. Carmichael, who is

the Chief Executive Officer of Fifth Third

Bancorp. In 2021, Nicholas Carmichael

received compensation of approximately

$132,500, including base salary and incentive

and equity compensation, as well as benefits

generally available to similarly situated

employees.

The compensation packages of Noel Hamilton

and Nicholas Carmichael were established by

Fifth Third Bancorp in accordance with its

employment and compensation policies and

practices applicable to employees with

equivalent qualifications and responsibilities in

similar positions.

We have also engaged in transactions with

certain entities that have reported beneficial

ownership of over 5% of our Common Stock.

In 2021, we paid BlackRock Financial

Management, Inc. approximately $3,901,787

for tools used to manage an investment

portfolio, including a trading platform, risk

analytics, and daily reporting. This business

relationship and transaction was conducted at

arm’s length in our ordinary course of

business.

Additionally, Fifth Third Bancorp has engaged

and intends to continue to engage in the

lending of money through its subsidiary bank

to various of its directors, executive officers

and shareholders, and corporations or other

entities in which they may own a controlling

interest. The loans to such persons and/or

entities (i) were made in the ordinary course

of business, (ii) were made on substantially

the same terms, including interest rates and

collateral, as those prevailing at the time for

comparable loans with persons not related to

the lender, and (iii) did not involve more than

a normal risk of collectability or did not

present other features unfavorable to Fifth

Third Bancorp.
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Report of the Audit Committee
The following Report of the Audit Committee does

not constitute soliciting material and should not

be deemed filed or incorporated by reference into

any other Company filing under the Securities Act

of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934, as amended, except to the extent the

Company specifically incorporates this Report by

reference therein.

In accordance with its written charter adopted by

the Board of Directors, which may be found in the

Corporate Governance section of the Company’s

website at www.53.com, the Audit Committee of

the Board assists the Board in fulfilling its

responsibility for oversight of the quality and

integrity of the accounting, auditing, and financial

reporting practices of the Company. During 2021,

the Committee met 12 times, and the Committee

discussed the interim financial and other

information contained in each quarterly earnings

announcement and periodic filings to the SEC

with the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial

Officer, Controller, and the independent external

audit firm prior to public release.

In discharging its oversight responsibility as to the

audit process, the Committee obtained from the

independent external audit firm a formal written

statement describing all relationships between the

firm and the Company that might bear on the

firm’s independence consistent with applicable

requirements of the Public Company Accounting

Oversight Board (United States) regarding the

independent accountant’s communications with

the audit committee concerning independence,

and has discussed with the independent

accountant the independent accountant’s

independence and satisfied itself as to the firm’s

independence. The Committee also discussed

with management, the internal auditors, and the

independent external audit firm the quality and

adequacy of the Company’s internal controls and

the internal audit function’s organization,

responsibilities, budget, and staffing. The

Committee reviewed both with the independent

external audit firm and internal auditors, their

audit plans, audit scope, and identification of audit

risks.

The Committee discussed and reviewed with the

independent external audit firm all

communications required by standards of the

Public Company Accounting Oversight Board,

including the matters required to be discussed by

Auditing Standard No. 1301, Communications with

Audit Committees, and Rule 2-07, Communication

with Audit Committees, of Regulation S-X, and,

with and without management present, discussed

and reviewed the results of the independent

external audit firm’s examination of the financial

statements. The Committee also discussed the

results of internal audits.

The Committee reviewed and discussed the

audited consolidated financial statements of the

Company as of and for the year ended

December 31, 2021 and management’s assessment

as to the effectiveness of Company’s internal

control over financial reporting as of December 31,

2021 with management and the independent

external audit firm. Management has the

responsibility for the preparation of the

Company’s consolidated financial statements and

their assessment of the effectiveness of the

Company’s internal control over financial

reporting and the independent external audit firm

has the responsibility for the audits of those

consolidated statements and of the effectiveness

of internal control over financial reporting.

Based on the above-mentioned reviews and

discussions with management and the

independent external audit firm, the Committee

recommended to the Board that the Company’s

audited consolidated financial statements and

report on the effectiveness of internal control

over financial reporting be included in its Annual

Report on Form 10-K for the year ended

December 31, 2021, for filing with the SEC. The

Committee also appointed the independent

external audit firm for 2022.

Eileen A. Mallesch, Chair

Katherine B. Blackburn

Thomas H. Harvey

Jewell D. Hoover

Michael B. McCallister
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Principal Independent External Audit Firm
Fees
The following table sets forth the aggregate fees billed to Fifth Third Bancorp for the fiscal years ended

December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020 by the Company’s independent external audit firm Deloitte &

Touche LLP.

December 31,

2021 2020

Audit fees $5,034,650 $5,178,650

Audit-related fees(1) 1,283,800 1,321,800

Tax fees(2) 230,351 245,312

All other fees(3) 67,553 72,382

$ 6,616,354 $ 6,818,144

(1) Includes fees for services related to benefit plan audits, private and other common trust fund audits, stand-alone statutory audits,

examinations of management’s assertion, reports pursuant to Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 18, loan

servicing reports, comfort letters and trust compliance.
(2) Includes fees for services related to tax compliance and tax consulting and planning. Of these amounts, for 2021, $105,314

represents fees for tax compliance services and $125,037 represents fees for tax consulting and planning services; and for 2020,

$196,333 represents fees for tax compliance services and $48,979 represents fees for tax consulting and planning services.
(3) Includes fees for accounting subscription services. The Audit Committee has concluded that the provision of these services is

compatible with maintaining the principal accountant’s independence.

The Audit Committee is responsible for

pre-approving all auditing services and permitted

non-audit services to be performed by the

independent external audit firm, except as

described below.

The Audit Committee will establish general

guidelines for the permissible scope and nature of

any permitted non-audit services in connection

with its annual review of the audit plan and will

review such guidelines with the Board of

Directors. Pre-approval may be granted by action

of the full Audit Committee or, in the absence of

such Audit Committee action, by the Audit

Committee Chair, whose action shall be

considered to be that of the entire Committee.

Pre-approval shall not be required for the

provision of non-audit services if (1) the aggregate

amount of all such non-audit services constitutes

no more than 5% of the total amount of fees paid

by the Company to the auditors during the fiscal

year in which the non-audit services are provided,

(2) such services were not recognized by the

Company at the time of engagement to be

non-audit services, and (3) such services are

promptly brought to the attention of the Audit

Committee and approved prior to the completion

of the audit. No services were provided by

Deloitte & Touche LLP during 2021 or 2020

pursuant to this exception.
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Company Proposal 1: Independent External
Audit Firm (Item 2 on Proxy Card)

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors proposes and recommends that the shareholders ratify

the selection by the Committee of the firm of Deloitte & Touche LLP to serve as its independent external

audit firm for the Company for the year 2022. The firm has served as the independent external audit firm

for Fifth Third Bank since 1970 and for the Company since 1975. Representatives of Deloitte & Touche

LLP will be present at the Annual Meeting to make such comments as they desire, and to respond to

questions from shareholders of the Company. Action by the shareholders is not required by law in the

appointment of an independent external audit firm, but their appointment is submitted by the Audit

Committee in order to give the shareholders a voice in the designation of the independent external audit

firm. If the resolution ratifying Deloitte & Touche LLP as the Company’s independent external audit firm is

rejected by the shareholders, then the Audit Committee will take the opportunity to re-evaluate its choice

of independent external audit firm. Even if the resolution is approved, the Audit Committee at its

discretion may direct the appointment of a different independent external audit firm at any time during

the year if it determines that such a change would be in the best interests of the Company and its

shareholders.

The Audit Committee is directly responsible for the appointment, compensation, retention, and oversight

of the Company’s independent external audit firm. The Audit Committee is also responsible for the audit

fee negotiations associated with the Company’s retention of Deloitte & Touche LLP. In order to assure

continuing auditor independence, the Audit Committee periodically considers whether there should be a

regular rotation of the independent external audit firm. Additionally, the Audit Committee and its Chair

are directly involved in the selection and mandated rotation of the lead engagement partner from

Deloitte & Touche LLP.

The members of the Audit Committee believe that the continued retention of Deloitte & Touche LLP to

serve as the Company’s independent external audit firm is in the best interest of the Company and its

investors.

Vote Required
Proxies received by the Company and not revoked prior to or at the Annual Meeting will be voted in

favor of the resolution unless otherwise instructed by the shareholder. Pursuant to the Company’s Code

of Regulations, the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the voting power of the Company’s

Common Stock and Series A, Class B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class, present

electronically or by proxy at the Annual Meeting and entitled to vote on this proposal is required to

approve the appointment of Deloitte & Touche LLP.

THE AUDIT COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RECOMMENDS A VOTE “FOR” THE ADOPTION OF THE RESOLUTION.
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Company Proposal 2: Advisory Vote on
Compensation of Named Executive Officers
(Item 3 on Proxy Card)

As required by Section 14A of the Exchange Act, we are seeking advisory shareholder approval of the

compensation of the Named Executive Officers as disclosed in this proxy statement. This proposal,

commonly known as a “Say-on-Pay” proposal, gives you, as a shareholder, the opportunity to endorse or

not endorse the compensation of our Named Executive Officers through the following resolution:

RESOLVED, that the shareholders advise that they approve the compensation of Fifth Third

Bancorp’s Named Executive Officers, as disclosed pursuant to the disclosure rules of the Securities

and Exchange Commission (which disclosure shall include the “Compensation Discussion and

Analysis” section and the compensation tables and any related material in this proxy statement for its

2022 Annual Meeting).

Because your vote is advisory, it will not be binding upon the Board. However, the Human Capital and

Compensation Committee will take into account the outcome of the vote when considering future

executive compensation arrangements.

As discussed in “Compensation Discussion and Analysis,” the Human Capital and Compensation

Committee has determined that the compensation structure for executive officers is effective and

appropriate and has determined that the Company’s aggregate 2021 Total Rewards package (and

potential payouts in the severance and change-in-control scenarios) for its Named Executive Officers are

reasonable, appropriate and align our executive officers’ interests with the long-term interests of our

shareholders. Shareholders are encouraged to read the section of this proxy statement titled

“Compensation Discussion and Analysis” as well as the tabular disclosure regarding Named Executive

Officer compensation together with the accompanying narrative disclosure.

We conduct “Say-on-Pay” advisory votes on an annual basis.

Vote Required
Proxies received by Fifth Third Bancorp and not revoked prior to or at the Annual Meeting will be voted

in favor of this non-binding advisory proposal unless otherwise instructed by the shareholder. Pursuant to

the Company’s Code of Regulations, the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the voting power

of the Company’s Common Stock and Series A, Class B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class,

present electronically or by proxy at the Annual Meeting and entitled to vote on this proposal is required

to approve this advisory proposal.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS RECOMMENDS A VOTE “FOR” THE ADVISORY
APPROVAL OF THE COMPENSATION OF THE NAMED EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AS
DISCLOSED PURSUANT TO THE DISCLOSURE RULES OF THE SECURITIES AND

EXCHANGE COMMISSION.
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Company Proposal 3: Approval Of An
Amendment To The Fifth Third Code of
Regulations To Add a Federal Forum
Selection Provision (Item 4 on Proxy Card)

The Board of Directors recommends that the shareholders adopt an amendment to the Company’s Code of

Regulations, as amended (the “Regulations”), to add new Article XI, which will provide that, unless we consent

in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the federal district courts of the United States will be the

exclusive forum for the resolution of any claims arising under the Securities Act of 1993, as amended (the

“Securities Act”) This provision is sometimes referred to as a federal forum selection provision.

The Securities Act provides that federal and state courts have concurrent jurisdiction over all suits

brought to enforce any duty or liability created by the Securities Act. Adoption of a federal forum

selection provision requiring that all claims arising under the Securities Act be brought exclusively in the

federal district courts would allow the Company to avoid state court forum shopping and parallel

litigation in multiple federal and state jurisdictions asserting claims arising out of the same underlying

circumstances. In addition, the Company also believes that limiting claims under the Securities Act to

federal court would improve certain procedural efficiencies, particularly since federal courts often have

significant experience with federal securities law issues. The proposed amendment to the Regulations

does not require that such claims be brought in any particular federal district court.

Given these considerations, the Board of Directors has determined that it is in the best interests of the

Company and its shareholders that the Regulations be amended to add the proposed federal forum

selection provision.

Effect of the Amendment
Although the Board of Directors is asking the shareholders to adopt the proposed amendment to the

Regulations to add a federal forum selection provision for the reasons described above, if adopted, the

provision could have the effect, among other things, of discouraging claims under the Securities Act or

limiting the ability of litigants to bring a claim in a state judicial forum they believe is more favorable to

them, and could result in additional costs for a litigant seeking to bring such claims.

Text of the Proposed Amendment
The proposed amendment to our Regulations would add a new Article XI to read as follows:

“ARTICLE XI

FORUM FOR ADJUDICATION OF CERTAIN DISPUTES

Unless the Corporation consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the federal courts

of the United States shall be the exclusive forum for the resolution of any claim arising under the

Securities Act of 1933, as amended.”

Vote Required
Adoption of the proposed amendment to the Code of Regulations to add a federal forum selection clause

requires the affirmative vote of the holders of at least a majority of the voting power of our outstanding

Common Stock and Series A Class B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class. Proxies received

by the Company and not revoked prior to or at the Annual Meeting will be voted in favor of the proposed

amendment unless otherwise instructed by the shareholder.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS RECOMMENDS A VOTE “FOR” ADOPTION OF THE
COMPANY PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE CODE OF REGULATIONS TO ADD A FEDERAL

FORUM SELECTION PROVISION AS ARTICLE XI.
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Compensation Committee Interlocks and
Insider Participation
In 2021, the Human Capital and Compensation Committee members were Messrs. Brumback, Heminger,

and McCallister and Mses. Mallesch and Williams. No executive officer of Fifth Third serves on any board

of directors or compensation committee of an entity that compensates any member of the Human

Capital and Compensation Committee.
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Certain Beneficial Owners
Under Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act, a beneficial owner of a security is any person who directly or

indirectly has or shares voting power or investment power over such security. Such beneficial owner

under this definition need not enjoy the economic benefit of such security. Pursuant to publicly available

information and filings, the following table contains information regarding the only persons who, to our

knowledge, beneficially own more than five percent of our common stock as of February 15, 2022:

Title of Class Name and Address
of Beneficial Owner

Amount and Nature of
Beneficial Ownership

Percent
of Class

Common stock The Vanguard Group

100 Vanguard Blvd.

Malvern, PA 19355 83,040,329(1) 12.14%

Common stock BlackRock, Inc.

55 East 52nd Street

New York, NY 10055 53,486,431(2) 7.8%

Common stock T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc.

100 East Pratt Street

Baltimore, MD 21202 47,228,752(3) 6.9%

Common Stock State Street Corporation

One Lincoln Street

Boston, MA 02111 34,876,408(4) 5.1%

(1) The Vanguard Group owns the above holdings in its capacity as an investment advisor in accordance with SEC Rule

13d-1(b)(1)(ii)(E). According to the Schedule 13G filed with the SEC on February 10, 2022, in aggregate, the Vanguard Group

and the affiliated entities included in the Schedule 13G have shared voting power over 1,093,912 shares of common stock, have

sole dispositive power over 80,212,187 shares of common stock, and have shared dispositive power over 2,828,142 shares of

common stock.

(2) BlackRock, Inc. owns the above holdings in its capacity as a parent company or control person in accordance with SEC Rule

13d-1(b)(1)(ii)(G). According to the Schedule 13G filed with the SEC on January 31, 2022, in aggregate, BlackRock, Inc. and the

affiliated entities included in Schedule 13G have sole voting power over 47,374,612 shares of common stock and have sole

dispositive power over 53,486,431 shares of common stock.

(3) T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. owns the above holdings in its capacity as an investment advisor in accordance with SEC Rule

13d-1(b)(1)(ii)(E). According to the Schedule 13G filed with the SEC on February 14 2022, in aggregate, T. Rowe Price

Associates, Inc. and the affiliated entities included in Schedule 13G have sole voting power over 23,586,671 shares of common

stock and have sole dispositive power over 47,228,752 shares of common stock.

(4) State Street Corporation owns the above holdings in its capacity as a parent company or control person in accordance with

SEC Rule 13d-1(b)(1)(ii)(G). According to the Schedule 13G filed with the SEC on February 11, 2022, in aggregate, State Street

Corporation. and the affiliated entities included in Schedule 13G have shared voting power over 31,305,286 shares of common

stock and have shared dispositive power over 34,779,315 shares of common stock.

Delinquent Section 16(a) Reports
Section 16(a) of the Exchange Act requires our executive officers and directors, and persons who own

more than ten percent of a registered class of our stock, to file reports of ownership and changes in

ownership with the SEC. Executive officers and directors, and persons who own greater than ten percent

of a registered class of our stock, are required by SEC regulation to furnish us with copies of all

Section 16(a) forms they file.

The Company believes that, for the period from January 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021, its executive

officers and directors complied with all filing requirements applicable to them with one exception. On

January 5, 2022, the Company filed a Form 5 on behalf of Mr. Feiger regarding four trusts that owned

shares of Company Common Stock on June 15, 2020, the date on which Mr. Feiger became a director of

the Company. The Company based this determination solely on its review of such forms filed

electronically or written representations from certain reporting persons that no Annual Statement of

Changes In Beneficial Ownership of Securities on Form 5 was required for those persons.
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2023 Shareholder Proposals
Shareholder Proposals to be included in Fifth
Third Bancorp’s Proxy Statement. In order for a

shareholder proposal for the 2023 Annual Meeting

of Shareholders to be eligible for inclusion in our

proxy statement, it must comply with the

requirements of Rule 14a-8 of the Exchange Act

and must be received by Fifth Third Bancorp on

or before November 1, 2022 at the following

address or facsimile number:

Fifth Third Bancorp

c/o Fifth Third Legal Department

Office of the Corporate Secretary

38 Fountain Square Plaza

MD10909F

Cincinnati, Ohio 45263

Attn: Corporate Secretary

Facsimile: 513-534-6757

Nominees to the Board of Directors for Inclusion
in Fifth Third Bancorp’s Proxy Statement: In

2020, the Board of Directors adopted

amendments to our Code of Regulations to

implement proxy access for the election of

directors. An eligible shareholder or group of up

to 20 shareholders, owning continuously for at

least three years shares of our common stock

representing an aggregate of at least 3% of our

outstanding common stock, may nominate and

include in our proxy statement director nominees

constituting up to 20% of the total number of our

directors (subject to certain adjustments)

provided that the shareholders and their

nominees satisfy the requirements specified in

Article II, Section 12 of our Code of Regulations.

Notice of nominations under the proxy access

provisions of our Code of Regulations for our

2023 Annual Meeting of Shareholders must be

received by our Corporate Secretary at the

address listed above by no earlier than October 2,

2022 and no later than the close of business on

November 1, 2022, assuming that we do not

change the date of our 2023 Annual Meeting of

Shareholders by more than 30 days from the date

of our 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders.

Shareholder Proposals not included in Fifth
Third Bancorp’s Proxy Statement. Any

shareholder who intends to nominate a person for

election to the Board, or to propose other

business to be considered by the shareholders, at

the 2023 Annual Meeting of Shareholders without

such nomination or proposal being included in our

proxy statement as a shareholder proposal must

be a record holder of shares entitled to vote at

the meeting and must send a notice that complies

with all of the applicable requirements set forth in

Article II, Section 11 of our Code of Regulations

and Rule 14a-19 of the Exchange Act to the

Corporate Secretary using the address and

facsimile number listed above no earlier than

January 12, 2023 and no later than February 11,

2023. Among other requirements, the notice must

include information regarding the shareholder

giving the notice, specified background

information regarding the person to be nominated

or the proposal to be made and a representation

that the shareholder intends to appear at the

meeting and make the nomination or other

proposal. If notice is provided by February 11,

2023, and the proposal is voted upon at the

meeting, SEC rules permit the persons named as

proxies for the 2023 Annual Meeting to exercise

discretionary authority to vote on such additional

matters if we advise shareholders in the proxy

statement for the 2023 Annual Meeting how they

intend to vote.

Our Code of Regulations, which sets forth the

detailed requirements for making nominations to

the Board using proxy access and for making

nominations to the Board and proposing other

business to be considered by the shareholders at

shareholder meetings without inclusion in our

proxy statement as a shareholder proposal, may

be found in the Corporate Governance section of

our website at www.53.com.
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Other Business
Our Code of Regulations provides that only such

business will be conducted as is properly brought

before the meeting in accordance with the

procedures set forth in Article II, Section 11 and 12

of the Code of Regulations. Except as otherwise

provided by law, our Articles, or our Code of

Regulations, the determination of whether any

business sought to be brought before the Annual

Meeting of Shareholders is properly brought

before such meeting will be made by the Chair of

such meeting. If the Chair determines that any

business is not properly brought before the

meeting, then any such business will not be

conducted or considered.

Discretion of Proxies. The Board of Directors

does not know of any other business to be

presented at the Annual Meeting and does not

intend to bring other matters before the Annual

Meeting. However, if any other matters properly

come before the Annual Meeting, it is intended

that the persons named in the Proxy will vote

thereon according to their best judgment and

interest of Fifth Third Bancorp. No other

shareholder has informed us of any intention to

propose any other matter to be acted upon at the

Annual Meeting. Accordingly, the persons named

in the accompanying Proxy are allowed to

exercise their discretionary authority to vote upon

any such proposal without the matter having

been discussed in this proxy statement.

Series A, Class B Preferred Stock. All of the

outstanding Series A, Class B Preferred Stock is

held of record and will be voted at the Annual

Meeting by American Stock Transfer & Trust

Company, LLC, as depositary, in accordance with

instructions received by the depositary from the

record holders of the depositary receipts issued

with respect to the Series A, Class B Preferred

Stock (which we sometimes refer to as depositary

shares). Each outstanding depositary share

represents 1/40 of a share of Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock and, therefore, has the right to

instruct the depositary with respect to the voting

of 1/40th of the 24 votes to which each share of

Series A, Class B Preferred Stock is entitled, which

is 0.6 vote for each depositary share. Holders of

depositary shares may not vote directly at the

Annual Meeting, but should follow the directions

given to them as to how to instruct the depositary

to vote the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock

represented by such holder’s depositary shares,

using our proxy card, which also serves as voting

instructions to the depositary. A failure by the

holder of depositary shares to give timely voting

instructions to the depositary will result in the

Series A, Class B Preferred Stock represented by

such holder’s depositary shares not being voted

at the Annual Meeting.

Householding. Shareholders of record who have

the same address and last name and have not

previously requested electronic delivery of proxy

materials will receive a single envelope containing

the notices or the proxy statement and proxy

card for all shareholders having that address. The

notice or proxy card for each shareholder will

include that shareholder’s unique control number

needed to vote his or her shares. This procedure

reduces our printing costs and postage fees. If, in

the future, you do not wish to participate in

householding and prefer to receive your notice or

proxy statement in a separate envelope, or if your

household currently receives more than one

Notice or Proxy Statement and in the future, you

would prefer to participate in householding,

please call us toll-free at 1-800-870-0653 in the

U.S., or inform us in writing at: Fifth Third

Bancorp, c/o D.F. King & Co., Inc., 48 Wall Street –

22nd Floor, New York, New York 10005, or by

email at FITB@dfking.com. We will respond

promptly to such requests.

For those shareholders who have the same

address and last name and who request to receive

a printed copy of the proxy materials by mail, we

will send only one copy of such materials to each

address unless one or more of those shareholders

notifies us, in the same manner described above,

that they wish to receive a printed copy for each

shareholder at that address.

Beneficial shareholders can request information

about householding from their bank, broker or

other nominee.

Copies. A copy of our Annual Report on

Form 10-K for the most recent fiscal year, as filed

with the SEC, not including exhibits, will be mailed

without charge to shareholders upon written

request. Requests should be addressed to

Investor Relations, 38 Fountain Square Plaza, MD

1090FV, Cincinnati, Ohio 45263 or by emailing

ir@53.com. You can also view information and

request documents from the Investor Relations

page of Fifth Third’s website at ir.53.com. The

Form 10-K includes certain listed exhibits, which

will be provided upon payment of a fee covering

our reasonable expenses.

By Order of the Board of Directors

Joseph C. Alter

Corporate Secretary
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Questions and Answers About the Annual
Meeting and Voting
What is this document?
This document is called a proxy statement. This proxy statement includes information regarding the

matters to be acted upon at the 2022 Fifth Third Bancorp Annual Meeting of Shareholders (the “Annual

Meeting”) and certain other information required by the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”)

and the rules of the Nasdaq Global Select Market (“Nasdaq”).

Our Annual Report for the year 2021, including financial statements, has been delivered or made available

to all shareholders. Such report and financial statements are not a part of this proxy statement. This

proxy statement, form of proxy, notice of Annual Meeting, Notice of Internet Availability, and the Annual

Report are first being sent or made available to shareholders on or about March 1, 2022.

When is the Annual Meeting and where will it be held?
The Annual Meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 12, 2022, at 11:30 a.m. eastern daylight saving time. The
meeting will occur virtually. There is no physical location for the meeting and you cannot attend in
person.

Shareholders and guests may attend the meeting by visiting www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/FITB2022

beginning at 11:15 a.m. eastern daylight saving time. Guests may attend and listen to the meeting by

registering as a guest. Shareholders of record of common stock and depositary interests in Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock on February 18, 2022 may vote and ask questions at the meeting. To do so, shareholders

must use the 16-digit control number that is printed in the box marked by the arrow on the Notice of Internet

Availability of Proxy Materials or the Proxy Card to log in and access the meeting.

Why am I being provided this proxy statement?
Fifth Third Bancorp (the “Company” or “Fifth Third”) is required by the SEC to give you, or provide you

access to, this proxy statement because it is soliciting your proxy to vote your shares of Fifth Third stock

at the Annual Meeting. The enclosed proxy statement summarizes information you need in order to vote

at the Annual Meeting. The holders of the Common Stock have one vote per share, and the holders of the

Series A, Class B Preferred Stock have 24 votes per share.

What is a proxy?
A proxy is your designation of another person to vote stock you own. That other person is called a proxy.

If you designate someone as your proxy in a written document, that document is also called a proxy or a

proxy card. When you designate a proxy, you may also direct the proxy how to vote your shares. Three

Fifth Third directors, Emerson L. Brumback, Greg D. Carmichael, and Marsha C. Williams, have been

designated as the proxies to cast the votes of Fifth Third’s shareholders at the Annual Meeting.

What actions are shareholders approving at the Annual Meeting?
Election of Directors. The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the Board of Directors

has recommended a slate of nominees for election to the Board of Directors. Information about these

nominees may be found in the proxy statement section titled “Election of Directors.”

Company Proposal 1: Ratification of Appointment of Auditors. This is a proposal to ratify the

re-appointment of Deloitte & Touche LLP as our independent external audit firm for 2022. This approval

is not required by law to appoint an independent external audit firm, but the appointment is submitted by

the Audit Committee in order to give shareholders a voice in the designation of the independent external

audit firm. If this resolution is rejected by the shareholders, then the Audit Committee will take the
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE ANNUAL MEETING AND VOTING

opportunity to reevaluate its choice of independent external audit firm. Even if this resolution is

approved, the Audit Committee, at its discretion, may direct the appointment of a different independent

external audit firm at any time during the year if it determines that such a change would be in our best

interests and the best interests of our shareholders.

Company Proposal 2: Advisory Approval of Executive Compensation. Company Proposal 2 is an annual

advisory vote to approve the compensation of our named executive officers (“NEOs”). The Board will

strongly consider the outcome of this advisory vote in determining the compensation of such executives.

Company Proposal 3: Approval of an Amendment to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Regulations to
Add a Federal Forum Selection Provision. Company Proposal 3 is a proposal to approve an Amendment

to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Regulations to add a federal forum selection clause. Information about

this proposal is included in the proxy statement section entitled: “Company Proposal 3: Approval of an

Amendment to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Regulations Add a Federal Forum Selection Provision.”

What vote is required to approve the proposals considered at the Annual
Meeting?
Election of Directors. Our directors are elected by the holders of our outstanding Common Stock and

Series A, Class B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class. The holders of the Common Stock

have one vote per share, and the holders of the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock have 24 votes per share.

In an uncontested election of directors, each nominee for director receiving a greater number of votes

“for” his or her election than votes “against” his or her election will be elected as a director. In the event of

a contested election, the nominees receiving the greatest number of votes “for” his or her election will be

elected. Abstentions and shares not voted by brokers and other entities holding shares on behalf of

beneficial owners will not be counted and will have no effect on the outcome of the election in

accordance with Ohio law and our Articles of Incorporation and Code of Regulations.

Company Proposals 1-3. Company proposals 1-3 at the Annual Meeting require the affirmative vote of the

holders of a majority of the voting power of our outstanding Common Stock and Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class, present electronically or by proxy at the Annual

Meeting and entitled to vote on each such proposal. Abstentions will have the same effect as a vote cast

against such proposal and shares not voted on these proposals by brokers and other entities holding

shares on behalf of beneficial owners will not be counted as present to vote on these proposals and will

have no effect on the outcome.

It is important to vote your shares at the Annual Meeting.

Who may vote and what constitutes a quorum at the meeting?
Holders of Fifth Third Common Stock and Series A, Class B Preferred Stock on February 18, 2022 are

entitled to vote on every matter that is to be voted on at the Annual Meeting. Please see the following

question for more information on voting shares of Series A, Class B Preferred Stock.

In order to conduct the Annual Meeting, a majority of the voting power of Fifth Third Common Stock and

Series A, Class B Preferred Stock, together constituting a single class, entitled to vote at the Annual

Meeting on every matter that is to be voted on must be present electronically or by proxy. This is called a

quorum. Shareholders who deliver valid proxies or vote electronically at the meeting will be considered

part of the quorum. Once a share is represented for any purpose at the meeting, it is deemed present for

quorum purposes for the remainder of the meeting and for any adjourned meeting. Abstentions will be

counted as present and entitled to vote for purposes of determining a quorum. Broker “non-votes”

(which are explained below) are counted as present and entitled to vote for purposes of determining a

quorum.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE ANNUAL MEETING AND VOTING

How many votes do I have?
Each share of Fifth Third common stock outstanding on February 18, 2022 is entitled to one vote on all

proposals at the meeting, either electronically or by proxy.

Each share of outstanding Series A, Class B Preferred Stock on February 18, 2022 has 24 votes per share

on all proposals at the meeting, either electronically or by proxy. All of the outstanding Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock is held of record and will be voted at the Annual Meeting by American Stock Transfer &

Trust Company, LLC, as depositary, in accordance with instructions received by the depositary from the

record holders of the depositary receipts issued with respect to the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock

(which we sometimes refer to as depositary shares). Each outstanding depositary share represents 1/40

of a share of Series A, Class B Preferred Stock and, therefore, has the right to instruct the depositary with

respect to the voting of 1/40th of the 24 votes to which each share of Series A, Class B Preferred Stock is

entitled, which is 0.6 vote for each depositary share. Holders of depositary interests in the Series A, Class

B Preferred Stock may not vote directly at the Annual Meeting, but should follow the directions given to

them as to how to instruct the depositary to vote the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock represented by

such holder’s depositary interests, using our proxy card which also serves as voting instructions to the

depositary. A failure by the holder of depositary shares to give timely voting instructions to the

depositary will result in the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock represented by such holder’s depositary

shares not being voted at the Annual Meeting.

As of the close of business on February 18, 2022, there were approximately 685,672,590 shares of Fifth

Third common stock outstanding and entitled to vote and 8,000,000 depositary shares of Series A,

Class B Preferred Stock outstanding and entitled to vote.

The shares represented by all properly executed proxies that are sent to us will be voted as designated

and each not designated will be voted and counted as described below. Each person giving a proxy may

revoke it by giving notice to us in writing or in open meeting at any time before it is voted.

Fifth Third bears the expense of soliciting proxies. Proxies will be solicited principally by mail, but may

also be solicited by our directors, officers, and other regular employees, who will receive no additional

compensation therefore in addition to their regular compensation. Brokers and others who hold stock on

behalf of others will be asked to send proxy materials to the beneficial owners of the stock, and we will

reimburse them for their expenses. We have retained D.F. King & Co., a proxy solicitation firm to assist us

in soliciting proxies. We anticipate that the costs of D.F. King’s proxy solicitation services will be

approximately $14,500, plus reasonable out-of-pocket expenses.

How do I vote?
Record Shareholders. A shareholder who owns Common Stock in Fifth Third directly, and not through a

broker, bank, or other nominee (“record holder” or “record shareholder”), may vote electronically at the

Annual Meeting by filling out a ballot or may authorize a proxy to vote on his or her behalf. There are

three ways to authorize a proxy:

1. Internet: You may access the proxy materials on the Internet at www.proxyvote.com and follow the

instructions on the proxy card or on the Notice of Internet Availability.

2. Telephone: You may call toll-free 1-800-690-6903, and follow the instructions on the proxy card or

on the Notice of Internet Availability.

3. Mail: If you received your proxy materials by mail, you may vote by signing, dating, and mailing the

enclosed proxy card in the postage-paid envelope provided.

Shareholders who vote over the Internet may incur costs, such as telephone and Internet access charges,

for which the shareholder is responsible. The Internet and telephone voting procedures are designed to

authenticate a shareholder’s identity and to allow a shareholder to vote his or her shares and confirm that

his or her instructions have been properly recorded. You may use the Internet or telephone to submit

your proxy, but you must vote no later than 11:59 p.m. eastern daylight saving time on April 11, 2022 for

shares held directly and by 11:59 p.m. eastern daylight saving time on April 7, 2022 for shares held in a

Plan.
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Holders of depositary shares representing the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock are not record holders of

the Series A, Class B Preferred Stock and must instruct the depositary as to how the Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock represented by the depositary interests are to be voted. Your proxy serves as your

voting instructions to the depositary. You may use the Internet or telephone to submit your proxy (voting

instructions), but you must submit your proxy by 11:59 p.m. eastern daylight saving time on April 7, 2022.

Street Name Shareholders. Shareholders who hold shares in “street name,” that is, through a broker,

bank, or other nominee (“beneficial holder” or “street name shareholder”), should instruct their nominee

to vote their shares by following the instructions provided by the nominee. Your vote as a shareholder is

important. Please vote as soon as possible to ensure that your vote is recorded. Please see “Can my

broker vote for me?” below.

What if I sign and date my proxy but do not provide voting instructions?
A proxy that is signed and dated, but which does not contain voting instructions, will be voted as follows:

• “FOR” the election of each of the directors nominated by the Fifth Third Bancorp Nominating and Corporate

Governance Committee;

• “FOR” the ratification of the selection of Deloitte & Touche LLP as the Company’s independent external audit firm

(Company Proposal 1);

• “FOR” the advisory vote on the Company’s compensation of its Named Executive Officers (Company Proposal 2);

and,

• “FOR” the approval of an amendment to the Fifth Third Bancorp Code of Regulations to Add a Federal Forum

Selection Provision (Company Proposal 3).

Can my broker vote for me?
If you are a beneficial holder of shares and do not provide the organization that holds your shares with

specific voting instructions then, under applicable rules, the organization that holds your shares generally

has discretionary authority to vote on “routine” matters without receiving instructions from you but

cannot vote on “non-routine” matters unless you provide instructions. If the organization that holds your

shares does not receive instructions from you on how to vote your shares on a non-routine matter, that

organization will inform the inspector of election that it does not have the authority to vote on that

matter with respect to your shares. This is generally referred to as a “broker non-vote.”

All proposals at the Annual Meeting except Company Proposal 1 (Ratification of the Selection of

Auditors) are considered non-routine matters under applicable rules. A broker, bank, or other nominee

cannot vote without instructions on non-routine matters, and therefore broker non-votes may exist in

connection with the election of directors and Company Proposals 2 and 3. It is important to instruct your

broker, bank, or other nominee to vote your shares.

The ratification of the selection of Deloitte & Touche LLP as the Company’s independent external audit

firm for 2022 (Company Proposal 1) is considered a routine matter under applicable rules. A broker or

other nominee generally exercises its discretionary authority to vote on routine matters without

instructions. Although brokers and other nominees are not required to exercise discretionary authority,

we expect that no broker non-votes will exist in connection with Company Proposal 1.

What happens if the meeting is postponed or adjourned?
Your proxy will still be good and may be voted at the postponed or adjourned meeting. You will still be

able to change or revoke your proxy until it is voted.
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Can I change my vote or revoke my proxy?
You may change your vote or revoke your proxy at any time before it is voted at the Annual Meeting by

filing with us an instrument revoking it, filing a duly executed proxy bearing a later date (including a

proxy given over the Internet or by telephone), or by attending the meeting and electing to vote

electronically. Even if you plan to attend the virtual Annual Meeting, you are encouraged to vote your
shares by proxy.

How are proxy materials delivered?
We control costs by following SEC rules that allow for the delivery of proxy materials to our shareholders

primarily through the Internet. In addition to reducing the amount of paper used in producing these

materials, this method lowers the costs associated with mailing the proxy materials to shareholders.

Record holders will have a Notice of Internet Availability of Proxy Materials delivered directly to their

mailing address. Beneficial holders will have a Notice of Internet Availability of Proxy Materials forwarded

to them by the intermediary that holds the shares. Shareholders who have requested paper copies of all

proxy materials and certain institutional and other shareholders will also receive paper copies of the other

proxy materials including this proxy statement, the 2021 Annual Report of Fifth Third Bancorp, and a

proxy card or voting instruction sheet.

If you received only a Notice of Internet Availability of Proxy Materials by mail, you will not receive a

printed copy of the proxy materials unless you request a copy by following the instructions on the notice.

The Notice of Internet Availability of Proxy Materials also contains instructions for accessing and

reviewing the proxy materials over the Internet and provides directions for submitting your vote over the

Internet.

What if I share an address and a last name with other Fifth Third shareholders?
To reduce the expenses of delivering duplicate proxy materials to shareholders, we are relying upon SEC

“householding” rules that permit delivery of only one set of applicable proxy materials to multiple

shareholders who share an address and have the same last name, unless we receive contrary instructions

from any shareholder at that address. Shareholders of record who have the same address and last name

and have not previously requested electronic delivery of proxy materials will receive a single envelope

containing the notices or the proxy statement and proxy card for all shareholders having that address.

The notice or proxy card for each shareholder will include that shareholder’s unique control number

needed to vote his or her shares. This procedure reduces our printing costs and postage fees. If, in the

future, you do not wish to participate in householding and prefer to receive your Notice or Proxy

Statement in a separate envelope, or if your household currently receives more than one Notice or Proxy

Statement and in the future, you would prefer to participate in householding, please call 1-800-870-0653

(toll-free) in the U.S., or inform us in writing at: Fifth Third Bancorp, c/o D.F. King & Co., Inc., 48 Wall

Street—22nd Floor, New York, NY 10005, or by email at FITB@dfking.com. Requests will be responded to

promptly.

For those shareholders who have the same address and last name and who request to receive a printed

copy of the proxy materials by mail, we will send only one copy of such materials to each address unless

one or more of those shareholders notifies us, in the same manner described above, that the

shareholder(s) wish to receive a printed copy for each shareholder at that address.

Beneficial shareholders can request information about householding from their banks, brokers, or other

holders of record.
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How do I request a paper or e-mail copy of the proxy materials?
Record Shareholders. Record holders may request a paper or e-mail copy of the proxy materials by

following the instructions below. You will be asked to provide your 16-digit control number located on

your proxy card or Notice of Internet Availability.

1. Call the toll-free telephone number 1-800-579-1639 and follow the instructions provided;

2. Access the website www.proxyvote.com and follow the instructions provided; or

3. Send an e-mail to sendmarterial@proxyvote.com with your control number in the subject line. The

remainder of the email should be blank. Unless you instruct otherwise, we will reply to your e-mail

with links to the proxy materials in PDF format for this meeting only.

Please make your request for a copy on or before March 29, 2022 to facilitate timely delivery.

Street Name Shareholders. Beneficial holders, also known as street name shareholders, should request

copies of the proxy materials by following the instructions provided by their bank, broker, or other

nominee.

Can I attend the virtual Annual Meeting?
The Annual Meeting is being held virtually. There will be no physical meeting and you cannot attend in

person. Please refer to page 2 for instructions on how to attend the virtual Annual Meeting. Annual

Meeting. Individuals who are not shareholders of the Company will be permitted to listen to the Annual

Meeting. In order to vote (though not holders of depositary shares representing Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock), examine the shareholder list, or submit questions at the Annual Meeting, you must be

one of the following:

1. Record holder of Fifth Third common stock or of Series A, Class B Preferred Stock;

2. Holder of depositary shares representing Series A, Class B Preferred Stock;

3. Beneficial holder of Fifth Third Common Stock or of depositary shares representing Series A, Class B

Preferred Stock; or

4. Authorized representative of persons or entities who are beneficial holders of Fifth Third common

stock or of depositary shares representing Series A, Class B Preferred Stock.

Can I participate in the Annual Meeting?
Shareholders will have substantially the same opportunities to participate in our virtual Annual Meeting as

they would have in an in-person meeting. Only shareholders of the Company will be able to attend, vote,

examine the shareholder list, and submit questions before and during a portion of the meeting via the

online platform. Shareholders may submit questions by signing into the virtual meeting platform at

www.virtualshareholdermeeting.com/FITB2022, typing a question into the “Ask a Question” field, and

clicking submit. You may submit questions beginning on April 5, 2022 by logging onto proxyvote.com

with your 16-digit control number. Questions which comply with the Rules of Conduct and that are

germane to the purpose of the Annual Meeting will be answered during the Annual Meeting, subject to

time constraints. Questions regarding personal matters or matters not relevant to the Annual Meeting will

not be answered. If we receive substantially similar questions, we will group them together.

Shareholders (but not holders of depositary shares representing Series A, Class B Preferred Stock) may

vote during the Annual Meeting. Shareholders may also vote before the date of the Annual Meeting, by

proxy or by telephone using the one of the methods provided on the proxy card. We recommend at that

shareholders vote by mail, internet, or telephone prior to the Annual Meeting, even if they plan to attend

the Annual Meeting virtually.
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What if I experience technical difficulties logging into the virtual Annual
Meeting?
Shareholders encountering difficulty accessing the Annual Meeting virtual platform during the sign-in

process or at any time during the meeting may utilize technical support provided by the Company

through Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. Technical support information is provided on the sign-in

page for all shareholders. If you have difficulties accessing the virtual Annual Meeting during check-in or

during the meeting, please call the technical support number listed on the Annual Meeting sign-in page.

How do I propose actions for the 2023 Annual Meeting of Shareholders?
Shareholder Proposals to be included in our 2023 Proxy Statement. In order for a shareholder proposal

for the 2023 Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be eligible for inclusion in our proxy statement, it must

comply with the requirements of Rule 14a-8 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”),

and must be received by us on or before the date provided on page 89 at the address or facsimile

number provided on page 89.

Shareholder Proposals not included in our 2023 Proxy Statement. Any shareholder who intends to

propose any matter to be acted upon at the 2023 Annual Meeting of Shareholders without such proposal

being included in the Company’s proxy statement as a shareholder proposal must send a notice to the

Corporate Secretary during the period referenced on page 89 using the address and facsimile number

listed on page 89.

Who can I call for help in voting my shares?
If you have any questions or need assistance voting your shares, please call D.F. King & Co., Inc., which is

assisting us, toll-free at 1-800-870-0653.

Who can I contact with questions about my investment in Fifth Third?
Shareholders who wish to speak to a Fifth Third representative regarding their investment in Fifth Third

may communicate directly with our Investor Relations Department by calling 866-670-0468. In addition,

shareholders may communicate in writing directly with the Investor Relations Department by sending a

letter to 38 Fountain Square Plaza, MD 1090FV, Cincinnati, OH 45263 or by emailing ir@53.com. You can

also view information and request documents from the Investor Relations page of our website at

ir.53.com.
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Annex A: Proposed Amendment to The Fifth
Third Bancorp Code of Regulations to Add a
Federal Forum Selection Provision
RESOLVED, that the Code of Regulations, as amended, be, and hereby is amended by inserting the

following new Article XI:

ARTICLE XI
FORUM FOR ADJUDICATION OF CERTAIN DISPUTES

Unless the Corporation consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the federal courts

of the United States shall be the exclusive forum for the resolution of any claim arising under the

Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
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